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ABSTRACT IN DANISH 
RESUMÉ 
 
Dette studie undersøger stemmens rolle i skabelse og forhandling af 
kønsidentitet hos 13 transkønnede personer bosiddende i Danmark, ud fra 
en overbevisning om, at stemmen er en central del af denne proces. 
Gennem analyse af kvalitative interviews undersøges, hvordan deltagerne 
navigerer forventninger til kønsroller i samfundet, og hvilke strategier, 
deltagerne anvender for at kønne deres stemme, så den passer til deres egen 
identitetsopfattelse. De kvalitative data undersøges tværdisciplinært med 
metode og teori fra sociolingvistik, transgender studies, queer teori og 
feministisk teori. Analysen viser, at stemmen spiller en afgørende rolle i 
skabelsen af en transkønnet identitet, men at kønnede forventninger til 
stemmebrug har en indflydelse på hvilke valg deltagerne tager. Størstedelen 
af deltagerne var under behandling med kønshormon, og de transmaskuline 
deltagere angav, at testosteron havde en markant og permanent virkning på 
sænkning af tonehøjde (F0), mens transfeminine deltagere oplyste, at 
østrogen ikke har nogen effekt på stemmens fysiske tonehøjde. Derfor måtte 
de to grupper anvende forskellige strategier for at ændre stemmens opfattede 
køn, men deltagernes oplevelser viste, at tonehøjde gennemgående er den 
mest fremtrædende markør for køn i stemmen. Undersøgelsen viste også at 
stemme og kønsidentitet hænger uløseligt sammen med andre faktorer, som 
seksualitet og dialekt, som giver forskellige handlingsrum for forskellige køn. 
Kobles lav tonehøjde, som eksempel, med en lesbisk identitet, er der større 
rum for variation, mens brug af dialekttræk synes at indeksere maskulinitet. 
De mange forskelligartede fund viser at stemme og kønsidentitet hænger 
uløseligt sammen og blander sig med andre faktorer, men at mere 
tværdisciplinær forskning på området er nødvendig for at forstå disse 
komplekse sammenhænge.  
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 INTRODUCTION 
“In Denmark it seems that the voice is what defines gender” (Hansen, 2015c) 
 
This statement is expressed by trans woman Janni Maria 

Christensen in a radio feature from the Danish Broadcasting Corporation 
(DR) in December 2015. The fact that a major Danish news station covers 
transgender topics points to the recent growth in awareness of transgender 
issues, with TV-series and movies such as Transparent and The Danish Girl also 
providing good examples. The radio feature is not just about transgender 
identity in general, but specifically about the implications of having a voice 
that does not ‘match’ gender expression. This suggests to me that we are at a 
breaking point in time, where there is real potential to dig deeper into the 
nuances of transgender experience. The increase in awareness calls for an 
expansion of knowledge, and I believe this knowledge making starts with 
academia and activism working together, since transgender lives and 
experiences are often still misinterpreted, simplified, or worse, exotified. 
 
As suggested by Janni in the above quote, the voice plays an important part 
in the constitution of identity. This observation has been the topic of many 
sociolinguistic studies (see for instance Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992, 
2007, 2013), but only very little research has been done on the topic of 
transgender identity and the voice, as will be seen in section 2. When 
transgender issues have been the topic of research they have, with few 
exceptions (Zimman, 2012, 2013, forthcoming), been investigated without 
attention to the lived experiences of transgender individuals. This thesis will 
serve as a needed contribution to the field and thus, my research questions 
are:  
 
How does the voice relate to gender identity for the participants of this study?  
More specifically, which vocal strategies do participants employ in constituting a gender 
identity, and how are these strategies met by the surrounding world?  
Are certain voice features particularly relevant? 
 
These questions are sought answered by analysing participant’s experiences 
with voice and gender identity. Specific strategies and more bodily 
considerations are investigated in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5 offers up an 
investigation of the social implications of navigating a binary-gendered 
world with a transgender voice. Chapter 6 provides a discussion and 
suggestions for further research. Overall, the aim of this thesis is not tracking 
the physical changes or features of the transgender voice, but rather giving a 
voice – both metaphorically and physically – to the testimonies of 
transgender individuals by showing how feminist theory, queer theory and 

1 
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transgender studies can offer new approaches and perspectives to the field of 
sociolinguistics. 

1.1 Positioning myself 
Before outlining my theoretical framework I wish to situate myself in 
relation to the topic at hand, as is suggested by Adrienne Rich in Notes 
Towards a Politics of Location (1986). My own involvement in this topic is 
manifold. Through activism in different political and activist groupings in 
Copenhagen, I have worked with issues of gender and sexuality in many 
circumstances, be it organising an LGBT film festival, counselling LGBT 
refugees or founding a feminist festival – or just being a regular at queer 
events. These involvements have left me with experiences that inform the 
way I want contribute to academia. Working with LGBT issues, it quickly 
becomes apparent how little work is actually about the T, which stands for 
transgender, and how gender identity is in significant phenomenological 
ways different from sexual orientation, as will also be introduced in section 
2.1. This is my first motivation, simply providing more research that centres 
transgender experience, pointing to the nuances in a category often referred 
to as one single thing.  

At the same time I identity as lesbian with a gender expression that is 
gender non-conforming, and thus I experience on my own body what it feels 
like to be outside the norm. I do not with to suggest that I can identity with 
transgender experience, but do wish to point to the fact that the gender 
norms of society limit us all. I fully acknowledge that the experiences 
reported in this paper are not my own, and never will be. Unlike Danish 
legislation which still considers transgender identity a mental health issue, 
this thesis approaches it as any other identity category, such as sexuality or 
class.  
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 BACKGROUND 
Transgender studies has existed for some decades now but in 
recent years the field has expanded vastly in many disciplines. In 
the following section I wish to survey the orientations and limits of 

transgender studies and linguistics in order to position the framework of this 
paper. I will also review how transgender studies intersect with linguistics up 
until now, and why this intersection is useful and necessary. 
 
A classic sociolinguistic investigation starts by initially identifying certain 
features of speech where variation occurs between (groups of) speakers and 
then proceeds to conduct a comparative analysis of these features (examples 
are Labov, 1972; Pharao et al., 2014; Trudgill, 1972). Such approaches 
provide us with valuable information, but cannot – and do not claim to – 
grasp the nuances in how people relate to their own voices, and how they 
work to convey their own identity through the voice.  

As a sociophonetician I am interested in how studies of the voice can 
incorporate marginalised groups, without dismissing these as outliers or 
abnormalities interfering with the final result. However, it is also important 
to stress that as a cisgendered1  researcher, it is crucial that employed 
understandings of transgender identity and voice are co-produced with 
transgender individuals to avoid objectification and exotification of 
transgender experience. 

In a field that is so relatively new - at least the combination of 
transgender studies and sociolinguistics - we could end up losing valuable 
information if we do not look at the phenomena from many different 
perspectives. How can we know that we are asking the right questions, if we 
keep asking from the same place, with the same presumptions? Feminist 
sociologists Marjorie DeVault & Glenda Gross answer this questions as 
follows:  
 

“If we wish to create knowledge that challenges rather than supports ruling regimes, 
we must constantly be attentive to histories, experiences, and perspectives that are 
unnoticed, unfamiliar, or too easily neglected or misrepresented.” (2012, p. 217).  

 
My aim with this study is to give room for such experiences and use them as 
a means to say something about the world, and the place of transgender 
experience in it. The following examination of literature seeks to find tools 
for this analysis. 

																																																								
1 ‘Cisgendered’, or just ‘cis’, is at term used to describe non-trans people, i.e. people who 

2 
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2.1 Transgender studies and feminism 
As outline in the introduction, we are at a point in time where a lot is 
happening around different facets of transgender life, and it seems that 
common society is only beginning to realise what transgender identity is and 
can be, although transgender studies has already been a well-established 
field of study for several decades. According to gender studies scholar Susan 
Stryker in The Transgender Studies Reader, transgender studies emerged in the 
early 1990’s (2006, p. 8). She describes the field of study as the following: 
 

“Most broadly conceived, the field of transgender studies is concerned with anything 
that disrupts, denaturalizes, rearticulates, and makes visible the normative linkages we 
generally assume to exist between the biological specificity of the sexually 
differentiated human body, the social roles and statuses that a particular form of body 
is expected to occupy, the subjectively experienced relationship between a gendered 
sense of self and social expectations of gender-role performance, and the cultural 
mechanisms that work to sustain or thwart specific configurations of gendered 
personhood.” (Stryker, 2006, p. 3) 

 
In extension of this, the purpose of transgender studies is to disrupt existing 
power structures by pointing to the way norms marginalise certain people 
and bodies. That is, in all modesty, also the purpose of this paper. How this 
relates to linguistics will be elaborated on in section 2.4. 

These concerns are, as Stryker also points out, rooted in feminism and 
queer theory, which have a slightly different focus than the related 
theoretical fields: “Transgender studies is in many ways more attuned to 
questions of embodiment and identity than those of desire and sexuality” 
(Stryker, 2006, p. 7). Feminism and queer theory will be expanded further in 
the following. As will also be evident from the present analysis, gender and 
sexuality do of course intersect in meaningful ways, but Stryker’s point is an 
important one since nuances of transgender identity are often collapsed into 
a question of sexuality, especially when trans issues, at rare intervals, hit 
mainstream media.  
 
Although transgender studies have important lessons to teach feminism, 
many feminist concepts are useful when investigating transgender identity. 
An important one is the concept of performativity. Originally coined by 
feminist philosopher Judith Butler (Butler, 2011 [1993]), performativity 
refers to the way in which gender is acted out and given meaning in 
everyday life. Drawing on linguist J. L. Austin’s speech act theory (1975), 
Butler demonstrates how as well as Austin’s example “I hereby pronounce 
you husband and wife”, wordings like “It’s a girl!” not only state an 
objective fact, but rather create this fact as a result of the proclamation 
(Butler, 2011 [1993], p. xvii). Thus, words do not only name things, they 
make and shape reality.  
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Butler’s theorisation of gender performativity and her description of ‘the 
heterosexual matrix’ (Butler, 1990), are generally believed to be some of the 
founding concepts of ‘third wave feminism’ or ‘queer theory’ in academia 
(Lykke, 2008). Queer theory, or queer feminism, arose as a reaction to the 
biological determinism of previous feminisms, claiming that both gender 
and sex are discursively constructed (Lykke, 2008, p. 116).  

The example with assignment of gender at birth is especially relevant in 
a trans context because this assignment is what the trans person usually 
seeks to get away from. Furthermore, it underlines the above point that sex 
is discursively constructed. When the child is assigned a gender at birth, the 
physical characteristics, often referred to as ‘sex’, are also ascribed the same 
gendered characteristics, thus coupling for instance a penis with maleness. 
The hardships that such an assignment entails for many individuals, 
including transgender people, illuminates exactly how strong the construct 
of gender is, but at the same time points to the construct itself, making it 
possible for the individual to do gender differently. Thus, “[a] woman, 
performatively speaking, is one who says she is – and who then does what 
woman means” (Stryker, 2006, p. 10). 
 
Another important concept to take away from feminism is that of 
intersectionality. As feminism has mostly been occupied with questions of 
gender and women’s rights, it has often happened from a white, middle class 
perspective (Lykke, 2008; Stryker, 2006). In 1989 critical race scholar 
Kimberlé Crenshaw, and earlier the Combahee River Collective as 
described by Rich (1986, p. 218), theorised that in order to understand how 
oppression works, we need to look at intersections of different kinds of 
oppressions and how they affect different people. In other words, we should 
remember to look at intra-group variations. Crenshaw gives the example of 
violence against women: “In the context of violence against women, this 
elision of difference is problematic, fundamentally because the violence that 
many women experience is often shaped by other dimensions of their 
identity, such as race and class” (Crenshaw, 2006 [1991], p. 8). When 
dealing with trans phenomena this would mean being able to look at an 
individual as, for instance, trans, woman, gay and working class at the same 
time, and trying to understand what the intersections of these identity 
categories mean and how they influence the way this individual lives and is 
perceived by others.  

Intersectionality was, as mentioned, also a critique of the general over-
representation of white, middle or upper-class cis women in the feminist 
movements. A critique which is certainly still valid and also pointed out by 
Stryker in relation to the field of Transgender Studies:  
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“[T]he analytical framework for understanding gender diversity that has emerged 
from transgender studies – valuable though it is – is impoverished by the relative lack 
of contributions from people of color, and is therefore ultimately inadequate for 
representing the complex interplay between race, ethnicity, and transgender 
phenomena.” (Stryker, 2006, p. 15) 
 

The general underrepresentation of ethnic minorities, working class 
individuals and trans people constitutes reality within Danish academia 
especially – but also in the trans community in Copenhagen and the rest of 
Denmark. This lack of representation demands that the researcher, myself 
included, be extra careful when generalising about the applicability of 
research findings, and prompts the researcher to reflect upon what it means 
to be a researcher speaking for others. Adrienne Rich has done exactly that, 
leaving us with no definite answer, but pointing to the danger of abstraction, 
because “[i]t allows no differences among places, times, cultures, conditions, 
movements” (Rich, 1986, p. 221). Thus, my paper will of course offer up 
some abstractions on the subject, while keeping the focus on specific 
experiences that make the basis of these abstractions.  

2.2 Identity in sociolinguistics 
If language can make and shape reality, as argued above, then language 
must be an integral part of identity making, which seems indeed to be a 
widely accepted fact in sociolinguistic research. According to sociolinguists 
such as Mary Bucholtz and Kira Hall language is such an important factor 
in producing identities “because among the many symbolic resources 
available for the cultural production of identity, language is the most flexible 
and pervasive” (Bucholtz & Hall, 2004a, p. 369). Thus, the study of 
language is the study of identity. The general importance of language also 
enables the discipline of linguistics to enter into dialogue with other strands 
of research, for instance transgender studies, as will be expanded on in 
section 2.6.  
 
As we saw above, one of the key notions in (early) queer theory is that of 
performativity, which is itself based upon linguistic theory. In the 
intersection between linguistics and queer theory we find queer linguistics. 
According to Hall (2013) queer theory and linguistics have slightly different 
approaches to the question of identity, and queer theory could learn from 
linguistics:  
 

“I suggest here that queer linguistics, while born from the queer critique of 
heteronormativity and gender binarism, would do well to counter the analytic 
distinction between identity and practice that characterizes much of contemporary 
queer theory” (Hall, 2013, p. 635) 
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For Hall it would not make sense to distinguish between identity and 
practice, since the two are mutually inseparable. She accuses queer theory of 
deciding what is subversive and what is not by already inscribing a situation 
with discursive meaning before it has taken place (Hall, 2013, p. 636). As an 
example, Hall points to the concept of ‘homonormativity’ (as coined by 
Duggan, 2003), which marks gay marriage a non-subversive act only serving 
to uphold normative neoliberal society. This act of identity policing blocks 
us from understanding “how these practices become invested with meaning 
in the first place” (Hall, 2013, p. 636).  

Communication studies scholar Tobias Raun, who has published 
widely about transgender identity and the media, (2014) joins Hall in this 
critique of queer theory, but from a rather different entry point. While Hall 
represents a practice approach, where she finds that in practice it is 
unproductive to differentiate between practice and identity, because the two 
are intertwined in linguistic data, Raun’s perspective is phenomenological. 
He notes that queer theory celebrates what is generally seen as norm 
breaking – for instance drag or other ambivalent embodiments – but; 
“queer theory has been more silent, or even critical toward trans identity 
performances or practices that seem more gender-conforming, or that have 
become recognized as reidealizing heterosexual relations.” (Raun, 2014, p. 
24). From a phenomenological standpoint this is problematic for Raun, 
because the lived experience of, for instance, gay marriage might feel 
dramatically more subversive than can be detected from the outside. Since 
my own point of departure in this study is also phenomenological, this 
reservation is important to keep in mind when making assumptions about 
the experiences of participants.  
 
This thesis is greatly influenced by sociolinguist Lal Zimman’s work on 
transgender speakers, and especially his forthcoming paper. In this paper on 
the voices of transmasculine people during testosterone therapy, Zimman 
underlines how he has paid careful attention to the participants’ view on 
their own identity, since this will influence choices about voice and language 
use. He gives an example: “The genderqueer participants in this study 
situated themselves outside of the gender binary and generally had 
androgyny as a goal in their transition rather than a smooth transformation 
from one side of the binary to another” (Zimman, forthcoming, pp. 40–41). 
Zimman is one of few linguists involved with research on transgender 
individuals and the voice, and also shows how this intersects with concepts 
like race and sexuality (Zimman, forthcoming, 2013). 

Following this line of thought, Zimman underlines “the importance of 
looking beyond any single index of gender if we hope to understand what it 
means to characterize a voice as ‘female’ or ‘male’”(Zimman, forthcoming, 
p. 4). The point of looking at several (linguistic) features at once is useful for 
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understanding how identity is negotiated and given social meaning in 
interaction, as will become evident in the present analysis. Zimman’s 
research is also an example of how the phenomenological observations of 
the participants in his study guide the analysis and are used in combination 
with quantitative measurements of language in practice.  
 
Linguist anthropologist Elinor Ochs (1992) writes about the relationship 
between language and social meaning. She terms this relation indexicality and 
points to the fact that one word might index different meanings depending 
on the situation; “e.g. differences in social class or ethnicity of speakers, 
differences in social distances between speaker and addressee, differences in 
affect” (Ochs, 1992, p. 338). The same goes for pitch range which indexes 
gender in many cultures. Thus, to quote Zimman;  

 
“[I]ndexicality captures the process through which particular practices and stances are 
imbued with social meaning based on indirect connections with certain characteristics 
or identities that are themselves constituted by those acts” (Zimman, forthcoming, p. 
5) 

 
When conveying gender in a speech community, it is plausible that not only 
pitch range indexes gender. Studies indicate that other factors are at play, 
such as speed, breathiness and word choice (Davies, Papp, & Antoni, 2015; 
Johnson, Strand, & D’Imperio, 1999). When several linguistic features come 
together, they can form a style. This is what Eckert refers to as stylistic 
practice: “Stylistic practice involves a process of bricolage, by which people 
combine a range of existing resources to construct new meanings or new 
twists on old meanings” (Eckert, 2004, p. 43). In other words, you could say 
that stylistic practice is more than the sum of its parts. For instance, Zimman 
(2013) argues that “[t]he production of /s/ with a highly negative spectral 
skew could be an index of unmarked femininity when produced by a 
speaker who is perceived to be female, whereas an /s/ with the same 
frequency profile could be taken as a signifier of gay identity if the speaker is 
thought to be male” (Zimman, 2013, p. 33). In another paper he points out 
that some trans men may thus have been subject to both indexical meanings 
in their life (Zimman, forthcoming, p. 44). Other studies in Danish 
sociolinguistics indicate similar variations in indexical meanings of linguistic 
features such as /s/. Pharao et al. (2014), for instance, find that fronted /s/ 
indexes different social meanings for listeners in a perception study 
depending on other stylistic features of the speaker’s register. For speakers of 
“modern Copenhagen” a fronted /s/ indexes gayness, while it has less 
strong implications when combined with a “street” register, showing that 
stylistic practice is indeed a process of bricolage. 
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2.3 Imagined communities 
So far in this review the ‘transgender community’ has been mentioned a few 
times. But what does this mean from a social as well as a linguistic 
perspective? In this section I will attempt to narrow down my understanding 
of this concept in order to define the group that this paper is made for and 
about.  

In his book Imagining Transgender (2007) social anthropologist David 
Valentine seeks to map out the meaning of transgender identity through 
fieldwork done in New York City in the late 1990’s. The definition of 
transgender defines who is part of the transgender community and it is thus 
the emergence of this category that is of interest to Valentine. Valentine 
defines the word ‘transgender’ as an umbrella term for “male- and female-
bodied gender variant people who had previously been understood as 
distinct kinds of persons” (2007, p. 4), but at the same time underlines that 
who is, and should be, covered by the term varies greatly, depending on 
who you ask in the community. Following this, my understanding of the 
transgender community will be one that includes everyone who in various 
ways identify as something other than the gender they were assigned at 
birth. As Zimman also concedes, the participants in his study as well as the 
ones in mine, simultaneously identify with several communities but all 
respond to an imagined transgender community, as will also be evident in 
Chapters 4 and 5. 
 
In his understanding of community from a sociolinguistic perspective 
Zimman also draws upon the community of practice theory. The 
community of practice is a term used in many strands of research, including 
sociolinguistics where it has been proposed as a welcome remedy against 
“too much abstraction” as sociolinguists Penelope Eckert and Sally 
McConnell-Ginet put it (1992, p. 90), a problem also posed by Rich earlier. 
The danger of too much abstraction is that if taken away from the very 
specific social circumstances in which they are used, the social meanings of 
linguistic features may be overlooked. To exemplify this the authors point to 
the concept of gender, explaining how “women” and “men” are often taken 
as absolutes in sociolinguistics even though what these concepts entail varies 
greatly through time, place and circumstance (1992, p. 90).  

Eckert and McConnell-Ginet broadly define the community of practice 
as “an aggregate of people who come together around mutual engagement 
in some common endeavor” (1992, p. 96). The community of practice is 
different from the speech community in that it is not necessarily defined by 
specific linguistic features, but includes many kinds of practices (1992).  

In 2007, when the community of practice construct had been in use for 
many years, the two propose a revision of its use. One proposition is 
focusing more on how specific communities relate to larger social constructs, 
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what Eckert and McConnell-Ginet also refer to as imagined communities, 
pointing to the ‘gay community’ as an example of such (Eckert & 
McConnell-Ginet, 2007, p. 33). Zimman connects this to his own study of 
transmasculine voices, arguing that:  

 
“’The transgender community’, as a grouping that supposedly includes all 
individuals who express a gender different from the one assigned to them at 
birth, is a clear example of an imagined community” (Zimman, forthcoming, 
p. 18) 

 
And thus, Valentine’s description of who is transgender becomes the 
description of the transgender community as an imagined community, 
where most people never meet, hear or know each other but have an image 
in their mind of belonging to this community, which then, on account of this 
affiliation, sometimes forms as a community of practice on a local level 
(Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2007, p. 33). It is precisely the understanding 
of the transgender community as an imagined community, that this thesis 
relies on. 

2.4 Transgender linguistics? 
In linguistics extensive research has been made on topics relating to voice 
and gender, but not much attention has been paid to voice and transgender 
identity outside the fields of speech therapy and medical research. Even 
though these fields are related to linguistics in important ways, the topic 
deserves more attention from linguistic perspectives. The present paragraph 
will draw an outline of the relatively small field of (socio)linguistic research 
that has been carried out so far. 
 
As introduced earlier, one of few linguists involved in research on 
transgender identity is Lal Zimman. He exemplifies why it is important that 
sociolinguists engage in this research, and thus follows the line of Stryker in 
section 2.2 above:  
 

“Rather than taking for granted that broader gender differences arise directly from 
physiology, sociolinguistics must critically examine the relationship between biology, 
gender socialization early in life, and identities adopted in adolescence and 
adulthood.” (Zimman, forthcoming, p. 2) 

 
It can be deduced from this quote that Zimman finds the field of 
sociolinguistics a little preoccupied with physiology and the implications 
hereof on the voice. Thus, Zimman’s research on transgender identity 
focuses both on physical linguistic features and the possible social 
implications of these, covering mostly perspectives from masculine identified 
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transgender speakers. In a study on the perceived sexuality of transgender 
men, Zimman shows that skewness in /s/ pronunciation correlates with 
sexuality rating, such that a negative skew, indicating more energy in the 
higher frequencies, predicts gay-ness rating. This finding is consistent with 
several other studies on the relationship between /s/ production and 
sexuality of the speaker (examples being Mack & Munson, 2012; Pharao et 
al., 2014; Smyth, Jacobs, & Rogers, 2003; Jørgensen, 2013). The study also 
shows that the transgender participants are rated gay even though their F0 is 
lower than that of straight cisgendered participants (Zimman, 2013), a 
finding that is new to the field, and will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 

In a forthcoming paper Zimman investigates the concept of gender as a 
bricolage through acoustic analysis of the /s/ and F0 production of 10 
transmasculine speakers, while tracking changes in these features during the 
course of one year where participants undergo testosterone therapy. The 
study yields many interesting and complex results, a not so surprising one 
being the general effect of testosterone therapy on speaker pitch (Zimman, 
forthcoming, p. 29). A new and somewhat more socially rooted finding is 
that many participants expressed that they were “more comfortable to 
incorporate certain traditionally feminine characteristics into their gender 
expression once they started being perceived as men”. What might be more 
surprising is that one of the participants who mentioned such a change also 
showed a significant increase in centre of gravity of /s/ (Zimman, 
forthcoming, p. 38). Such a finding, among many others in Zimman’s 
studies, indicate that the field of sociolinguistics benefits from acoustic 
measurements being accompanied by participant interviews, in order to 
further understand the social implications of physical changes in the voice 
and the body. Zimman concludes: “[T]rans voices should cause 
sociolinguistics to question what we mean when we designate voices as 
‘female’ or ‘male’” (forthcoming, p. 47). 
 
Apart from the above outlined studies, it has been very limited what I have 
been able to find about transgender voices from a linguistic perspective. As 
mentioned earlier, most studies to do with the transgender voice focus on 
clinical treatment of transgender patients, an example being Voice and 
communication therapy for the transgender/transsexual client: A comprehensive clinical 
guide (Adler, Hirsch, & Mordaunt, 2006). Although guides like these may be 
useful from a clinical perspective of transgender individuals as patients, there 
seems to be and immense lack of research done by, with and for transgender 
people about their lived experiences, and that is what this paper seeks to 
remedy. 
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2.5 Voice modification options  
Even though research is sparse, there is some research occupied with the 
physical opportunities of voice modification, as mentioned mostly in the 
fields of medicine and speech therapy. This section will give a short 
introduction to the surgical and hormonal options for individuals wishing to 
change the gendered sound of their voice. Although the focus of this paper is 
on the social aspects of voice and gender identity, the following is meant to 
provide a basis for understanding the physical limits of medical and surgical 
voice modification.  
 
One factor in voice modification is hormone therapy. This kind of treatment 
however only changes voice characteristics, most remarkably pitch, for 
speakers assigned female at birth (AFAB), and not for those assigned male 
(AMAB). This has to do with the fact that once the voice is broken it is 
irreversible, since what is generally believed to happen during cis male 
puberty is an increase in vocal fold mass, causing a lowering in fundamental 
frequency (F0), henceforth referred to as pitch (Davies, Papp, & Antoni, 
2015, p. 144). For AFAB speakers treatment with testosterone will 
permanently lower the pitch and relative quickly make the voice drop to a 
normative ‘male-sounding’ pitch range (Davies, Papp, & Antoni, 2015, p. 
146).  

For AMAB trans speakers oestrogen therapy does not affect the speech 
organs, and thus surgery is an option to permanently change the physical 
voice characteristics. According to Davies, Papp, & Antoni (2015) there are 
two surgical options for speakers seeking out voice feminisation. One is 
phonosurgery – surgery on the vocal chords – which should lead to a 
permanent rise in pitch. A common method is increasing the tension in the 
vocal folds by “approximation of the cricoid and thyroid cartilages” 
(Neumann, Welzel, & Berghaus, 2002, p. 209). Other methods include 
shortening the vocal chords or reducing their mass. All procedures are 
offered together as a combined offer by some clinics. The second surgical 
intervention – also referred to as an Adam’s apple reduction – does “not 
have a feminizing effect on the voice” (Davies, Papp, & Antoni, 2015, p. 
138), and is thus often chosen for cosmetic reasons. It is also generally 
recommended to follow up surgery with speech therapy to get tools for using 
the new voice, as it is recommended for speakers on testosterone to 
accompany hormone therapy with professional voice training (Davies, Papp, 
& Antoni, 2015).  
 
In this chapter I have outlined selected theoretical approaches to serve two 
purposes. First, I have provided a theoretical framework to give the reader 
an insight into the underlying understandings behind my analysis and thus 
ground this work in the literature. This framework relies heavily on 
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transgender studies, queer theory and feminist theory, while showing how a 
trans disciplinary approach with sociolinguistics will benefit all disciplines at 
play. Second, the presented theories offer up concrete tools to be employed 
in the analysis. My main focus will be on performativity, intersectionality, 
stylistic practice and imagined communities, while many of the other 
concepts presented build on these or are related in other was. These tools 
have proved valuable to the analysis and are all useful for illuminating how 
identity plays out in social interaction through language. 
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 METHODS 
In this chapter, I will first account for my selection of participants, 
the conduction and coding of interviews. Then I will handle 
considerations regarding language, including outlining a 

transgender vocabulary. Lastly, I will elaborate on my research ethics from a 
feminist perspective. This section is meant only as a presentation of applied 
methods and further methodological considerations will be carried out in 
section 6.1. 

3.1 Participants 
The collection of data for this paper has been conducted through face to 
face interviews with people who identify as transgender, following the 
definition in 2.3. I conducted four interviews people that I know through 
different kinds of volunteer work in Copenhagen and who I had previously 
talked to about their transgender identity. Further considerations on this fact 
will be handled in part 3.6 on ethics. More practically, I asked the 
participants in a Facebook message if I could interview them, and every 
person asked said yes.  

In addition to my own interviews I have included nine interviews made 
by my supervisor Pia Quist in the fall of 2011. These interviews were 
conducted with the aim of investigating social mobility in gender and 
dialect, and the participants were found through snowballing, more 
particularly Pia knew the first person interviewed, Marc, and got in contact 
with the rest of the participants through him and other channels like 
Facebook and a conference. Thus, my dataset consists of two different 
‘interview pools’, one being the four interviews that I did in the second half 
of 2015 and the second being the nine interviews from 2011.  

Overall the age of the participants in this study fall between 25 and 64. 
The four participants that I interviewed are similar in many ways; they are 
between 25 and 34, white and all part of activist and/or queer communities 
in Copenhagen. Class-wise they come from fairly different backgrounds, but 
they have all attended university, or the equivalent, at some point in their 
life. Three out of four do not have Danish as their first language. 

The participants in the second pool are between 27 and 64, with most 
of them in their 30’s, all of them white, but with very different class 
backgrounds and occupations. All but one have Danish as their first 
language. All participants in both pools can be considered able-bodied. 

 
Practically, the division of the interviews into these two pools has not been 
maintained throughout the analysis, since I found no significant reason to do 
so. Thus, all interviews have been drawn on when relevant, regardless of 
pool. Methodologically there are, however, considerations to be made on 

3 
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the difference in circumstance surrounding the conduction of interviews in 
the two pools. This will be elaborated on further in section 6.1. 

3.2 Interviews 
Prior to starting the thesis, I conducted two exploratory interviews as a way 
to gain inspiration and knowledge about the lived experiences of trans 
persons. These initial interviews were semi-structured as I produced 
questions and notes with topics that I wanted to touch upon. This also 
marked the beginning of my coding process (see 3.3). The outcome of the 
first interviews helped specify important topics and helped work out my 
interview guide (see Appendix A). After making the interview guide I 
conducted two more interviews. Eventually, it became evident that the data 
gained from the two exploratory interviews was highly valuable and should 
be part of the thesis data. I did not find there to be any significant difference 
in the quality of data gained between the interviews conducted with or 
without interview guide. As outlined by linguist Jacob Thøgersen, an 
interview guide for a qualitative interview is often “a draft for 
improvisation” (2005, p. 21), and thus my interview guide served simply as a 
remedy to assist my memory during the interviews. The semi-structured 
nature of these interviews allowed for the participant to take the interview in 
unexpected serendipitous directions.   
 
The four physical interviews were conducted in places chosen by the 
participants. This resulted in three interviews being made in my own home 
and one in the home of a participant. Being able to record the interviews in 
an undisturbed environment has several advantages. First, it creates a safer 
environment for the participants – and the researcher – to talk freely about 
personal experiences, since there is no chance of someone listening in on the 
conversation or meeting someone that you know, creating a possibly 
uncomfortable situation. Secondly, it improves sound quality of the 
interview recordings, making it possible to do advanced acoustic analyses 
without too much noise. The interviews were recorded on a Sound Devices 
722 sound recorder with two DPA Omnidirectional Headset microphones. 
It is clear that a microphone of this type creates a certain awareness of the 
interview situation itself, but it is my perception that this awareness quickly 
eased off.  
 
Before beginning each interview, I asked participants whether they wanted 
to speak Danish or English. I did this since three out of four of my 
participants do not have Danish as their first language, and because I 
wanted them to be able to speak in the language they felt most comfortable. 
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This resulted in two interviews conducted in Danish and two in English. I 
will elaborate on translation in 3.4.  

During the interviews I tried to interrupt as little as possible, giving 
space for the participants to think thoroughly and elaborate on things that 
were either hard to remember or hard to talk about. I also tried to use  
discourse markers, such as ‘mm hm’ and ‘yeah’, to make sure not to close a 
topic that had not been discussed fully, or make the participants feel that 
they had to hurry. These kinds of markers are referred to as ‘continuers’ in 
conversation analysis, and are characterised by a final rise in intonation in 
both Danish and English (Femø Nielsen & Beck Nielsen, 2005, p. 98). If I 
actually succeeded in encouraging the participants to keep talking, would 
take a more thorough conversation analysis of the interviews which I will not 
engage in here. The duration of the interviews ranges from thirty-five 
minutes to one hour and ten minutes with no specific end time set 
beforehand, but the participants had been informed that the interview 
would last “around an hour”. 
 
When following my interview guide I would make sure that all questions 
had been talked about during the interview, without it being important in 
which order the questions were discussed. I would also include time for the 
participants to introduce topics that they wanted to talk about, which in 
most cases led to discussions that I had not thought about myself.  
 

Table 1: List of participants 
 
After each interview I asked the four participants to pick a name that they 
would be comfortable having as a pseudonym for themselves in the paper. 

Name Age Gender identity Pronoun Hormone 
therapy 

Interview pool 1 (2015) 
Egon 25 Trans man He Yes 
Ray 28 Trans person/trans masculine He No 
Sam 34 Non-binary female identified She Yes 
Charli 29 Gender queer/trans masculine They No 

Interview pool 2 (2011) 
Marc ? Trans man He Yes 
Jacob 38 Trans man He Yes 
Rose 31 Trans woman She Yes 
Caroline ? Trans woman She Yes 
Bill 30 Trans man He Yes 
Thomas 64 Trans man He Yes 
Margaret 58 Trans woman She Yes 
Tony 39 Trans man He Yes 
Natalie 27 Trans woman She Yes 
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For the rest of the participants I chose pseudonyms that I felt where the 
same kind of name and preferably pronounceable in English, although not 
so similar to the original name that anonymity could be jeopardized.  The 
names and other relevant information appear in Table 1. In interview pool 
1 I asked participants how they identified gender-wise, and in the second 
interview pool this question was not asked directly, meaning that I had to 
listen for hints throughout the interview, and gender identity is thus defined 
as closely to participants’ own definitions as possible. 

3.3 Transcription and coding 
In the process of making the collected data analysable I have transcribed 
and coded the interviews. The four interviews from pool 1 have been 
transcribed using the computer programme Transcriber. I have transcribed 
the interviews verbatim, although leaving out most self corrections and my 
own discourse markers, like ‘mm hm’, since the focus of this paper is on 
what the participants are saying on a word and utterance level, and not how 
they are saying it (see 6.1 for discussion), for instance with regards to 
pronunciation, intonation or turn-taking. Thus, I have also chosen not to 
mark overlap in my transcriptions, since these are not of analytical interest 
to me. After transcribing the four interviews, they have been sent to the 
participants for approval to make sure that I have not used wordings they 
can not vouch for. All interviews came back without reservations. 
 
According to film and theatre scholar Johnny Saldaña (2009) in his 
introduction to the coding process, coding is the first step of the analysis, and 
a very important one, since the way you code will influence what you find. 
He writes: “Coding is not just labelling, it is linking” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 8), 
meaning that coding is what leads the way from transcript to analysis.  

My coding process already started when writing down themes for the 
initialinterviews. This is also the approach recommended by Saldaña (2009). 
These jottings have of course changed during the actual coding, but they 
have served as an entry point into the data. Due to lack of experience with 
coding I have chosen to code manually (Saldaña, 2009, p. 22).  

As Saldaña (2009) notes, methodologists disagree on how much of the 
research data should be coded. Some argue that all of the collected data 
should be coded, while others find that not all parts of the data are relevant. 
There is always the danger of deleting parts that “contain the as yet 
unknown units of data that could pull everything together” (Saldaña, 2009, 
p. 15), but “[p]ostmodern perspectives on ethnographic texts consider all 
documentation and reports partial and incomplete anyway” (p. 15). Taking 
this into consideration, I have chosen not to code all of my data, since in 
many of the interviews in interview pool 2 there were long elaborations on 
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the treatment by Sexologisk Klinik – since 2014 the only legal provider of 
gender reaffirming treatment in Denmark – or very detailed accounts of life 
stories up until the point of the interview. Although these are also important 
experiences, they are not the main focus of my analysis. 

Since I have not coded all the data, I have also not transcribed the parts 
which I have chosen not to code. As explained above, one reason being that 
I have not myself conducted all interviews and thus some topics will not be 
relevant to this analysis. For these interviews I have taken notes while 
listening to the audio file, and these notes have then been coded, as have the 
four main interviews. After coding I have gone back to certain parts to 
transcribe them in more detail for the analysis. Coding the interviews this 
way helps narrow down the amount of data in need of transcription  

 
The coding system used is roughly based in grounded theory, which is an 
approach to building theory by grounding it data. This could for example be 
done through the qualitative study of people’s experiences, i.e. qualitative 
interviewing (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 9). The coding system of grounded 
theory is comprised of three steps. I have mainly made use of the first and 
second steps, Open Coding and Axial Coding, since it has not been my aim 
to build theory, but rather to uncover complex processes at play when it 
comes to voice and gender identity. These findings may lead to new theory 
if further researched, but this is not the aim here. 

First, I have done a line-by-line analysis of the four interviews. In the 
other nine interviews, I have coded according to the notes taken while 
listening to the interviews (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, pp. 72–73). Following 
this, I have gathered themes and categories from the first coding which can 
then be specified with regards to context, strategies and consequences 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 97). The themes and concepts that came out of 
this coding are reflected in the division of the analysis.  

During coding I have also tried to make use of In Vivo codes – “words 
and phrases used by informants themselves” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 69) 
– to make sure that my analysis is in fact guided by the interviews and not by 
my own assumptions. Examples of this are the words ‘authenticity’ and 
‘binary’ which were brought up by several participants and have given name 
to headings in the analysis.  

3.4 Language and translation 
As previously noted, I have conducted my interviews in both English and 
Danish. This has consequences for the transcription as well as the analysis 
and deserves some attention. To ease the process of translation, I have 
transcribed the interviews in the language in which they were conducted, 
and thus two transcriptions are in Danish and two in English (see Appendix 
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B). The parts of the Danish transcriptions used as examples in the analysis 
have then been translated with the original text in a footnote for reference 
during the reading of this paper.  
 
This translation is, however, not unproblematic. Given the topic of this 
paper, the analysis will inevitable include words that denote complex 
concepts regarding gender identity and expression. This proves a challenge 
in a language such as Danish that uses the same word for “sex” and 
“gender”, namely “køn” (Widerberg, 1998, p. 134).  

As gender studies scholar Karin Widerberg also points out, this is 
imbued with ambivalence: “Which word should you choose – gender or sex 
– when you do not in fact believe in this distinction and cannot subscribe to 
its implicit understandings of gender?” (Widerberg, 1998, p. 134). What 
Widerberg points to here is Butler’s notion that sex and gender are both 
discursively constructed, that the announcement “It’s a girl” when seeing a 
new-born baby with a specific set of genitals not only announces the child’s 
social gender, but inextricably attaches this gender to a certain biology.  

I choose to use “gender” as the translation for “køn” as I do not wish to 
imply that transgenderism is pathological or necessarily rooted in nature and 
biology. Furthermore, “gender” is the word of choice by most scholars when 
engaging with gender as a social construct, and I think the word “sex” 
would be reductionist in this particular context. This also means that I will 
be using the term ‘assigned gender’, and not assigned sex, as some argue is 
the right term, when needing to speak about the gender the participants 
were assigned at birth (‘tildelt køn’ in Danish).  

 
Another aspect of translation is that of language proficiency. Egon, one of 
the participants who is originally from Italy, speaks Danish fluently, but does 
not always adhere to the word order of Standard Danish (Becker-
Christensen, 2010). The interview was conducted in Danish, so it is no 
problem to transcribe the interview word for word as Egon said them. The 
issue arises when this variant of Danish is to be translated into English.  

To give an example, the sentence “okay, hvis du starter på hormoner, 
så det kommer til at ske” exhibits non-standard word order in Danish, but 
would be translated into English with standard English word order, “okay, if 
you start hormones, then this will happen”, instead of trying to approximate 
the non-standard variant, since the focus of this paper is not on grammar or 
syntax. It is also worth noting that in that particular interview I had the 
advantage of Danish being my first language. We did the interview in 
Danish because that was Egon’s preference.   

When talking about language proficiency it should also be said that 
English is not my first language, which will of course influence the way I 
translate and interpret different concepts.  
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3.5 A trans vocabulary 
When dealing with transgender experiences – and other issues of 
marginalised groups – it is important to use pronouns and identity-markers  
used and preferred by the group itself, rather than those assigned to them 
through norms. In this section I will account for the words used in this paper 
and my reasons for using some words instead of others. It should be noted 
that there is not, and never will be, total consensus about which words are 
the right ones. Overall, I will aim towards using words that the participants 
use about themselves when describing their identity.  
 
When referring to several participants at once, it can be useful to have an 
inclusive term that fits the self-identification of those referred to. This is why 
I will generally refer to participants as transmasculine or transfeminine, as 
opposed to ‘trans men’ and ‘trans women’, since many participants do not 
feel included by the latter. Participants like Sam, Charli and Tony, for 
instance, explain that their gender identity is more characterised by an 
assigned gender they want to get away from than reaching a specific 
gendered goal. Thus, the transmasculine participants where assigned female 
at birth, but disassociate themselves from this assignment, while the 
transfeminine participants where assigned male and do not identify as such. 

In describing the process of changing gender expression to match a 
gendered self-definition, often including surgical intervention, many speak of 
a ‘sex change’ (‘kønsskifte’ in Danish). Rose, one of the participants in this 
study, who describes herself as having a queer background and using 
language as a political tool (as touched upon in 2.1) proposes the word 
‘kønskorrektion’ in Danish, usually translated to ‘gender reaffirmation’. This 
word entails, as a above, that gender is not necessarily a question of 
choosing one or the other. The process is also talked about as transition, as 
will be touched upon in 5.2.  
 
Another discussion that often emerges when talking about trans phenomena 
is whether the word ‘trans’ should have an asterisk (trans*), or not. Many 
interesting articles and online blog posts handle this topic, which I will not 
get further into here, but just state that I use trans, without the asterisk, as an 
abbreviation for transgender, which then follows the definition described in 
2.3.  

Many other words and concepts could be discussed, but here I have 
only outlined words and concepts that I will myself be using in this paper. 
For vocabulary in Danish, see Raun, Frederiksen & Petersen (2011).  
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3.6 Ethics and feminism 
In the following I will touch upon ethics in combination with feminism and 
feminist interviewing. I have done this because my ethics lie in working 
actively from a feminist perspective. Feminism provides valuable tools for 
dismantling, or at least challenging, some of the power structures entailed in 
the act of doing research. More specifically, my feminist methodology draws 
on the thoughts put forward by DeVault & Gross (2012) in their text Feminist 
Qualitative Interviewing – Experience, Talk and Knowledge.  

As DeVault and Gross point out, interviewing has long been used in 
feminism and other social justice movements as a tool for bringing forward 
(marginalised) people’s experiences (DeVault & Gross, 2012, p. 209). An 
important part of feminist interviewing is understanding the interview itself 
as part of knowledge making and not as a neutral process in which an 
objective researcher reveals facts about the lives of the interviewees (DeVault 
& Gross, 2012, p. 209).  
 
During the data collection process it has become evident that the interview 
situation is indeed also influenced by my relation to the informants and our 
joint history, however short it may be. It can also not be avoided that my 
own physical appearance, i.e. my looks, and my involvement in certain kinds 
of activism affects the way the informants relate to me, as was outlined in the 
introduction. DeVault & Gross note that a way of addressing similarities and 
differences between interviewer and interviewee could be “strategic 
disclosure on the part of the interviewer, whether that means sharing 
personal information or a willingness to reveal research interests and 
political commitments” (2012, p. 215). I have not strategically chosen 
specific information to disclose to participants, but I have arguably implicitly 
disclosed both research interests and political commitments to the 
participants that I interviewed, since given that I am interviewing people I 
am in some way acquainted with, my informants will inevitably know 
certain things about me.  

All informants from my interview pool are involved in the queer 
community and/or other political communities in Copenhagen, as am I. 
When moving in smaller communities it is fair to expect the members of 
said communities to share at least some common ground. One of the 
prominent battles of the queer community – at least in Copenhagen – lies in 
improving the social rights for transgender individuals, including better 
access to health care and better general understanding of non-normative 
gender expressions in common society.  

I consider the fact that I know four of the participants a major 
advantage, since it keeps me aware of my accountability towards them and 
the queer community, making sure that I constantly consider the ethics of 
my research. Since many may be prone to sharing more with a researcher 
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that they know, as opposed to a complete stranger, it requires even more 
sensitivity on my part towards the experiences my participants have shared 
with me. I will touch more on this the Discussion, section 6.1. 
 
Even though I consider myself gender non-conforming and a transgender 
ally, I cannot claim to have the same bodily and social experiences as people 
who identify as transgender. I acknowledge that despite whatever critical 
reflections I might have, I maintain the privilege of passing as a cis woman, 
while being ok with being read by others as such. DeVault & Gross agree 
that this consideration is important, but state that “the more important 
question is how to organize interviews so as to produce more truly 
collaborative encounters, whatever the identities and commitments of 
participants” (2012, p. 214). I have already touched upon these questions in 
the description of the interview and coding process. In making the 
interviews that I have conducted collaborative I have let the participants 
control the situation with regards to time, place and language, and I have 
given the participants an opportunity to veto parts of the interview 
transcripts they were not comfortable with (as mentioned earlier, non were 
changed), and asked them to choose a pseudonym for themselves. 
Furthermore, my coding method should ensure that I am constantly 
listening actively to the participants (DeVault & Gross, 2012, p. 218).  

 
Another way of trying not to speak for others is clearly marking what is my 
own opinion and what is a representation of others’. This entails keeping my 
position as a researcher, and an individual with my own opinions, present 
throughout the paper. This is expressed by feminist linguist Deborah 
Cameron as follows:  
  

“I have avoided language that conceals the presence of the writer and the process of 
the writing. The word I appears frequently, and at many points I indicate exactly what 
argument I am trying to put forward” (Cameron, 1992, p. vi) 

 
This way of working ensures my accountability and allows readers and 
participants to challenge my assumptions at all times.  
 
For both DeVault & Gross (2012) and Raun (2014) the important question 
could be paraphrased as: “Who is the research for?”. Feminist research 
ethics is about not just collecting the data and then disappearing, it is about 
doing the groundwork and making an effort to understand why a certain 
topic is important, and for whom (DeVault & Gross, 2012, p. 226-227). This 
is what Raun terms “[a] dialogical interpretative practice” (Raun, 2014, p. 
18).  

For Raun part of this practice lies in not utilizing the trans experience to 
uncover heteronormativity, by assuming that “trans people enact (or should 
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enact) a more “queer” version of  gender and sexuality” (Raun, 2014, p. 26). 
To try and avoid this, I have done as described above; tried to listen actively 
to my participants, educated myself on trans issues and kept in mind that 
this research should be by and for the community.  
 
Despite all of the above considerations and reservations, I am the one in 
control of what gets included in the analysis, and I take the full 
responsibility. What I have done in this chapter is expose my methods so 
that readers have an opportunity to put them under close scrutiny. 
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 THE GENDERED VOICE 
Following the above, I have coded my way to different themes that 
make up the skeleton of this analysis. Overall, I have found several 
themes that are both general throughout all of the interviews and 

at the same time interesting from a sociolinguistic perspective. ‘The 
gendered voice’ works as an umbrella term for all themes in this chapter, 
ranging from experiences of the voice as gender marker and specific voice 
strategies over considerations about hormones and surgery, to questions of 
dialect and masculinity. This chapter is thus more focused on individual and 
bodily voice considerations, while the next chapter handles the voice and the 
binary as social constructions.  

In the following analysis I do not explicitly refer to participants as 
belonging to either of the two aforementioned interview pools, but rather 
use quotes from all interviews indiscriminately. The included topics are, 
however, a result of the coding process where the four interviews I have 
conducted myself have had the most influence, mainly because these were 
conducted with this specific research focus in mind.   

4.1 The voice as gender marker 
One of the first things that quickly becomes evident when listening to the 
interviews is how the voice plays a big part in expressing gender identity, or 
at least in society’s reading of your identity. An indicator of this is that in my 
investigation voice and identity is not questioned by participants. That is, 
the participants have many opinions about the role of the voice in identity 
making, but the act of investigating voice and transgender identity itself is 
not called into question. Throughout the interviews it is generally taken as 
self-evident that the voice plays a part in the constitution of identity, and for 
Egon, Jacob and Thomas it is even described as one of the main reasons for 
beginning hormone treatment. Egon, a transman on hormones, puts it like 
this:  
 

“[I]t is really important and of course I think, if I also had a lower voice, it would be a 
lot easier to introduce yourself as a man without having, you know, a beard or 
something”2                                                                                     

 
In the interview Egon goes on to connecting having a lower voice with 
‘passing’, which in his case means being read as a (cis) man by other people. 
In the above quote the voice is not only connected to the concept of 
‘manhood’ but also holds the power of rendering other gender markers, 

																																																								
2 ”det er virkelig vigtigt og selvfølgelig jeg tænker, hvis jeg havde en dybere stemme, for 
eksempel så ville det også være meget nemmere at præsentere sig selv som mand uden at 
have, du ved, skæg eller noget andet” 

4 
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such as a beard, less – or not at all – important. This finding corresponds 
with the experiences by participants in Zimman’s study on the voices of 
transmasculine people during hormone therapy: “Wanting a male-sounding 
voice was the most common reason my participants gave for pursuing 
testosterone therapy to begin with, but desire for a prototypical masculine 
voice was less common” (forthcoming, p. 44). 

For Sam, a non-binary female-identified transperson, the voice is also 
connected to passing. She explains: “Sometimes maybe I pass as female, but 
then I say something and it changes. The voice is a huge part of passing”. 
This particular experience – the voice as a primary gender marker – is 
echoed by all participants, although the implication of this experience and 
the freedom of action differs from individual to individual. 

The concept of passing will be discussed further in 5.4, but at this point 
I will expand upon the more bodily experiences of the voice and the 
transgender body.  

4.2 The question of hormones 
The question of hormones comes up in all interviews, but the view on this 
matter varies greatly. One factor here is the difference in physical 
preconditions, as described in 2.7. Although the self identification of the 
participants is not at all homogenous, for this purpose they can be divided 
into two groups based on the gender they were assigned at birth. As 
described earlier, disciplines like medicine and speech therapy have 
researched the transgender voice and hormones, but in this section I want to 
centre participants’ experiences with hormone therapy and will thus not use 
quantitative methods to validate these testimonies. The reasons behind this 
choice can be explained as follows: “Transgender phenomena, in short, 
point the way to a different understanding of how bodies mean, how 
representation works, and what counts as legitimate knowledge” (Stryker, 
2006, p. 9).  

I asked Sam if her voice had changed with the hormones and her 
answer was: “No, oestrogen doesn’t really do that, so it didn’t change”. Also 
Rose and Margaret are very clear about this matter. Caroline says that it’s a 
little different from person to person what hormones do to the voice, but her 
voice “has not changed considerably, the voices don’t do that”3 . She 
connects the fact that she was fifty when she started hormones with the lack 
of physical changes in her body. “You have to start at an early age” 4, she 
says.  

This shows that there is a general understanding among the AMAB 
participants (assigned male at birth) that their voices do not change on 
																																																								
3 ”min stemme har ikke ændret sig så væsentlig, og det gør stemmerne ikke” (57.43 min.)	
4	“man skal starte i en tidlig alder” (56 min.)	
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hormones. At the same time, they show an awareness that this is very 
different for participants assigned female at birth (see Chapter 6 for a 
discussion of this difference). When talking about her own voice, Caroline 
notes that “for the men it does a little more”5, ‘the men’ here meaning trans 
men. This also becomes apparent when looking at the interviews with the 
AFAB participants. Those who have chosen to begin some kind of hormone 
treatment have experienced drastic changes regarding the voice. Marc 
explains: “The voice is one of the first things that fall for transmen and, as 
mentioned, that happens within the first few months for most people” 6.  

Marc uses the word ‘fall’ (falder in Danish) which I interpret as having a 
double meaning. Firstly, it is one of the first things that change physically 
after starting hormones, and secondly it refers to a literal drop in pitch, the 
latter being an expected effect of the hormone treatment for transmen 
(Davies et al., 2015). This is also one of the findings by Zimman, who 
however shows that the speed and size of the fall in pitch varies greatly 
among the transmen in his study (Zimman, forthcoming, p. 29).  
 
All AFAB participants doing testosterone in this study recognize this 
significant voice change. The changes range from very bodily experiences, 
to noticing a change in how society perceives them. Egon, who had been on 
testosterone for a month at the time of the interview, describes the 
physicality: “I can feel that it’s like there are some levels where it [the vocal 
chords] is tired (…) but I can’t really go down and then there are some 
points, maybe two minutes, where I can go a little deeper”7. This quote 
illustrates both the frustration and the joy of the change; finally something is 
happening, but it’s not happening fast enough. Marc mirrors this feeling and 
describes it as having a “little cold in the throat”8. Thomas says “not a lot 
has happened to my voice”9, and later adds that it has become deeper.  

The physical changes of the voice are not restricted to the vocal tract. 
Several participants on testosterone talk about the whole bodily experience 
changing. Tony describes: “it feels really different in the body speaking with 
a lower voice, and it takes some getting used to”10. Marc and Bill both talk 
about the difference between speaking in the head and speaking in the 
stomach. Marc, being reluctant towards making gender-specific claims, says: 
“It’s not that you can’t use both, it just feels more pleasant, when the voice 

																																																								
5 ”for mændene gør det lidt mere” (57.50) 
6 ”stemmen er noget af det første der falder hos transmænd, og det sker som sagt inden for 
de første par måneder for de fleste” (0.05 min) 
7 ”jeg kan føle at det er som om der er nogle niveauer hvor det er træt og det er som op-op, 
men jeg kan ikke rigtig ligesom gå ned og ja, så er der nogen tidspunkter, der er måske to 
minutter hvor jeg kan gå lidt dybere” 
8 ”man mærker det som sådan man har en lille forkølelse i halsen” (0.20)	
9 ”der er ikke sket så meget med min stemme” 
10 ”det føles virkelig anderledes i kroppen at tale med en dybere stemme, og man skal også 
lige vænne sig til det” 
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drops, to speak from the chest”11. Bill who already had a fairly low voice 
before starting testosterone therapy also had the experience of having to 
totally change the way he used his voice. These experiences indicate that 
changing the voice by hormone therapy not only happens in the vocal 
chords, but brings with it a new feeling of physicality for participants. 
Several AFAB participants refer to this as a kind of ‘late puberty’ and a 
change in the feeling of voice physicality. The next section handles some of 
the strategies, outside hormone therapy, that are employed by participants 
of all gender identities. 

4.3 Voice strategies 
Despite having to learn to use the organs of speech in a new way, very few of 
the participants on testosterone have had speech therapy or other 
professional assistance. Tony, who had been on testosterone for 2,5 years at 
the time of the interview, thought about voice training because it was hard 
getting used to speaking in a new way, but eventually let go of it: “I don’t 
know if it’s still really working for me, but in some way it becomes natural 
along the way”12. Egon, having been on testosterone for one month, adds: “I 
know I could do something about it instead of waiting for the testosterone to 
kick in, but maybe I’m lazy”13.  

Overall there seems to be an idea among the testosterone users that 
they ought to do voice training. However, very few of them have done so. 
Thomas was, in his own words, “a guinea-pig for someone at the 
university”14 where he learned to completely change the way he used his 
voice, but even though he is generally not satisfied with the way his voice 
sounds he says he “can’t keep it up” because he forgets to be aware of it.  
 
Professional voice training is of course not the only strategy for altering the 
voice. When asked if he deliberately tried to sound more masculine early in 
his hormone therapy Bill says “yes” and adds:  
 

Bill: “if you look up FTM [female-to-male] or something, you can find out 
how to make yourself more masculine”15 
Interviewer: “so there’s a recipe?” 
Bill: “yes, and it works!” 

																																																								
11 ”det er ikke fordi man ikke kan bruge begge dele, det føles bare mere behageligt når 
stemmen falder, at tale fra brystet” (3.00) 
12 ”jeg ved ikke om det stadigvæk fungerer helt for mig, men på en eller anden måde så 
bliver det jo naturligt hen ad vejen” (22.10) 
13 ”jeg ved at jeg kunne starte og lave noget ved det i stedet for at vente på at testosteronen 
skal kicke ind, men jeg er måske doven” (11) 
14 ”så var jeg kanin for en eller anden inde på universitetet” (10.30) 
15 ”hvis du slår op FTM eller sådan noget, så kan du finde ud af hvordan du gør dig mere 
maskulin” (13.00)	
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I interpret this recipe that Bill mentions as referring to internet blogs and 
video blogs (vlogs) covering aspects of transgender life, such as transition 
with all that it  involves. Several of the other trans masculine participants use 
the internet as a source for finding and sharing knowledge about life as a 
transperson, and some even refer to online communities. Using the internet 
as a platform in this way is the topic of research by Tobias Raun, who shows 
how transgender vlogs on YouTube “can be characterized as sources of 
knowledge and audiovisual  how-to guides for transition” (Raun, 2015, p. 
703). Margaret also highlights the importance of the internet: “trans people’s 
big breakthrough was the internet”16. She explains how the internet made 
transgender individuals able to see that there were others like them out 
there, referring to the sparse options there were for transpersons in general 
before the internet. These internet spheres might be seen as an example of 
how “the internet has made more global communities of practice local” 
(Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2007, p. 34), in that these resources are made 
available for transgender people like Margaret and Bill. 
 
To expand on the above mention of a recipe, I want to explore more 
specifically what characteristics are connected to ‘sounding male’. 
Throughout the interviews this concept is described in connection with a fall 
in pitch, or having a low pitch. Generally, participants on testosterone look 
forward to, or are happy about, a fall in pitch and describe it as the goal of 
the testosterone therapy: “I’m looking so much forward to it going lower”17, 
Egon says, talking about the pitch of his voice. Several other masculine 
identified participants say the same. Charli, who has always had a very low 
voice and been perceived as male since childhood, describe themselves as 
feeling “really lucky” with their voice and are very aware of having a voice 
that leans towards a masculine stereotype, even though they do not 
necessarily want to be perceived as male and have not received testosterone 
therapy.  

According to all participants pitch is, without comparison, the most 
salient feature for marking gender in the voice. Some do, however, mention 
other features. Tony explains how he has worked with the resonance, 
following the discussion above about speaking in the head or in the stomach, 
he shares an interesting observation about how he learned to make his body 
posture more masculine: “A part of it, I found out quickly, was unlearning 
what you do as a woman, that you’re always pulling in your stomach to look 
skinny” 18 . This discovery had the side effect of changing the whole 

																																																								
16 “transernes store gennembrud kom med internettet” (44.00) 
17 ”jeg glæder mig så meget at den går dybere” 
18 ”en del af det dér, fandt jeg jo i hvert fald hurtigt ud af, var at aflære det dér som kvinde 
at man altid går og trækker maven ind og skal se slank ud” (25.40)	
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resonance of the body, giving the voice a different sound, a sound that Tony 
was very pleased with.  

Sam also has experience with resonance, but has not always liked it. She 
used to suppress her voice, and thus the physicality was an unwelcome 
reminder of a voice she was not satisfied with. Her strategy now is to regard 
the voice as an instrument: “What eventually freed me somehow, to a 
certain degree, was that I took the whole thing as very physical and, I don’t 
know, biological way or like; ‘this is my instrument’”. As a performer she is 
generally very aware of how she uses her body and has experimented with 
different body postures. She tells me that she “does not take the resonance 
away so much” which she connects with a more upright body posture where 
the neck and back is straight. This different way of sitting changes her voice 
and “suddenly everything goes up [makes high pitch sounds] up”. This way 
of talking is not one that she is comfortable with – even though it sounds 
more stereotypically female – and she needs the resonance to get access to 
the lower registers of her voice. Through her work with performance she has 
had voice training from the perspective of singing, but has only had two 
lessons of vocal training through the Swedish health care system.  

 
Another strategy of voice alteration is mumbling. This particular strategy is 
used in almost reverse ways by different participants. For some, the act of 
mumbling has been a way of covering up the voice, almost making it 
disappear, in order to not give away too much gendered information, such 
as intonation, resonance, voice quality and pitch (Davies, Papp, & Antoni, 
2015). The following conversation with Sam illustrates this: 

  
Sam: “I was suppressing my voice a lot, and swallowing my endings a lot 
(…) and tilting my head away and really like [makes mumbling sound] and 
using a little kind of soft pitch like [mumbling softly] 
Interviewer: “So kind of trying to make it as small as possible, or non-
existent?” 
Sam: “Yeah, for many, many years. It’s really bad” 

 
Thomas also used this strategy of mumbling or not saying anything in order 
to ‘disappear’ in social environments. For Egon mumbling has also been a 
strategy, but rather than disappearing, he has used it to perform masculinity 
in brief encounters. When going to the supermarket he has made a habit of 
“using his deep voice” and “mumbling a little more, just saying ‘yes, please’, 
not talking too much without being rude” 19. Thus, for some participants it 
has been a strategy of disappearing, while for others it has contributed to the 
construction of a male-sounding voice. These reports by participants 

																																																								
19 ”bruge min dybe stemme” ”at mumle lidt mere eller sådan noget og så bare sige ’ja tak’, 
ikke at snakke så meget, ikke at være uhøflig, men bare…” 
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underline how big a role the voice plays in the conveying and perception of 
gender identity. 
 
In his forthcoming paper Zimman writes: “Trans women often in particular 
seek out vocal feminization techniques in order to bring their voices closer to 
normative standards for women’s speech.” (forthcoming, p. 3). This is 
however only the case for some of the female identified participants in this 
study. Apart from Sam’s experiences described above, most attained voice 
changes are self-taught. Rose, who went through an assessment process at 
Sexologisk Klinik, read in her file that her voice was, as she recalls it, “a 
high-pitched voice which was not directly feminine but could create an 
illusion of being a woman’s voice”20. This assessment, however, did not 
come with an offer of voice training or other professional guidance, like it 
did for Sam in Sweden. She attended voice coaching a few times on her own 
initiative, but did not get anything out of it. Rose says that her voice has 
always been high-pitched and it helps her pass, but she has not consciously 
done anything to change it: “it’s probably something you do unconsciously, 
because you can move it [the voice]”21.  

Caroline encourages starting oestrogen therapy early. “Otherwise you’ll 
get someone like me and my voice”22, she says. When asked what her voice 
is like, she answers that she thinks it “sounds very masculine, it’s a little 
lower”23. She has decided to accept her voice as it is: “it’s a question of 
priority, if I were to go in and do voice training […] it would take a lot of 
my time”24.  

For Margaret the voice changed after she had surgery. The surgery did 
not affect the voice physically, but mentally she could feel a difference: “I 
could not speak high-pitched before I had my surgery, then I suddenly could 
[…] I didn’t dare to [before]”25. She explains that she used her deep voice 
combined with what she terms ‘dock worker Copenhagen’ dialect26 as a 
shield against questions about her gender identity, but she does not do that 
anymore: “Now I speak with a voice that is kind of in between”27. The 
relationship between voice and dialect will be treated more thoroughly in 
section 4.5. 

																																																								
20 ”en lys stemme som ikke var direkte feminin, men godt kunne illudere at være en 
kvindestemme” (41.20) 
21 ”det er nok noget man gør ubevidst, fordi man kan godt flytte på den” (52.50) 
22 ”ellers får man sådan nogen som mig og min stemme” (56.15) 
23 ”jeg synes den lyder sådan meget maskulin, den er sådan lidt dybere” (56.30)	
24 ”her er det en prioritet, hvis jeg skulle gå ind med stemmetræning, […] så skulle jeg bruge 
meget tid på det (1.01)   
25 ”jeg kunne ikke snakke lyst indtil jeg blev opereret, så kunne jeg lige pludselig […] jeg 
turde ikke” (23.30) 
26 in Danish ’speaking as a dock worker’ (’at tale som en havnearbejder) is a working class 
dialect 
27 ”nu snakker jeg med en stemme som er sådan midt imellem” (23.30) 
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4.4 On surgery and authenticity 
A general topic throughout the interviews is surgery. There is talk about 
facial surgery, top surgery and bottom surgery, but voice surgery does not 
seem to be an option for the participants that do not have the possibility of 
changing their voice through testosterone therapy. Although more 
participants mention it, it is not often addressed directly. When talking 
about possibilities of voice alteration, Margaret sums it up: “You can 
operate, and you can do it through the act of will”28. It seems that most 
participants choose the latter.  

Natalie, who has undergone facial surgery and thus – I assume – does 
not have an issue with surgery per se, is not interested in surgery of the 
speech organs, since she met someone in connection with her other surgeries 
who had lost their voice after surgery of the larynx and can now only 
whisper. This fear of losing the voice is also addressed by trans political 
spokesperson of LGBT Denmark, Linda Thor Pedersen in the article about 
trans woman Janni (Hansen, 2015a). The article mentions that it is not 
possible to control what the post-surgical voice will sound like, and it seems 
that this concern about keeping the ‘personality’ of the voice is recurring for 
some participants.  

Ray, who is not on testosterone talks about how his family would react 
to him doing hormone treatment:  
 

“So, they’re totally afraid that I - and maybe that’s also connected to the voice and a 
lot of other things – that exactly if you start doing hormones, then some things change 
about you”29 

 
He relates his family’s fear to their general nostalgia and how they reacted 
when he changed his phone number a while back: “it was terrible for them, 
they were really like: ‘oh no, but that’s yours, what about your old number, 
that’s your number’” 30. Ray himself would be most afraid of losing his 
singing voice, although he has no intention of beginning testosterone 
therapy any time soon. He sings in a band and has a very specific way of 
using his voice in that connection, one that involves making use of the whole 
range of his voice, especially in the higher register. A range he would be 
“sad to lose”31.  

When Egon talks about the way he used his voice to play male 
characters on stage, he talks about it as being ‘fake’: “it was very fake manly, 

																																																								
28 ”du kan operere, og du kan gøre det gennem viljens akt” (25.30)	
29 “altså de er helt vildt bange for at jeg - og det kan da godt være det også er knyttet til 
stemmen og en masse andre ting - at netop også hvis man begynder at tage hormoner, så er 
der nogen ting der ændrer sig ved en” 
30 det var helt forfærdeligt for dem, de var virkelig sådan "åh nej, jamen det er jo dit, hvad 
så, dit gamle nummer det er jo dit nummer" 
31 ”ked af at skulle miste” 
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so just trying to go deeper or change a little”32. He uses the same wording 
when talking about voice training and contemplating his own voice 
strategies: “It would be hard keeping this ‘fake you’ or training yourself so 
much in that direction that you’re speaking in a different way all the time”33. 
Sam makes similar observations when explaining how her voice sometimes 
keeps her from passing as female: “I guess there's a choice I have made, that 
I will deal with that discomfort, instead of creating myself a voice that is a 
construction, or which is in a way creating a female voice, whatever that is”. 
 
In these descriptions of fakeness and authenticity it also shows through that 
these are concepts that the participants do not fully believe in. Egon’s 
intonation when saying the word ‘fake’ hints at invisible quotation marks, 
drawing out the first syllable to underline that this word might not be the 
best one to describe what he is trying to say. Sam’s remark on the female 
voice, “whatever that is”, also indicates reluctance towards “this whole thing 
of authenticity”, as she describes it elsewhere in the interview. I interpret the 
notion of authenticity as opposed to performativity. When speaking to Egon 
and Sam they seem to have a general idea of gender as performative (more 
on performativity in Chapter 5), and while this idea entails a very dynamic 
view of gender, the concept of authenticity proffers only stagnation, and thus 
the two are not well matched; explaining their reluctuance.  

The concept of authenticity in these quotes is connected to an idea of 
the voice as bearer of personality. A personality that does not change – and 
should not be changed – by voice training or bodily modifications, such as 
surgery on the speech organs. This reservation towards change is as much 
one that comes from the outside – such as relatives and acquaintances – 
than it is one that comes from the participants themselves. The reservation is 
not limited to the change of gendered voice features. Natalie who has very 
deliberately left her Jutland dialect behind, since she felt that it did not suit 
her, explains that the change did not go unnoticed: “The first times I was on 
a family visit I got an enormous amount of negative feedback because I had 
started speaking differently”34. 

4.5 Dialect, masculinity, class 
With social movement often comes physical movement, and one could 
interpret the reactions of Natalie’s relatives as not only indicating a 
dissatisfaction with Natalie’s choices when it comes to dialect, but the related 

																																																								
32 “det var meget fake mandlig, altså bare prøve at gå dybere eller skifte lidt” 
33 ”det ville være lidt svært at holde det der 'fake' dig eller at træne dig så meget i den der 
retning at du snakker på den måde hele tiden” 
34 “de første gange jeg var på familiebesøg, der fik jeg jo også helt enormt meget negativ 
feedback på at jeg var begyndt at tale anderledes” (6.00) 
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choice of leaving the place she was born behind and moving to 
Copenhagen. It seems that Natalie herself interprets it this way and says 
that: “I think it just stimulated me to do it more because I also felt that it was 
a critique of a choice I had made in my life that I didn’t want to live 
there”35. This idea that a change in dialect, or a deliberate upholding of one, 
means more than the act itself is widely discussed in sociolinguistics. Labov’s 
iconic study of Martha’s Vineyard (1972) and more recent research on 
Danish dialects by Monka (2013) show that dialect change is often an 
indicator of orientation towards or away from the speech community that 
you are (supposed to be) a part of. Natalie’s reportedly deliberate and 
relatively quick leaving behind of her Jutland dialect is thus perceived by her 
relatives as somewhat provocative. When listening to Natalie speak, I can 
hardly hear any trace of her old dialect, and to my ears she speaks perfect 
Standard Copenhagen. This change combined with a change in gender 
presentation, one could speculate, might increase the dissatisfaction with 
Natalie’s dialect choice, the dissatisfaction representing a general lack of 
understanding of her life choices. 
 
Marc also connects dialect with family but offers another take on the matter. 
He sees gender as a way of distancing himself from stressful family relations, 
so that he no longer feels the need to distance himself dialectally, which he 
did before his transition. He says that “it is not so necessary for me to 
perform Copenhagen”36 and connects this necessity with danger. A danger 
that has decreased after his transition: “The Jutland dialect is not so 
dangerous for me now in the same way it was when I was a woman”37. 
According to Marc, this danger is connected to masculinity. As explained 
above, speaking with a dialect was uncomfortable for him before transition 
because it was too close to a family that he had issues with. Now, on the 
other hand, he talks about the same dialect as constituting masculinity for 
him38. He notes that when he is out with friends, he speaks more with a 
dialect than when speaking in academic or formal circumstances, and when 
he actively tries to sound more masculine, he and his friends will exaggerate 
dialectal features. These experiences indicate that dialectal features index 
different social meanings depending on speaker gender, as will be elaborated 
in Chapter 6.  

																																																								
35 “og det tror jeg også bare stimulerede at jeg bare gjorde det mere, fordi at jeg jo også 
bare lidt følte at det var en kritik mod et valg jeg havde truffet i mit liv, at jeg ikke skulle bo 
der” (6.15) 
36 “det er ikke så nødvendigt at performe københavnsk” (35.40) 
37 “det jyske bliver ikke farligt for mig nu på samme måde som den gjorde dengang at jeg 
ligesom var kvinde” (40.35)  
38	“nu bliver den [dialekten] netop maskulinitetskonstituerende” (40.45)  
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Ray has the same observation: “The other day I was standing in my 
room and then I tried to talk like this [imitates thick North Jutland accent], 
then I tried to speak deeper and more masculine like”39. When trying this he 
noticed that it was a lot easier for him to speak in a lower pitch. Ray is not 
doing testosterone therapy but has a relatively low voice, a voice he himself 
describes as in-between40, possibly due to his vast use of dialect – also when 
not doing voice experiments as above.  
 
The coupling of dialect and masculinity could also be intersected by class 
questions. The fact that Marc reports that he speaks with less dialect when 
in academic circles either suggests that people are not as attentive to 
gendered language features in those environments, or that other gendered 
expectations are at play here. As Eckert points out, one linguistic feature can 
index different social meanings under different circumstances, for instance 
the released /t/ that can index British, educated and gay, all indexical 
meanings drawing upon each other (Eckert, 2004, p. 50). In the same way, 
the use of dialect features can index certain imagined speaker traits, such as 
orientation towards rural areas, lower level of education and masculinity. 
The connection between these three meanings might lie in the general idea 
that men have traditionally been workers in rural areas and that women are, 
in some cases, quicker to lose dialect features, as shown by Monka (2013) 
and Trudgill (1972).  

It also seems that language users have a general understanding of 
dialect as somewhat rougher and less refined, which are not features 
culturally connected to femininity. This is also very present for Margaret 
who gives us an example of how she used to speak. With an extremely low, 
rough working class Copenhagen dialect she breaks away from her usual 
soft-spoken feminine-sounding voice and demonstrates: “No one is gonna 
fucking stand here and talk shit to me, man”41. This outburst is hardly 
translatable, but it does illustrate some of the above points, and beautifully 
showcases some harsh swear words not generally categorized as feminine. In 
spite of this, Margaret does not care if she swears and claims that she still 
does it a lot. In fact, she even holds on to it on purpose; “there are so many 
stereotypes, you know”42.  

Peter Trudgill’s study on linguistic change in the British English of 
Norwich (1972) shows how cis men and women use dialect differently and 

																																																								
39 “her den anden dag så stod jeg nede på mit værelse og så prøvede jeg sådan at snakke 
sådan her [imiterer tyk nordjysk accent], så prøvede jeg sådan at snakke mere dybt og 
maskulint sådan” 
40 Interviewer: ”men føler du din stemme den også er et sted mit imellem”, Ray: ”ja, det 
føler jeg faktisk”	
41 ”der er krafteddermame ikke nogen der skal stå her og lukke lort ud over for mig, mand!” 
(24.45) 
42 ”der er jo så mange stereotyper” (37.10)	
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how the use of dialect features have different social implications for each 
group. While the women in the study are found to use linguistic forms 
associated with the standard more than the men, which one would expect to 
be more prestigious, Trudgill shows how the use of non-standard forms 
actually provides prestige for the men, what he terms covert prestige.  
 
As described earlier, Margaret said she used her dialect as a shield against 
accusations of femininity before her transition, indicating that the use of 
dialect combined with other linguistic features, such as pitch, generally 
indexes masculinity. If we take the findings by Trudgill to be applicable to 
Danish linguistic variation, the choice to leave a dialect behind, or take one 
on, might be very much influenced, perhaps subconsciously, by 
considerations about gender expression, since there might be some extra 
masculine privilege in speaking with a dialect when this is coupled with a 
masculine gender expression. 

Following this, it could be that Margaret’s particular Copenhagen 
dialect needs low pitch to ‘work’ properly, just as Ray noted that speaking 
with more Jutland dialect made reaching a low pitch easier, or the low pitch 
indexes masculinity and invokes covert prestige. No matter what exactly is at 
play, it is worth noting that the participants most aware of the social 
meanings of different dialects (except Margaret) are the ones who grew up in 
Jutland and later moved to Copenhagen. This indicates to me that speaking 
with a dialect different than standard Copenhagen – no matter your gender 
– is so marked that these participants were faced with a choice. The above 
reflections then show that this choice is very much influenced by gendered 
considerations. As Marc beautifully puts it: “Now that I have taken the 
gender journey, I do not need to take the language journey”43. 
 
Through looking at participants’ experiences this chapter has explored the 
role of the voice in constituting gender identity. Overall, pitch was 
emphasised as primary marker of voice gender, but several other strategies 
were employed to accommodate preferred gender identity in accordance 
with societal gender norms. Hormone therapy is an option chosen by many 
transmasculine participants to alter the voice, securing a permanent drop in 
voice pitch, while for transfeminine speakers it seems that general attention 
to how cis women speak has guided participants towards more feminine 
voice use, while very few participants have received professional voice 
therapy. Lastly, the relationship between dialect and masculinity was 
explored, indicating that dialect use indexes masculinity. 
 

																																																								
43 “nu hvor jeg har taget kønsrejsen, så behøver jeg ikke at tage sprogrejsen” (42.00)  
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CHALLENGING THE BINARY – A PARADOX 
 “Transgender people who problematize the assumed correlation of a particular 
biological sex with a particular social gender are often considered to make false 
representations of an underlying material truth, through the willful distortion of 

surface appearance. Their gender presentation is seen as a lie rather than as an 
expression of a deep, essential truth; they are “bad” by definition” (Stryker, 2006, 
p. 9) 

 
This quote by Susan Stryker perfectly points to a recurring theme in the 
interviews, namely that of binary gender. This is what this chapter will 
investigate, along with the intersection of gender identity and sexuality, and 
the social implications of challenging the binary.  

In society at large it seems abundantly clear that there are only two 
genders, ‘man’ and ‘woman’, determined by physical characteristics 
described as ‘male’ and ‘female’. It follows from this that you can be only 
one of the two, and that your physical characteristics determine your gender 
and in turn the general expectations towards your gender performance. 
These expectations have implications for the ways in which we are allowed 
to behave, and this fact seems to be ever present in the consciousness of the 
participants. Tony puts it like this: “The more I learned about it, the more I 
realised that I didn’t give a damn for all that binary”44. His statement 
indicates to me that at some point in his life he tried fitting into either 
category, but eventually gave up trying. This experience is also described by 
Sam when explaining her difficulties with creating a female identity: “I 
mean, how do I construct that, and then being stuck here in between is kind 
of like, you kind of see both constructions so clearly”. This notion of ‘in 
between’ both challenges and perpetuates the idea of a binary; it is 
simultaneously a construct in itself and a very real place to be stuck. This is 
what the following analysis will explore. 

5.1 The voice as social and physical construction 
As I examined earlier, the voice is a large part of establishing a gender 
identity. Participants describe gender as a construction; one in which the 
voice is an important piece. As Rose puts it: “gender is played out in 
relations”45, and thus the voice is used in negotiating gender in social 
situations. Marc describes the voice as an ‘extra performative tool’ like 
“experimenting with your wardrobe”46. Bill describes it as acting. He says: 
“whoever is good enough at acting can do it” 47.  

																																																								
44 ”Jo mere jeg lærte om det her, jo mere gik det op for mig at hele det der binære, det gav 
jeg altså ikke fem flade ører for” (23.40) 
45 “kønnet er noget der udspiller sig I relationer” (20.30) 
46 ”det er ligesom at eksperimentere med din garderobe” (6.30) 
47 ”hvem som helst der er god nok til skuespilleri kan gøre det” (13.35) 

5 
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This idea of the voice as something you can take on and off and 
experiment with is an experience mirrored by many participants. Natalie 
talks about having had an “experimental period” before getting to the voice 
that she has now. She used the short interactions she had with people when 
working in a bakery to try out different ways of speaking. These try-outs 
primarily involved speaking in different tones of voice, she explains, mostly 
playing with different pitch levels to find a “comfortable place” for her 
voice48. In this way Natalie took advantage of the continuous first-hand 
impressions to create herself a voice persona she was comfortable with, and 
one that she felt people responded well to. Since we do not have direct 
access to these vocal experiments it is difficult to know exactly what Natalie 
did phonetically. All we know is that she, and many of the other participants 
explain that they very clearly see how the voice, and gender in general, is 
constructed in social interaction. 

 
When talking to participants about where the voice is located, it is however, 
less easy to define. Some participants talk about gendered physical 
characteristics as separate from the voice, but as we have seen in Chapter 4, 
the voice experience is very much a physical one as well. As Sam and other 
participants explained earlier, different ways of using the voice feel 
differently in the body and is connected to physical resonance. When talking 
about the physical and the social with Sam, the following exchange of words 
took place: 
 

Sam: “In a way they’re of course important, the social things, but physical changes was 
actually more important for me.” 
Interviewer: “And do you count the voice as part of the physical, or is that something 
else?” 
Sam: “The voice is actually, I think, it’s somewhere there in between very much 
because it’s so defining. We have a social construction around it, and also how do we 
physically, or I mean, we socially construct the voice also which is not necessarily 
according to a biology.” 

 
What Sam points to here is that in her understanding the voice is never just 
a physical phenomenon, but always embedded in the social situation. As 
several linguistic perception studies indicate, listeners do indeed make 
assumptions about the voice they are listening to with regards to many social 
parameters. As previously touched upon, dialect has implications for 
perceptions of class and gender, while the smallest phonetic units can index 
social characteristics such as gender, sexuality and ethnicity (Pharao et al., 
2014; Trudgill, 1972; Zimman, 2013). Larsen (2012) shows that visual 
stimuli affect vowel perception of male and female speakers. Larsen, and 
others, argue that the gendered expectations caused by the visual dimension 
																																																								
48 ”det var også det der hjalp mig til at finde et behageligt sted” (42.25) 
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changes vowel perception to match these expectations (see for instance 
Johnson, Strand, & D’Imperio, 1999). Whether these expectations are social 
or physical has yet to be determined. 

Besides the social construction, the voice is however also a product of 
unarguably physical conditions such as size of the vocal tract, angle of the 
thyroid cartilage and length and thickness of the vocal chords (Grønnum, 
2005), and interventions like testosterone therapy do change the voice on a 
physical level, as outlined in 2.5. Because of this physicality it is likely that 
the human brain will listen for signs of physical characteristics of the 
speaker, such as lower pitch that indicates larger vocal tract and longer and 
thicker vocal folds. Following the above discussion, it does not, however, 
make sense to talk about the voice as an exclusively social or physical 
phenomenon, but rather we need to be able to handle both dimensions. 

5.2 The boundaries of the binary 
The preceding section may give the impression that gender is always 
something you can play with and construct as you please. However, life in 
the trans body is often not that simple. As was clear in the preceding 
interview excerpt, Sam has many theoretical considerations on voice and 
gender as social constructions, as have many other participants, but these 
considerations do not necessarily dismantle said constructions. In other 
words, how do the participants navigate the ambivalence of knowing the 
theory in a world that might not agree or understand? 

As argued by Zimman, it does not make sense to think of the trans 
participants in this study as naïve speakers. Rather they should be regarded 
as extra aware language users, who have thoroughly contemplated questions 
regarding voice and social implications of voice use (Zimman, forthcoming, 
p. 16). This awareness means that the participants have many thoughts on 
concepts such as ‘transition’, which is often used to name the act of 
undergoing a gender change through means of medical and surgical 
intervention. A change often described as going ‘from one gender to 
another’ in mainstream Danish media coverage, as can be seen in Hansen 
(2015a). This view on transition is in contrast with many of the participants, 
who often, in theory at least, ascribe themselves to a more Butlerian 
definition of gender as performative (Butler, 1990).  

 
Marc, who describes himself as very self-aware and generally critical 
towards normative views on gender, talks about his transition as a way of 
coping: “The gender transition is also a way of getting away from being so 
analytical and self-reflexive all the time” 49 . With this sentence Marc 
																																																								
49 “kønstransitionen er jo også en måde at slippe for at være så analytisk og selv-refleksiv 
hele tiden” (36.00) 
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describes how the physical changes in and on his body, such as body hair, 
muscle distribution, and the voice, made it possible for him to stop 
performing as much as he had been doing before transitioning. He talks 
about it as “being instead of always doing”50.  

Thus, inasmuch as the participants are very much oriented towards the 
concept of performativity, living these concepts is a constant weighing of 
options. Ray describes it as follows: “People are fucking binary in their 
heads” 51 , with these words illustrating how it is not enough that the 
participants have made these considerations themselves, if society as a whole 
is not able to recognise the embodiment of such concepts. Charli echoes 
Ray’s observation when explaining how they are almost always perceived as 
male over the phone, an experience Charli could rightly be annoyed with, 
given that they identify as genderqueer and thus not with any specific 
gender. On the contrary, Charli finds it refreshing, noting ironically: “I 
mean, I can’t expect them to perceive me as genderqueer, right?”. What 
Charli refers to here is that there is no present concept of gender in common 
society allowing for the average listener to perceive a voice as ‘neither male 
nor female’ or ‘in-between’. This also entails that if Charli might want to use 
specific stylistic moves to signal genderqueerness, such a practice would be 
unrecognisable to most language users. Eckert writes: 

 
“Since a stylistic move is to be put out into a community for the purpose of being 
interpreted, speakers select resources on the basis of their potential comprehensibility 
in that community.” (Eckert, 2004, p. 44) 
 

Thus, the genderqueer participants express an acknowledgement that their 
gender identity is unrecognisable, both through the voice and other bodily 
markers.  

As handled earlier, several participants have to deal with being 
misgendered because of their voice. Sam is one of them: “I can deal with it, 
but I always hear it really clearly if somebody says ‘he’”. Like Sam, Ray also 
has to deal with constant misgendering, and sometimes uses it is a way of 
working against the system. He elaborates: 
 

“I can also feel that I actually think it’s a little annoying that there is some kind of… I 
mean, I try to like counteract that binary system, because I think it’s, why can’t you be 
a man without those typical things, and it will take a really long time, and I don’t think 
it’s gonna happen in my lifetime.”52 

 

																																																								
50 “at være i stedet for hele tiden at gøre” (37.30) 
51 “folk er fucking binære oppe i deres hoveder” 
52 jeg kan også mærke at jeg også faktisk synes det er lidt irriterende at der er en eller 
anden… altså jeg prøver også på ligesom at modarbejde det der binære system, fordi at, 
fordi jeg synes det er, hvorfor kan man ikke være en mand uden de der typiske ting og det 
kommer til at tage rigtig lang tid, og jeg tror ikke det kommer til at ske i min levetid	
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This quote very neatly sums up what seem to be a general frustration of 
even the most binary-identified participants. A guy like Egon who describes 
himself as “conservative” gender-wise and “very much in a box compared to 
others” 53  also dislikes the way society, represented by institutions like 
Sexologisk Klinik, expects a certain gendered behaviour from him and other 
trans people, but has chosen to use his knowledge of the binary to ‘perform’ 
his way through the system: “You have to think long-term and think ‘okay, I 
have to do this because I have to start hormones, and they have to say 
yes’”54. In this way the binary itself can become a tool for navigating the 
binary world. Charli reports an experience they had in England: “I always 
kind of get excited about going to England because then [...] I’m more often 
not perceived as female, which is really liberating”. Charli attributes this 
difference between Denmark and England to wider Danish norms for how 
women are allowed to behave in society. In this way the reported narrower 
English gender norms work to Charli’s advantage in increasing the 
likelihood that they will not be perceived as a woman, whereas in Denmark 
they might just be perceived as a lesbian. Thus, the participants have shown 
how knowledge of the norm can prompt them to want to act subversively.  
 
In addition to these coping strategies, many participants point to 
communities where their gender identity and expression is less questioned. 
One of these is the ‘queer community’, sometimes described as a larger 
imagined community, and sometimes as a very physical community of 
practice. In my interviews with four of the participants the queer community 
is often referred to without further elaboration. This might in part be due to 
the fact that I consider myself part of the queer community in Copenhagen, 
and that these four participants are all engaged in the queer community in 
different ways, hence the referral with the definite article to the queer 
community. When Charli talks about using a gender neutral pronoun, they 
explain: “I've only been using ‘they’ as a pronoun in the queer environment 
and not at my workplace or with my family because I find that it takes too 
much energy in relation to how much I’ll get out of it”, hereby illustrating 
that for Charli this particular queer community is also a community of 
practice where members are expected to have gender neutral pronouns 
present in their vocabulary and not to question people who identify 
themselves with these. The topic of the queer community will be expanded 
further in section 5.3. 
 
For now, I would like to turn to revelations that have arisen for the 
participants in gender transition, since several of the transmasculine 

																																																								
53 ”jeg er meget i boks i forhold til andre jeg kender” 
54 ”man skal tænke på langt sigt og tænke ’okay men det skal jeg fordi jeg skal starte på 
hormoner og de skal sige ja’”	
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identified participants in this study report to have made new discoveries 
about how cis men behave in voice and language. Marc, who claims to be 
hyper-aware of how men use their voice, how they approach other men and 
women, and what they talk about, says – acknowledging that he is of course 
generalising – that men speak in a more monotone tone, while women vary 
their intonation more. He finds it hard to mimic these practices since he has 
been socialised as a woman. This is despite an assertion that he has never 
thought of himself as someone who “could, or in any case wanted to, ‘do 
woman right’”55.  

The observation that men speak in certain ways is not limited to 
acoustics, but is also noted by participants in the way they say things. Bill 
explains that he has noticed a way to perform ‘man’: “Do not ask questions, 
instead you just say what you want”56. He ascribes this difference in 
behaviour to patriarchy: “It says a lot about how patriarchy works in real 
life”57. If Marc’s observation about intonation is true, it might be that men 
sound more like they are speaking in constatives, rather than questions. 
Eckert & McConnell-Ginet suggest that differences in assertiveness for men 
and women might have as much to do with how they are interpreted by 
others as what is actually being said (2013, p. 144), very much in line with 
Bill’s mention of patriarchy.  

Whatever the case, it is a lived reality for Tony that all these unwritten 
rules about how to be as a man makes social interaction with other men 
complicated. He has not deliberately tried to masculinise his language, and 
states that he does not want to. He is however very aware of what he says in 
the company of men: “I can feel that when I’m with other men, then maybe 
I sometimes think about if I fit in”58.  

5.3 Where gender meets sexuality 
To continue on the topic of the queer community, another characteristic 
ascribed to it by participants is a general wider acceptance of different voice 
practices. According to Charli  “people don't assume quite as much out of 
these different markers”, such as the voice, in the queer community. For 
Sam the voice is very closely connected to sexuality and desirability. 
Continuing this topic, I ask Sam if she finds it easier to have relationships 
with people that understand queer things, and her immediate answer is 

																																																								
55 ”jeg har aldrig tænkt mig selv […] som en der kunne, eller i hvert fald ville, ’gøre kvinde 
rigtigt’” 
56 ”ikke stille spørgsmål, i stedet så siger du bare det du skal have” 
57 “det siger utrolig meget om hvordan patriarkatet virkelig fungerer I det virkelige liv” 
(21.15) 
58 “jeg kan da godt mærke at når jeg er sammen med andre mænd at jeg måske lige 
indimellem så tænker på om […] jeg falder ind.” 
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“yeah, I only do that”. She goes on to connecting her sexual identity as a 
queer lesbian with “getting her identity together” overall. She attributes this 
to a bigger freedom of expression in queer circles: “I think there’s a bigger 
scale of using your voice because there’s already some kind of like scale of 
gender”. She gives an example like ‘butchness’ which is a lesbian sexual 
identity involving a predominantly masculine gender expression, most often 
accompanied by low-pitched voice use, with the speaker identifying as a 
woman. Butch identity has been associated with trans by queer writers such 
as Leslie Feinberg (1992), and what Sam is arguing here is that the presence 
and acceptance of masculine ways of ‘doing’ woman with the voice makes 
her female identity more accepted.  
 
When talking about the queer community, it becomes quite clear that it 
exists in opposition to and in virtue of the rest of society. A society that the 
participants know a lot about through not always fitting into it. What Sam is 
also hinting at above, is a general observation by the participants; that there 
are different rules for different genders in many aspects of human behaviour 
in and outside the queer community. This also holds for voice use, and is in 
some ways intersected with sexuality as in Sam’s example above.  

Several participants have experienced that lesbianism allows for a wider 
spectrum of acceptable ways of using their voice, not only in the queer 
community but in society as a whole. Natalie notes:  

 
“I think for example that the fact that people often read me as a lesbian also gives me 
more liberty of action with the voice, I’m allowed to speak with a lower voice than 
other people” 59 
 

Natalie does, in fact, identify as lesbian, and connects this experience with 
her experience of being around heterosexual women. She reports to have 
observed that when there are men around, the women automatically speak 
in a higher pitch, an observation that might have to do with the women 
wanting to be desirable to the men. Charli also connects the voice with 
desirability, but reverse: “I used to identify myself as lesbian, and there, in 
that sense I thought that it was like super positive and super sexy that I had 
a deep voice”. From Charli’s perspective back then, desirability was defined 
in terms of appearing as somewhat masculine – or butch – to other lesbians, 
and the voice was a big part of that. 

Charli also makes some general observations about gender norms in 
society and states that “generally the male characteristics are more 
acceptable, like if you're gonna be like out of the norm then it's better to go 

																																																								
59 “jeg tror også for eksempel det der med at folk ofte læser mig som lesbisk også bare gør at 
jeg har et større råderum med stemmen, jeg må gerne tale dybere end andre folk” (32.38) 
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and be more male than more female”. This observation will become 
alarmingly relevant in section 5.4.  

5.4 On passing and violence 
 

“[T]here is nothing wrong with men who are considered “masculine” and women 
whose self-expression falls into the range of what is considered “feminine.” The 
problem is that the many people who don’t fit these narrow social constraints run a 
gamut of harassment and violence.” (Feinberg, 1992, p. 5) 

 
In 1992 author and butch lesbian activist Leslie Feinberg wrote these words 
in the introduction section of a pamphlet about transgender liberation. 
More than thirty years have passed since then, and violence still seems to be 
a very present issue in the lives of transgender individuals, at least the 13 
participants in this study. 
 
Until now we have talked about the voice as one of the main markers of 
gender, but it is of course not the only marker when meeting other people in 
social interaction. Other features, like facial features, build and clothing, 
play together with the voice in creating a gender expression – or impression 
if seen from the perspective of the recipient – and thus the features have to 
‘match’, normatively speaking, since a discrepancy can be dangerous.  

‘Passing’ can be described as being read as the gender you identity with 
by other people, and it is also used by participants in this study. For some, 
though, it is used with reluctance. Rose, who claims that her voice helps her 
pass, adds polemically “what does passing mean, anyway”60. She proposes 
that rather than passing, she would use the term “being accepted as a 
woman”61. By this, I assume that she points to the fact that we can never 
know exactly how we are perceived by other people, and that passing entails 
very specific ways of ‘doing woman’. For the sake of consistency, I will 
continue to use the term passing in this analysis.   
 
Passing often presupposes a correlation between looks, voice and identity. 
Margaret puts it as follows: “Voice and face better match”62, in her case 
entailing a feminine voice with feminine facial features. In some cases not 
passing, be it with the voice or a combination of voice and appearance, 
carries more than general discomfort with it.  

Margaret reports an experience she had when calling her phone 
company to change some information, and they refused to do so because 
they did not believe it was her, entailing that her voice did not match the 
																																																								
60 ”hvad er passere altså” (57.30) 
61 ”blive accepteret som kvinde” (57.25) 
62 “stemme og ansigt skulle gerne passe sammen” (28.30) 
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social security number they had on file (more on this in Chapter 6). Caroline 
went to the local gym and caused an uproar because someone heard her 
voice and informed the staff that there was “a man in the women’s changing 
room”63. As she puts it: “It’s not a problem for me, it’s a problem for the 
surrounding world”64.  

This ‘problem’ that Caroline talks about has the possibility of ending in 
violence according to most of the participants. It is remarkable how many 
participants talk about violence or fear of violence. Arguably the above 
reported experiences are also experiences of violence on a small scale, often 
referred to as micro aggressions in the queer community, but it seems that it 
is not what the participants refer to, possibly because many face micro 
aggressions on a daily basis. For Natalie this was at least the case in the early 
days of transition where she was often perceived as a gay guy: “You 
experience abuse on a daily basis just by leaving your house”65. 

Bill talks about the urgency of passing early in his transition because it 
was dangerous to “send mixed messages”66, meaning passing as a man but 
still not having a voice to match. He describes the balance as follows: 
“Either you’re a butch woman who’s really threatening to men, or else 
you’re just a little boy who’s not a threat to anything.”67 He refers to a friend 
of his who is much less gender-conforming and receives a lot of harassment 
because their gender is unrecognisable for most people. Charli recognises 
this experience and talks about the ambivalence of liking to make people 
confused while at the same time feeling unsafe: “at the same time I feel more 
and more comfortable, but at the same time the flipside of it is that I 
sometimes feel like ‘oh fuck, will someone beat me up’”.  

Most of the participants that refer to physical violence are the trans 
women and genderqueer people, and it is very clear that the violence – 
fortunately for the most part imagined – is expected to come from cis men. 
As Thomas remarks: “Men get terrified, and then they become violent”68.  
 
In this chapter it became clear that voice and gender identity in participants’ 
testimonies are not only physical concepts, but rather constructions played 
out and negotiated in social interaction. Participants exhibit vast knowledge 
of the gendered expectations of society at large, and in this way binary 
gender becomes both a tool and an obstacle: If you know the rules you can 
break them or work them to your advantage, but at the same time there are 
no specific vocal features available for signalling belonging to neither of the 

																																																								
63 ”en mand i dameomklædningen” (1.06.30) 
64 “det er ikke et problem for mig, det er et problem for omverdenen”  
65 ”man oplever jo overgreb på daglig basis bare man går uden for døren” (14.37)	
66 ”at give dobbelt budskab” (12.00) 
67 “enten er du en butch kvinde der virkelig truer alle mænd, eller også så er du bare en lille 
dreng der ikke er en trussel mod noget” (11.50)	
68 ”mænd bliver rædselsslagne, og så bliver de voldelige” (6.00) 
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categories. According to participants the sanction for not passing as either a 
man or woman, is violence or the constant fear of violence. Lastly, I showed 
how sexuality intersects with gender identity, and participants shared that 
they view lesbian and queer communities as safe spaces, where acceptance 
of diversity in voice, pronouns and gender expression is at the centre.  
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 DISCUSSION 
The experiences of participants have gone far and wide in showing 
how gender intersects with many other identity categories, such as 
class and sexuality and have illustrated how studying the role of 

the voice in identity formation exposes these intersections through the 
concept of performativity. Thus, questions of voice is very much intertwined 
with – and in many cases inseparable from – other gender markers and an 
integral part of the construction of identity that should not be treated in 
isolation. In the following I want to further elaborate on topics that arose 
during analysis and connect these to create a coherent view on the 
intertwinement of voice and transgender identity. 
 
Exactly how the voice is part of the process of identity formation has been 
approached from different perspectives during the analysis, but the nature of 
the intersectionality described above makes it hard to tease out single factors 
and look at their isolated contribution to the constitution of identity. This 
poses a problem from an analytical perspective, because I can never be sure 
exactly what I am analysing, and this might in fact be a point in itself. In the 
following, I do however want to tease apart these factors with the hope of 
being able to bring them together in the end. 

If we want to look at the voice in isolation, participants’ experiences 
with speaking on the phone is a good place to look. Many participants 
report that they pass on the phone and are not questioned about their 
gender, as long as it matches their social security number (CPR number), 
which in Denmark is reflected on the last number of the CPR number. An 
even number indicates female, while an odd one marks male. Several 
participants report generally being perceived as their preferred gender on 
the phone. Some participants have had bad experiences when calling places 
where their CPR number is on file, as described by Margaret above, but in 
her case her voice was so clearly perceived as female that they did not 
believe it was her because the last number was odd. As we saw in 5.2, Charli 
is often perceived as male on the phone, and Rose was consequently 
perceived as a woman when working in a call-centre. These testimonies 
show that when the voice is the only information available to the person on 
the end of the phone, listeners search for vocal cues to determine the gender 
of the speaker. This is an advantage for the participants satisfied with the 
perceived gender of their voice, with the reservation that not everyone 
perceives voices similarly, while it works as a disadvantage to those who are 
not. It also seems to be the case that the participants perceived as their 
preferred gender on the phone are generally perceived as their preferred 
gender in face-to-face encounters.  
 

6 
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I want to turn now to what happens when the voice is combined with visual 
information, since this is often how individuals go about in the world. The 
transmasculine participants on testosterone are generally perceived as male, 
on the phone and face-to-face, while Ray, who is not on testosterone, is 
often misgendered both body- and voice-wise. Caroline told above how she 
was perceived as a man when going to the gym and people heard her voice, 
and it seems that this also happens in face-to-face encounters, as also 
reported by Janni in the articles about her (Hansen, 2015a, 2015b). These 
reports indicate to me, that in some cases, the voice can override visual 
input. In the example with Janni, she explains in the radio feature that even 
when she is wearing a skirt, people gender her as a man as soon as she 
speaks. The same happened to Marc, however in reverse, when he was 
going flying. He had taken a male name before the name law (Navneloven) 
was changed in 2010, but his passport said female. When he came to the 
ticket counter to get his ticket printed, the young man at the counter read 
him as a man and apologised that the ticket said his gender was female, 
attributing this to an error in the system. Marc explains this with the fact 
that his name, body (he has had top surgery) and voice match, saying “they 
read what they think they read”69. In other words, because Marc ‘does man 
right’, his identity is not questioned. In this case, the performative act of the 
gender in the passport is a failed performative because the right 
circumstances are not present; the gender in the passport is battled by 
conflicting voice and appearance (Austin, 1975; Butler, 1990). 

For the transmasculine participants, concerns are mostly about voice 
and breast. Thomas, identifying as a trans man says it directly: “voice and 
breasts – those are the two main points”70. Reports from Ray and Charli 
indicate the same. Both are often perceived as male when they are not 
speaking and their breasts are not showing. Charli also explains that when 
they are wearing a binder, they are less often perceived as a woman. These 
findings show, that for the participants of this study, the voice is not an 
isolated phenomenon but is interrelated with bodily gender expression and 
societal norms of gender. 
 
Throughout the analysis I have tried to single out exactly what the 
participants have done to make their voices sound in accordance with the 
gender they would like to be perceived as. Overall, the main phonetic 
feature pointed to by participants is pitch, or fundamental frequency. They 
all talk about having a low or high pitch, and in their reports it seems that 
low pitch equals masculine-sounding voice, and high pitch feminine-
sounding. As shown by Zimman (fortcoming, 2012, 2014), testosterone 
significantly affects voice pitch and helps transmasculine speakers pass. As 
																																																								
69 ”de læser hvad de tror de læser” (14.50) 
70 “stemme og bryster - det er de to hovedpunkter” (11.10) 
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described above, some transfeminine speakers have trouble passing due to 
their deep voices. But is pitch really the main indicator of speaker gender in 
the voice? 

For the participants in the present study pitch is the most specific voice 
feature they bring up. They sometimes hint at other factors, but do not seem 
to have the vocabulary to describe these voice characteristics precisely. 
What is remarkable, though, is that many of the transfeminine participants 
seem to have cracked the code, when it comes to sounding normatively 
female without any professional voice coaching, at least from my own 
subjective and normative understanding of the voice.  
 
Zimman writes about the difference in transmasculine and transfeminine 
speakers that “trans men and trans women tend to have very different kinds 
of awareness about gender and the voice and different attitudes toward self-
consciously changing their voices” (Zimman, forthcoming, p. 3). This is not 
a finding that I can recognise in my participants. 

Generally, the overall differences in experience between participants 
assigned female at birth and participants assigned male are not that many, 
and it seems to me that many of the same considerations resonate with all 
participants. There is, however, a difference in that the effect of hormone 
therapy differs between the two groups, providing that this is an option they 
have chosen. I do not mean to suggest that the transmasculine participants 
are not aware of their voice, but there is a difference in the degree to which 
they are aware. As elaborated above, there is a general idea among 
participants that pitch is the main indicator of voice gender, or at least it is 
what all participants mention. It does however seem that transfeminine 
participants provide more particular reflections on exactly what strategies 
they have employed to make their voices sound female. They mention 
concepts such as intonation and resonance, and report trying out what 
works, and what does not, in social encounters. What is also worth noting, is 
that all transfeminine participants in this study report that they have not 
received professional voice training, and yet most report that their voices are 
read as female.  

 
These findings indicate to me that pitch recontextualises other voice 
features, as is indeed suggested by Zimman (forthcoming, p. 44). This means 
that transfeminine speakers who have not had voice feminisation surgery, as 
have none of the participants in this study, need to pay bigger attention to 
other voice characteristics, such as intonation and mode of speaking in order 
to sound normatively feminine, because their pitch does not automatically 
change with the oestrogen therapy. Thus, when transmasculine speakers 
start hormone therapy, their voices relatively quickly drop to a pitch range 
normally associated with male or androgynous sounding voices, rendering 
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other voice markers, such as intonation or the frequency of /s/, less 
prominent. If we look at this through the concept of stylistic practice (Eckert, 
2004), pitch is one feature that speakers can choose to convey their gender, 
and if the right pitch is not directly available, other features become relevant 
and work to form a style. 

This recontextualisation could also explain Marc’s comment that “most 
trans men do sound like gay guys”71. His point is that because most trans 
men have been through feminine socialisation early in life, they have 
acquired feminine speech features that are hard to leave behind, and after 
going through hormone therapy these features are still part of the voice. As 
touched upon in 2.3, Zimman investigated the relationship between 
transmasculine voices and gay-rating and found that even though the 
transmasculine speakers of the study had significantly lower pitch than the 
cis participants, more negative skew of /s/ still rated them more gay-
sounding (Zimman, 2012, 2013). What this shows, along with the reports of 
participants, is that certain features index certain social meanings, varying 
across circumstance, but that low pitch, however, does make speakers sound 
male. We can connect this to the findings by Pharao et al., as outlined in 
2.3, who also found that fronted /s/ indexed ‘gay’, when combined with a 
‘modern Copenhagen register’. The fact that fronted /s/ indexes gayness 
seems to be a common social meaning in many north-western languages. 
Pharao et al. also speculate that “when a feature has strong indexical 
potential it is more easily recognized than when it has weak indexical 
potential (Pharao et al., 2014, p. 27). Thus, I want to suggest that the reason 
why pitch is the most salient feature for participants has to with its strong 
indexical potential, meaning that it is a socially meaningful marker that 
listeners use to determine speaker gender in social interaction.  

Whether listeners perceive participants in this study as gay or straight is 
difficult to answer. This is because there are no direct linguistic markers of 
whether someone perceives you as gay that are as readily available as 
pronouns when it comes to gender. The use of pronouns will be expanded in 
6.2.  

 
When speaking of differences between transmasculine and transfeminine 
speakers, I want to spend a few lines on sharing a theory put forward by 
Kulick in Transgender and Language: A Review of the Literature and Suggestions for the 
Future (1999). He points to the fact that speakers assigned male at birth have 
been overrepresented in the literature, a fact that still seems to hold true 
more than fifteen years later, according to Davies et al. (2015, p. 119). 
Kulick claims that this lack of representation is not due to physiological 

																																																								
71 ”de fleste transmænd lyder altså som bøsser” (46.20) 
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differences, i.e. oestrogen does not feminize the voice and thus transfeminine 
speakers have more to learn, but rather a question of ideology:  

 
“It both reflects and invokes widespread cultural attitudes that hold that being a man 
is self-evident, whereas being a woman is a complicated set of procedures that require 
careful adherence to detailed, explicit instructions (often issued by men) about how to 
walk, talk, sit, eat, dress, move, and display affect.” (Kulick, 1999, p. 609) 

 
What Kulick suggests here is that societal norms about how to behave as a 
woman influences expectations towards transfeminine speakers that want to 
be accepted as normative women. 

Many transmasculine participants, it sems to me, are well aware that 
they could be “doing more” to reach their voice goal, cf. Egon’s description 
of himself as being lazy for not doing other things than testosterone. When 
speaking of hormones, Marc describes the use of testosterone as “being 
instead of doing”, and I think this is an essential part of it. As Marc explains  
in section 5.2 testosterone enabled him to stop being so aware of his voice 
and just be. Judging from many of the transfeminine participants’ 
dissatisfaction with how their voice is perceived by their surroundings, I 
think that could they get a hormone that automatically raised their pitch, 
most would. Thus, I would like to underline that Kulicks observation has to 
be regarded on two levels in relation to the participants in the present study: 
the individual level and the structural level. 

On an individual level, I do not wish to suggest that participants are 
lazy for not doing speech therapy, but acknowledge that each individual has 
chosen what works for them. I also do not want to suggest that participants 
are not aware of the gendered structures that Kulick suggests. On a 
structural level, however, I do think that Kulick’s observations are 
interesting and give important perspective to the present discussion. As 
pointed out by Charli earlier “it’s better to be more male”, and it seems that 
it is this view we have to fight in order to make conditions better for trans 
speakers. 
 
The experiences of participants also showed that identity is never just one 
thing, and that identity traits such as gender cannot be seen in isolation. 
Firstly, gender identity formation develops with processes of class and 
sexuality, hereunder concepts of dialect and desirability, and secondly, the 
voice develops not in isolation but through interaction with abovementioned 
processes. This is reflected in the reports that dialect indexes masculinity in 
participants’ experiences. Thus, when wanting to convey masculinity, 
Jutland dialect might be masculinity-reinforcing, while it could influence 
perceived femininity negatively. At the same time, as reported by Natalie a 
change in dialect often symbolises more than a change in gender identity. As 
in her case, it can become a symbol of class mobility, where leaving her 
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Jutland dialect and claiming Standard Copenhagen was seen as an insult by 
her relatives.  

Another intersection of gender and other identity categories is that of 
sexuality and gender, and hereunder, desirability. Sam reported strongly 
connecting her gender identity with her sexual identity as a lesbian, 
illustrating how gender and sexuality can be closely connected. As we saw in 
5.3, the lesbian identity is characterised by participants as having bigger 
room for diversity in gender expression, including vocal expression, while 
leaning more towards a masculine ideal.  

What participants’ experiences have shown is that all these different 
categories create a cluster of intersections, pointing to the necessity of 
looking at several factors simultaneously if we want to explain and 
understand identity formation. I think it is safe to say that this is not only 
true for the transgender speakers of this study, but a rather universal 
understanding in queer theory and sociolinguistics. 
 
What I have also observed through working with the data is that 
participants spend a great deal of energy on self-policing. Through 
experience as transgender individuals the participants are particularly aware 
of gender norms in Danish society, and other societies, and this awareness is 
not always beneficial. Continuous experience with misgendering has made 
many participants hyper-aware of how others refer to them. This hyper-
awareness is energy consuming, and often results in participants changing 
behaviour to avoid uncomfortable situations or micro aggressions. The 
incident reported by Caroline when she went to the gym ultimately resulted 
in her avoiding similar situations by not going to that gym again, and as we 
saw in 5.4 many participants are influenced by the fear of facing violent 
attacks. 

Another form of self-policing as touched upon in the analysis, is 
reported by participants Sam, Rose and Thomas who all report holding 
back in social encounters, specifically involving avoiding speaking up 
because their voices might not match their gender expression or identity, 
described by Rose as holding back to “avoid feeling the gender”72. I 
interpret this holding back as both a holding back towards herself and a 
holding back towards the surrounding world, since gender is made visible in 
social interaction, as we have seen illustrated many times throughout this 
paper.  

Participants report being more patient towards family and friends who 
are adjusting to using a new pronoun about them, than with strangers or 
institutions. At the same time, participants report often not correcting 
strangers who use the wrong pronouns. To use a term from conversation 
analysis, participants are overall very aware of protecting their own and 
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other peoples face in social encounters, often resulting in not pointing out 
misgendering. In stating the above I do not mean to be passing judgement 
on how participants react to and accommodate expectations within society; 
but rather I want to emphasise the pervasiveness of these gendered 
expectations and to question why they are there in the first place.   
 
To sum up, the analysis and following discussion have shown that identity 
and language are inextricable notions. We have seen how participants have 
very clear notions about how gender is performed in social encounters and 
how to use this knowledge in conveying their own gendered identity through 
the voice. Participants’ sense of identity also seems to connect them to other 
trans people and gender non-conforming individuals, either through a 
community of practice, such as the queer community, or through the sheer 
notion of having a non-normative gender identity.  

6.1 Methodological reflections 
Methodologically, this paper has proved a challenge to write. Trying to 
combine sociolinguistic concepts with the reported lived experiences of 
individual speakers is difficult because the two approaches aim at different 
things. As Thøgersen (2005) points out, ‘interviewing’ is not one thing, and 
whereas ‘the sociolinguistic interview’ is interested in spoken language as it is 
spoken in the interview or the interviewees attitude towards language, ‘the 
qualitative interview’ (both terms borrowed from Thøgersen, 2005) works 
with what is reported in the interviews, i.e. the interviewee’s view of the 
world and how they think. These different approaches are of course not cut 
in stone and completely separable at all times, but I do think that they 
illustrate very well the difference in approaches behind the two interview 
pools that have made the basis of the above analysis.  

While my approach has been political in the sense that the interviews 
were conducted with the intent to shed light on a topic not often treated in 
sociolinguistics, and less often in a nuanced way, Quist’s interviews were 
conducted with a different research purpose in mind. Namely that of looking 
at social mobility and dialect in a group of transgender individuals. When 
doing the analysis, it became clear that this difference in focus had an 
influence on which topics were discussed and in what way. The large focus 
on dialect by Quist, of course led her to ask more questions in that direction, 
while I was more focused on the lived experience of voice and gender, and 
how participants navigated in society. What both have in common, though, 
is that they asked for very specific descriptions of strategies for voice use, 
which has proven very useful for the analysis. 
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Furthermore, the difference in acquaintanceship between mine and Quist’s 
interviews plays a role in the types of questions one can ask. Whereas Quist 
clearly had the role of researcher in her interviews, my own role was more of 
a mix of acquaintance and researcher, with a varying degree of 
acquaintanceship with the four participants. These differences in level of 
trust have their own advantages and disadvantages. One advantage, which I 
have touched upon before, is the fact that participants might be willing to 
disclose more information to someone they feel are one level with them. 
From this perspective, me having approximately the same age and 
background as the participants I interviewed, and not being an experienced 
researcher helps retrieve detailed and personal data. One example could be 
the long talk I had with Sam about sexuality and relationships, a topic that 
might have been closed more quickly, had the interviewer been someone 
else. In relation to this, my knowledge of a queer, and trans, vocabulary, 
such as the one outlined in 3.5, also provided a basis for participants to 
speak more freely. This, on the other hand, could simultaneously work as a 
disadvantage. It is no doubt positive that participants feel safe in the 
situation, but too high a degree of implicit understanding could end up 
clouding the analysis. Here, the understanding of a concept like ‘the queer 
community’ provides a good example. In sections 5.2 and 5.3, I interpret the 
queer community as a community of practice, but my understanding of the 
queer community in this context derives from my own experience with said 
community. Hence, my own presumptions about the meaning of this 
concept blinds me to the fact that we might not be talking about the same 
thing, but also makes me capable of asking questions that are meaningful to 
the participants. In such instances, it can be beneficial to have an outsider’s 
view, such as Quist’s, since it will inevitably prompt different questions than 
the ones asked by an insider. When using interview data as the basis of an 
analysis, these extra questions can be most needed and help illustrate 
important arguments.  
 
Then there is the challenge of speaking for others. To what extent is it 
possible to say something about what other people think and feel, and even 
more difficult, what actually happened in a given situation, through access 
only to what they are saying? This methodological problem is also brought 
up by Thøgersen, who underlines that assuming a direct correlation 
between what participants are saying and what they actually think and feel is 
highly problematic (2005, p. 39). Throughout this paper, I have tried to 
contextualise and compare participants’ statements in order to draw up 
experiences and challenges shared by participants in this particular group of 
trans speakers at this particular time, without assuming that these are 
universally applicable. At the same time I have been invested in making 
clear which opinions are my own (Cameron, 1992), and living up to my 
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feminist research ethics (as introduced in 3.6) in seeing the interview process 
as a form collective knowledge making to benefit the community (DeVault & 
Gross, 2012). 

I have deliberately chosen a methodology for this paper that would be 
able to take seriously the testimonies of the participants, while being well 
aware of its limitations and my own. I think the qualitative way of 
interviewing has proven fruitful in bringing forth important contemporary 
topics of the participant demographic, while pointing to places where much 
further research is needed. Suggestions for what these may be will be 
elaborated in the following section.	

6.2 Further perspectives 
What I think has been made clear in this discussion is that many of the 
challenges faced by participants in this study can and will not be responded 
to by sociolinguistic research alone. As the analysis has shown, work with 
transgender identity must de interdisciplinary, and only a few disciplines, 
like medicine, speech therapy and feminism, have been involved in this 
study to different extents. In the following section I will, on the basis of this 
study, provide suggestions for the direction of future research. 
 
To continue along the line of language use as touched upon above, I want to 
suggest that part of the challenges faced by trans people and other gender 
non-conforming individuals are rooted in, or at least made visible through, 
language. Even though the voice is a main marker of gender, how we 
categorise and think about each other is only exposed to others through how 
we refer to them. Here, pronouns are an important tool. The way the 
Danish language works at the moment, you can choose either male or 
female pronouns when referring to persons that you don’t know. This 
decision to do so is made on the basis of how individuals are read within a 
binary as either male or female. To remedy this, I suggest widening the use 
of gender neutral pronouns. Many participants in this study propose the use 
of ‘den’ (directly translatable to ‘it’ in English). In many English, especially 
queer, contexts ‘they’ is used more often, but due to the inflectional system 
in Danish, ‘de’ does not work very well. For an approach like this to work, 
widespread use of gender neutral pronouns would be imperative, since only 
using gender neutral pronouns about people who are ambivalent looking 
gender-wise undermines the point and reinforces the power of these binary 
speech acts. There are of course other ways of de-gendering language, 
which I will not get into here, but further research into this field would be 
widely applicable, and cross-language comparisons would be highly 
interesting. 
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When this is said, the reaction of the general Danish population to the 
Swedish gender neutral pronoun ‘hen’ shows that Danes are very sceptical 
both towards anything that comes from our ‘politically correct’ neighbour 
and towards changing their language use in general.  
 
What is also important to emphasize, is that changing people’s use of 
language cannot be the only solution, if behind this change there is still lack 
of knowledge of transgender lives. Hopefully this work and previous work on 
transgender phenomena, along with more to come, will play a part in 
nuancing trans as a phenomenon by looking at it from many different 
perspectives and disciplines, and help lead the way for more trans people in 
academia.  

In linguistics this would mean radically rethinking the way we do 
research. One thing is looking at trans speakers in isolation, as we have seen 
in the work by Zimman, which certainly deserves more attention. Another is 
including them in research alongside other participants as also done by 
Zimman (2013), with the aim of comparing trans speakers with cis speakers. 
What I would also encourage is research that disregards gender as we know 
it, for instance by looking at other identity factors and not taking for granted 
that participants can necessarily be divided into groups on the basis of 
gender identity. To my knowledge this has yet to be done, and an approach 
like the one suggested might demand development of new analytical tools, 
but I think some of the tools from feminist theory, transgender studies, and 
queer theory, as presented in this paper already provide strong assistance, if 
used the right way. It is my firm belief that conducting research from a less 
binary perspective will be beneficial to everyone, and not only trans people, 
since we will learn more about how gender works and how it enables and 
limits us all. 

 
The last issue to be addressed, which has been outside the scope of this 
project, is the question of health. What the testimonies of the thirteen 
participants show is a general mistrust in the state institutions, especially 
Sexologisk Klinik, which is now the only official institution treating trans 
people in Denmark. Even though the participants in the interviews from 
2011 had all gotten testosterone from a general practitioner, before the law 
was changed, and thus received medical guidance, there seems to be an 
extensive lack of information and supervision when it comes to matters of 
the voice. Whereas Sam, who was in the system in Sweden, was offered 
counselling with a speech therapist, none of the participants going through 
the process in Denmark report ever having received such an offer. 
Specifically for participants on testosterone, it seems reckless to provide 
hormone treatment to change the physical characteristics of the vocal 
chords and thyroid and not follow up this intervention. Ultimately, this gap 
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in health care could have both social and physical consequences for the 
vocal, and general, comfort of trans individuals of all gender identities. 
Excellent work on speech therapy for transgender and non-binary 
individuals has been done by speech therapists Davies, Papp, & Antoni 
(2015) and is ready to be implemented by practitioners. Alongside 
sociolinguistic research, speech therapy can make a real difference for trans 
individuals who want to find a voice that reflects their identity. 
 
In order for people to want to change the way they use language, for 
researchers to want to change their research practice, and for medical 
authorities to offer more and better health care for trans people, more than 
this single study is needed. It is a matter of slowly changing the way we think 
of concepts such as gender by constantly challenging societal norms, and 
investigating how they became norms in the first place, through academia, 
activism, and everyday life. Since many participants in this study report 
having difficulty finding a job, facing violence on account of being trans, and 
just encounter general misunderstanding, it seems that such a change is long 
overdue. I think the consistency with which these stories have been told by 
participants illustrates that transgender identity is so invisible to the general 
public that people rather overlook gender markers such as gender in official 
documents, or a skirt, than read someone as transgender or gender non-
conforming. At least it indicates that the participants in this study feel 
invisible, and that should be a good enough motivation to change these 
conditions. Should a person like Charli not be able to expect to be perceived 
as genderqueer? 
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 CONCLUSION 
This thesis has explored the testimonies of 13 transgender 
individuals living in Denmark, with the aim of investigating the 
relationship between voice and transgender identity. In this final 

section I wish to outline my main analytical points in line with the questions 
initially asked in the introduction, which are: How does the voice relate to gender 
identity for the participants of this study? More specifically, which vocal strategies do 
participants employ in constituting a gender identity, and how are these strategies met by 
the surrounding world? Are certain voice features particularly relevant? 
 
Overall, there is no simple answer to how the voice relates to the identities of 
participants, since this has shown to be a rather complex interplay. Thus, in 
order to answer the main question, we need to first look more specifically at 
the strategies employed by participants and what these entail fort the way 
they are met by society.  

Firstly, the analysis in Chapter 4 showed that several strategies were 
used by participants in forming their gender identity. Testimonies showed 
that the majority of participants in this study received hormone therapy, but 
that the implications of such depended on assigned gender. For participants 
assigned female at birth testosterone therapy helped dramatically and 
permanently lower voice pitch, while oestrogen did not have this effect for 
individuals assigned male at birth. However, AMAB participants had 
adjusted their voices to sound normatively female by paying careful 
attention to cis women speaking, and most reported generally being read as 
female. The analysis also found pitch to be a primary gender marker, since 
this was what most participants reported making a difference in how they 
were perceived gender-wise. Other vocal features were reported to be 
involved in gendering the voice, but pitch was by far the most salient and 
pervasive. 

Secondly, the analysis in Chapter 5 showed that voice and gender 
identity are not only physical concepts, but are constructed and negotiated 
in social interaction. Notions of ‘male’ and ‘female’, that are taken for 
granted by society at large, are subject to investigation and questioning by 
the participants in this study. They report how the voice can both help them 
pass as their preferred gender and expose them, depending on how their 
voice matches their gender expression according to societal gender norms. 
Concepts such as dialect and sexuality are shown to intersect with gender in 
allowing for difference in gender performativity. Where the use of a dialect 
often indexes masculinity, and is thus left behind by many transfeminine 
participants, sexualities such as lesbianism may open up for wider norms of 
gendered behaviour, allowing for more masculine voice use. The strength of 
the concept of binary gender is exposed through participants experiences 

7 
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with violence or fear of violence if not meeting expected gender expressions 
of Danish society.   

 
Overall this study has shown that voice, and mainly pitch, played an 
important role for the transgender participants in conveying their preferred 
gender identity, and that they knew exactly how to navigate the binary 
gender norms of society. It also illustrated how participants orient 
themselves towards imagined communities, such as the transgender, lesbian 
and queer communities, which sometimes became local communities of 
practice.  

In the discussion I outlined how the findings of this study show how 
different identity categories intersect and need to be analysed from many 
different perspectives, underlining how different fields of research need to 
work together in order to fully grasp the complexities of transgender identity 
and voice. Finally, I argued that transgender lives are to a great extent 
invisible and unrecognisable to the general Danish public, and called for a 
change in language use, health care and general recognition of transgender 
individuals and their rights.  
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APPENDIX A. Interview guide in Danish 
 
 
Interviewguide 
 
Følgende spørgsmål er ment som en rettesnor der skal guide interviewet 
med informanten, men vil ikke nødvendigvis blive fulgt punkt for punkt, 
eftersom samtalen med al sandsynlighed automatisk vil udvikle sig til at 
berøre mange af de følgende emner. 
 
 

• Navn, alder 

• Hvordan identificerer du dig (kønsidentitet)? 

• Tager du hormoner – hvorfor/hvorfor ikke? 

o Hvis ja, hvor længe? (Evt. refleksioner over stemmens 

udvikling) 

• (Transition – tanker om det?) 

• (Navn – tanker om det?) 

• Hvad synes du om din stemme? Har du en mening om den? 

• Har det ændret sig igennem dit liv? 

• Er det vigtigt for dig at din stemme opfattes på en specifik (kønnet) 

måde? 

• Møder du udfordringer ift. din stemme? Hvilke? 

• Hvad gør du for at imødekomme disse udfordringer? 
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APPENDIX B. Interview transcripts 
 
 
Interview with Charli, November 1st 2015 
 
 
Anna:  sådan, okay, and the first question is how do you identify yourself, like 
 
Charli:  depending on, I guess, which situation I identify as genderqueer or transgender 
 
Anna:  okay, and what does that, what situation would that be where you were genderqueer and what 
situation are you trans? 
 
Charli:  ehm, in the sense that i guess I identify as both, basically, but I identify as 
transgender, so if there's for example an event or a debate about being transgender then more 
easily, that will be the identity that, like, I choose, or don't choose, but am, whereas I think 
that otherwise if I'm asked by people I know about what my identity is then I'll more often 
describe it as genderqueer, because I feel that it is less strict and I think it kind of 
corresponds to my more kind of theoretical understanding of gender, that's weird but yeah, 
 
Anna:  so you mean that when you are in like a situation where people understand what genderqueer 
is, then that's what you are, but if it's more like, if you have some boxes that you can choose, 
and the one is transgender and the other is man and woman, then- 
 
Charli:  that's right, if the choice is "are you cis-gender og transgender", then I'll say I'm 
transgender, basically, but otherwise I will generally identify myself as genderqueer 
 
Anna:  yep, and are you doing any kind of hormone therapy, or 
Charli:  no 
 
Anna:  and what have your thoughts been on that, why and why not 
 
Charli:  I think that, I've never, I've not so far had big problems with the way, I mean the way I 
perceive my body and my physical characteristics, I guess my voice is also part of that, so, and I 
still like, in some situations playing with the way that I'm perceived, and I'm still- like if I 
find, if I have trouble with the way I'm perceived it's mainly because, if I meet people who just 
see the world as man-woman, then it's very difficult, I find it difficult when I'm perceived as a 
cis woman, but most of the time I'm in a social environment where people don't see the world as 
like gendered in that way, so it doesn't bother me, so yeah, I find it hard walking around and 
being misgendered often, or being perceived as a woman or cis woman, but in an ideal world that 
wouldn't be the case, my biggest problem is the expectancies that peole have of me, in the way 
they perceive my gender, so I've never considered taking hormones, I think that I've had more 
thoughts about top surgery than hormones 
 
Anna:  yes, so what are your thoughts on transition, you don't see it as a like from something to 
another, but more like, yeah I don't know, how do you see that? 
 
Charli:  I see transitionING I see as certainly some kind of movement from something to something 
else, I see- yeah so that for me is the meaning of transition, it's certainly going from something 
to something else 
 
Anna:  yeah, and do you use that about yourself 
 
Charli:  that I'm transitioning 
 
Anna:  yeah 
 
Charli:  ehm, no I haven't used it, but I guess that in the sense that I used to identify myself 
as a woman, cis woman, and that I don't anymore means that I am transitioning 
 
Anna:  yeah, I'm also just asking because people normally wanna talk about it in that way or at 
least like a lot of non-transgender people wanna talk about transitioning as like a linear 
movement, so I just wanted to- 
 
Charli:  mmm, but for example the term transgender, like or, yeah the term transgender for me can 
mean like transitioning from something to something else but it can also mean being between 
something else, like so being between, 
 
Anna:  and maybe also almost transcending, kind of being- 
 
Charli:  yeah, that's another meaning of it, meaning basically breaking the boundaries, right, or 
making the boundaries disappear 
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Anna:  and, yeah, we've been talking about names, and I'm just thinking about how that relates to, 
yeah to the voice and identity and what your thoughts are on that, and also relating to pronoun if 
you- 
 
Charli:  ehm, I've started using they as a pronoun but that's quite new, and I haven't- I've only 
been using they as a pronoun in the queer environment and not at my workplace or with my family 
because I find that too... I find that it takes too much energy in relation to how much I'll get 
out of it, so it's not worth it, and that's what I think in all the decisions I make I'm always 
trying to figure out the cost and what's like, what will I get out of it, so I've started using 
they as a pronoun and then my name is- I've always hated my name and still do, I guess it's been 
getting worse [laughs], I used to not think about why I hated it so much but I think it's just 
become way more obvious, because it's so ridiculously- I mean yeah it's perceived as a very very 
feminine name, so I find that very difficult, so yeah I've been spending the last half year 
looking for a new name and I've maybe found one, I don't know, so I've started actually 
introducing myself, just to try it out, with different names, so Charli [anonymized] has been the 
chosen one so far, and so my flatmates have started calling me Charli just so that I can try it 
out 
 
Anna:  great, and what have the reactions been when you've done that, like introduced yourself as 
Charli to someone that you didn't know 
 
Charli:  well it's only been in the queer environment and it's been a total non-issue [laughs] 
 
Anna:  yeah, like a lot of other things 
 
Charli:  yeah, so like, there's been nothing about that, my partner is cis, is a cis woman and is 
very new to the queer environment and finds it difficult, the idea that I might change name 
because it's suddenly, so far she's introduced me as a woman to her family, and that's been a huge 
problem in the first place 'cause it's the first time she's been with a woman [laughs] 
 
Anna:  [laughs] shit 
 
Charli:  yeah, so suddenly, that's been such a big deal and made it so hard and her family have 
had a hard time with it, and then suddenly her having to start explaining that I'm maybe not a 
woman, but yeah, genderqueer or- 
 
Anna:  that's a challenge 
 
Charli:  is a challenge but- and I think that certainly as a first step I wouldn't for example 
change my name at my workplace, because I think again it would be like inviting people into 
something that I find is quite private, my identity, I like to keep that a little bit separate 
 
Anna:  yeah, I just have to check the sound because I'm afraid it goes through [long pause], no it 
actually doesnt, impressive, yeah 
 
Charli:  I don't know if that made sense any of it but 
 
Anna:  no but I think it did, I just feel like I had like an extra question, yeah, so do you feel 
like if you chose a name that would be perceived as male that people would expect you to, they 
would call you he then automatically, or do you feel like that would make the whole thing more 
difficult? 
 
Charli:  ehm, I think that, I don't think I've thought about it so much like that, I think that 
right now the way I've just thought about it is that it wouldn't feel- it would feel a bit strange 
suddenly having a purely male name when I don't identify as male, so, and in the perfect world 
then it wouldn't matter which name you have because everybody would perceive everybody as being 
able to be exactly as they want and have less limited expectations in relation to what gender's 
what, but the way the world is right now, people still associate names very much to gender, so I 
may as well make it a little bit easier for the people I meet by giving them a hint through my 
name, but I think that Charli for example is, I think in Denmark very much seen as a male name, 
actually 
 
Anna:  I think so too 
 
Charli:  but I think in that sense it's more because English is my mother tongue so, and in 
Englang it's also used more as a female name, so I guess in England it's more queer or gender 
neutral or whatever 
 
Anna:  and so the central question, what do you think about your voice? do you have an opinion 
about it? 
 
Charli:  yeah, I feel really lucky with my voice [laughs] 
 
Anna:  really? in what sense? 
 
Charli:  ehm, like, I think I have quite a deep voice for someone who is born- or been female, so 
it's made it- like when I was young already at the age of, I don't know ten or twelve, on the 
telephone people would always think that I was my father or my brother which [laughs] 
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Anna:  that's early 
 
Charli:  which was really cool and I really liked it because that was actually the only time where 
I felt that people- yeah then I could just like play with the fact that, like being perceived as 
another gender and that really excited me, so in that sense I felt very, like, lucky with my 
voice, also because I think that being for example not identitfying as a woman and having a very, 
you know fem- like high-pitched voice can be very hard 'cause it's another sign of, or another 
indicator of gender, I guess, so my voice has never been something that I've like really thought 
of as kind of something that makes my life more difficult as being genderqueer, but it was also, 
like in school I always had like some- a couple of episodes which were really hard because then I 
would- we had this like, the swiss system is really old school so like music teaching is basically 
singing, so there's nothing else really than singing, no instruments or anything, and so the 
teacher would just play the piano and then we would sing, and I remember in sixth or seventh 
grade, like the first singing class she started playing the piano and like the boys were on the 
one side and the girls on the other side, and she like stopped in the middle of the first song and 
made me switch sides, like over to be standing with the boys, because my voice was, she said "your 
voice is too low, you have to stand with them", which at the time was just really traumatising, 
mainly because you don't want anybody to comment about you being different, right 
 
Anna:  yeah, that's kind of a drastic move 
 
Charli:  a kind of drastic move [laughs], but at the same like yeah-, at the same time you know in 
some ways I wished I was a boy at the time, so you know 
 
Anna:  so kind of both like a bad and a good thing 
 
Charli:  well a bad thing because at the time the most important is how you're perceived by your 
friends at school, you don't wanna be different, but at the same time it was kind of like "yay" 
[both laugh] 
 
Anna:  so yeah, you've actually already touched upon it but has it changed through your life, your 
relationship with your voice and how it's been? 
 
Charli:  ehm, whether my voice itself has changed or not, or whether my- 
 
Anna:  yeah both that and also your relationship to your voice, and maybe if it's related in a way 
 
Charli:  I don't know if my voice itself has changed, as in I think it's always been- I think I've 
always had a relatively low voice, so I won't be able to say whether I think it's changed a lot, I 
think I find my voice can be higher or lower depending on which language I speak, which is, I 
don't know why, but that- where that comes from, whether that's also something in relation to when 
I've learned which languages, I don't know 
 
Anna:  but I have actually also noticed that about your voice that it's a bit higher in Danish 
 
Charli:  yeah, which is- 
 
Anna:  but that's the same for mine, I think mine is also lower when I speak English 
 
Charli:  which I find actually, I think my voice is lower in English and even lower in French 
 
Anna:  oh wow, that's low 
 
Charli:  which is strange because actually I went to school like when I was younger and I actually 
didn't think so much about my identity, my voice was actually- I was speaking a language where I 
spoke lower, whereas now I guess I identify as more male than I did at the time, and have learned 
Danish recently and my voice in Danish is higher, so I don't know how the hell that happenend, 
whether the language and the sounds mean that one kind of adapts to-, I don't know, I don't know 
enough about language to [laughs], but I think my, yeah I think that I've just basically kind of, 
I feel very thankful that I have like a low voice, it's like become more obvious for me that it 
actually makes my life easier, with my gender identity, that my voice is the way it is 
 
Anna:  ehm, so maybe that's a little in relation to that, but is it, do you feel that it's 
important to you that your voice is perceived in a specific gendered way? 
 
Charli:  I think that considering like some of my physical characteristics mean that I'm perceived 
as female or as a woman, I think that it's very useful that my voice kind of doesn't follow that 
quite as much, or that it kind of points the other direction, or you know, kind of is less female 
because it-, it means that it's easier for me for example if I- like if want- if I, I choose- 
there are some days where I make more of an effort to be like yeah or, how to explain, I think 
that in the days where I like feel fine about just actually going out and being the way I am and 
wear a binder and want to be perceived less female, then it's pretty nice that my voice isn't 
super feminine, and yeah I guess just generally, like, I think I get perceived more, like more 
male because of my voice, the way it is, and I was always called a tomboy like from when I was a 
child as well, like, which in French is terrible because it's actually called 'garcon manquÈ', 
which means like a kind of, as you say in Danish 'mislykket dreng' 
 
Anna:  morque? 
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Charli:  manques, m, a, n, q, u, e, s 
 
Anna:  wow okay [laughs] that's a statement 
 
Charli:  and that I was, yeah, that's a statement, so that's very much like, yeah, something went 
wrong 
 
Anna:  and how about when people can't see you, for example on the phone what do you think, do you 
have a feeling of how you're perceived then? 
 
Charli:  I'm automatically perceived as male on the phone, like always 
 
Anna:  yeah, and is there kind of a- 
 
Charli:  and people get really confused when I say my name, like when I say, and I actually, like 
in Danish I prefer my name being called XX [pronounces name in English] and not xx [pronounces 
name in Danish] but actually I've learned now to say XX [in Danish] because otherwise people write 
my name wrong, 'cause they then try and figure out what kind of male name can sound like XX [in 
English] 
 
Anna:  ah okay, yeah, that's interesting 
 
Charli:  so, although I hate the way XX [says name in French and Danish], the same in French XX, I 
couldn't cope with I thought XX [English] was better, like it's more, it sounds more male, 
basically, and I would have fits with my teachers if they called med XX [in French] in school 
[laughs], it was a big deal, and it's because in French you have the name XX [says 'male version' 
of name], well actually that doesn't make sense now, does it, no I don't know, XX [in French] just 
sounds really really female and I was called XX in English, my parents called med XX [in English] 
and we spoke English at home, so I guess that was, now I can't remember your question 
 
Anna:  no but that's- it was just about the phone and the voice on the phone 
 
Charli:  ah, yeah yeah, so I think I'm just, I mean nearly always perceived as male on the phone, 
which I think is really, like I find that really refreshing, I mean, I can't expect anybody to 
perceive me as gender queer, right? because most people don't know that exists, so like it's 
always nicer to be not perceived as, at least not be perceived as a cis woman, right, I guess 
 
Anna:  do you meet any, yeah, we've maybe talked about this but, are there any like specific 
challenges regarding your voice, or do you feel like it's actually very much the way you want it 
to be and it's perceived the way that you want it to be 
 
Charli:  ehm, I think that my voice is actually one of the things where like, which hasn't been a 
thing that I've thought so much about or that I've, I think I've thought about it but it's one of 
the things that I feel very comfortable with, like I really like my voice, like I can sometimes 
hate the fact that I have breasts and I can sometimes- because I get perceived a specific way or-
ehm, yeah, or can hate the fact that I have wide hips or that kind of thing, but my voice has 
never been something that I've resented, I think only those situations when I have resented it has 
been when I was younger and it meant that people- you know somebody commented on it being 
different, right, so that could be hard, but otherwise it's actually not been something that I've 
had a hard time with, I think 
 
Anna:  yeah and next questions os what you do to kind of meet the challenges but it seems like you 
don't really- that you actually are very happy with your voice and not really 
 
Charli:  yeah, so in relation to my voice I don't actually think that there's- yeah, I feel 
generally quite happy about it, and actually another thing is also for example, I work at a 
hospital where we have like, what do you call it, uniform, right, and we can choose between like, 
I think you can choose between male or female t-shirt and male or female trousers and also unisex 
trousers and the different like coats like doctor coats, you can also choose female or male and 
there I always have chosen like the most like neutral, what I see as the most neutral, which 
generally ends up being male, right, because female is very very like characteristic, whereas the 
male ones not quite as much, in my eyes, and actually that's one of the situations where I've been 
most often actually gendered as male, because I think that my voice, I don't know whether my voice 
has something to do with it but I think possibly, like togehter with a lot of other things, and I 
have short hair, where there's actually if I walk round on a daily basis and don't like have a 
binder on and, then I'm like more perceived as female, so I don't why, yeah, so that's why it made 
me think that maybe that my voice has something to do with that as well, yeah 
 
Anna:  cool, yeah and there's one question I've added because I thought more about that, like 
regarding sexuality and how- have you made any thoughts about what how that relates to your gender 
identity and if-, yeah like for example about being desireable to a certain kind of people, person 
or something, if your voice has anything- has a role to play in that 
 
Charli:  I think it was something that I used to think, I mean, I've, I used to identify myself as 
lesbian, and there, in that sense I thought that it was like super positive and super sexy that I 
had a deep voice [laughs], ehm, and now like I don't- I guess I just don't identify myself as 
heterosexual [laughs] like I guess I could be identified as anything, and in that sense I haven't 
thought about it so much, but that's again, I guess I'm in an environment where people don't 
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assume quite as much out of these different markers, so I feel that if yeah, if I had a high 
pitched voice I don't know whether that makes such a big difference in how desireable I was in the 
environment I'm in, possibly, I think that it's definitely more, it feels more acceptable to have- 
or my assumption is that it's more acceptable to have, to be- like idenitify as female and have a 
low voice than it is to identify as male and have a high voice, I assume 
 
Anna:  I think you're right yeah 
 
Charli:  so in that sense again I guess I'm lucky right, I guess that's the way anything is in the 
world, like it's more acceptable- yeah generally the male characteristics are more acceptable, 
like if you're gonna be like out of the norm then it's better to go and be more male than more 
female 
 
Anna:  yeah, and I think there's also a wider range of acceptability if you have a female voice 
that's low, or if you have a like a supposedly male voice that sounds really high-pitched or 
feminine, that's more stigmatised than a low female voice 
 
Charli:  yeah definitely, absolutely, but I would also still think that if you're also talking 
about cis-gendered-, I think it's more acceptable for a cis-gendered woman to have a low voice 
than it is for a cis-gendered male to have a high voice, I would imagine 
 
Anna:  mmm, definitely yeah, I think so, yeah I don't think I have anything, like any other 
specific questions, but I think yeah I don't know if you have any thoughts 
 
Charli:  I like, I don't know, but I think that's the same for everybody, I hate my voice if I 
listen to it on a tape, so I don't wanna hear what you recorded today [laughs] 
 
Anna:  you don't have to [laughs] 
 
Charli:  'cause I always find as well that it sounds way more high-pitched when I listen to it on 
a tape than if I speak, and I don't know why that is, but you probably know why that is 
 
Anna:  I think it's, I think that's something definitely to do with the way that, because your 
voice comes out of your mouth and then when that's recorded that's a different sound than what you 
hear in your head because you also have the whole resonance of the skull and the cavities, like 
the 'bihulerne' in the face also, and the nose cavity all make it like [makes rumbling sound], I 
think it makes a bit more of a rumble in your head, so you feel like, I also have the exactly same 
 
Charli:  yeah, and I- so that's why I sometimes think like, I probably got this amazing like voice 
confidence, when actually, if I actually knew what my voice sounded like I would feel terrible 
about it [laughs] 
 
Anna:  I do think your voice is really low, also like when I hear it 
 
 
Charli:  but I also have realised for example when I was doing this recording where my voice was 
recorded for this like programme they're making the neuropsycho- what I was talking to you about 
before, I don't know if we were on tape or not but on-, yeah I translated this test which was 
gonna be on an iPad and some of the instructions are with the voice and there I had to speak and 
like record my voice, and I think that my voice automatically kind of became lower, and I don't 
know why that is, whether that's also kind of a kind of like unconsciously "somebody's listening 
so I better make it deeper", I don't know [laughs] 
 
Anna:  or maybe like you have a target voice that you, I mean if you're being recorded for that 
kind of purpose then you can actually, you can choose what you want your voice to sound like and 
you can make it the way you want, maybe that's also 
 
Charli:  yeah, that could definitely be, but as a general rule I'm not very conscious about, like 
now on a daily basis, it's not something I think about, my voice, and if people ask me about it 
and I think about it then I'm just like, "meh it's pretty- it's alright", like, so yeah I'm really 
lucky with my voice, 
 
Anna:  yeah, 'cause I think also the most of the more like masculine identified trans people I've 
talked to, a lot of them actually really wanna do hormones because of the voice, because they want 
it to be lower, so I think, yeah alreday having a low voice, maybe has a lot to do with what, that 
changes that desire to- 
 
Charli:  yeah, and I think that, 'cause I've also talked to a lot of people about taking hormones 
and how come for me that's not been something that I've thought so much about, and I think 
definitely that it sounds like when I talk to people that the voice is a big thing in this 
decision to like take hormones, because I think it's definitely something that people co-gender 
with a lot, heavily, of course yeah taking hormones means a lot of other things but it does sound 
like that's one of the reasons why people, like one of the primary things that mean that people 
feel they can't not take hormones, I guess, I don't know if there's antyhing else, but I though a 
lot about this thing, how voices are different in the different languages, and I find it very 
confusing 
 
Anna:  yeah, but I think the good thing about, like, studies have shown that for example in the 
states there's a lot higher like spread in in what you can, or like the gap between what you can 
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do to sound female and how you can sound male is really, there's like a wide gap betweem them 
where there's like nothing, but in Denmark there's more of an overlap between male and female 
voices so actually, I think, maybe Denmark is actually a good country to be in if you feel like 
you're a little in between or you feel like you identify as genderqueer, then I think that's 
definitely gonna be a little easier than for example in the states where it's much more narrow 
what you can do 
 
Charli:  what you can do, yeah, but is that the case with other like gender markers as well, I 
mean certainly in Denmark, that's one thing that I've also thought of, is that I've noticed that 
I'm perceived, in England I'm way more often referred to as- with male pronouns by people who 
don't know me than in Denmark, and I'm thinking that it also must have something to do with the 
fact that in Denmark it's way more usual and acceptable for a female to have like more male 
clothing, or it's certainly more usual 
 
Anna:  yeah, I think you're right 
 
Charli:  whereas in England, I guess that people just assume way quicker that I must be male, 
because- 
 
Anna:  yeah, because of the just general gender norms that kind of expect people to wear a dress 
if they're- 
 
Charli:  yeah, I think that they're far more, again I think it's a bit the same as you're saying 
about the states maybe, with other- 
 
Anna:  yeah, and also because Denmark is not really a uniform country in the same way, I think, 
like for example you don't wear school uniforms in a lot of places, and I think if you, I guess, I 
don't if you- were you wearing a uniform in school when you were 
 
Charli:  no, not in Switzerland 
 
Anna:  no? okay, but there are also some strong norms there that are- 
 
Charli:  but I've certainly realised, I always kind of get excited about going to England because 
then people- like I'm more perceived as, I'm more often not perceived as female, which is really 
liberating 
 
Anna:  so you can say that the kind of binary is actually helping you a little, in that, yeah 
 
Charli:  yeah, it helps me because then people quickly assume that I'm- yeah, whereas in Denmark, 
like, because there's such a wide acceptance for how you can be as a woman in some ways, then I 
think that I'm more often-, like still perceived as a female, I guess 
 
Anna:  that's really interesting 
 
Charli:  yeah, but, what was I thinking about, it's really strange 'cause actually like the more 
and more, like through the last years I've been more and more perceived- or like make people 
confused, where you can see that they can be a little bit, like stare a little bit trying to 
figure out, or my assumption is that they're trying to figure out "ok, is that a male or female?", 
and the more that happens, the more I feel really good about my identity, you the more it makes me 
feel like comfortable as the person I am, but the more- but at the same time it's strange because 
it actually, it's actually quite unpleasant because it makes you feel unsafe, and it's quite 
strange having this kind of at the same time that I feel more and more comfortable, but at the 
same time the flipside of it is that I sometimes feel like "oh, fuck", could someting- will 
someone, yeah, beat me up 
 
Anna:  yeah, I actually also, I also really like being perceived as male but then, yeah, then 
again there's this insecurity where you're like "oh, but then that means that people can see that 
I'm different in away and then they wanna do something about it" [laughs], in a bad way, like, in 
a violent way 
 
Charli:  yeah exactly, and that's a bit- it's a bit strange, though, it says quite a lot that it's 
still a positive feeling for me, although it actually is kind of- it has a risk, kind of, yeah 
 
Anna:  cool, but, yeah I think that was- I think we're done 
 
Charli:  cool 
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Interview with Egon, July 14th 2015 
 
 
Anna:  Ja, men jeg vil egentlig bare gerne, du ved det er bare sådan generelt lidt om 
hvordan...ja, hvordan du har det omkring din stemme og hvordan, om den ligesom er med i - om den 
har været en stor overvejelse i forhold til hvordan du sådan identificerer dig selv og sådan 
 
Egon:  Mmhmm, jaeh, jeg kunne aldrig lide min stemme per se, jeg kan selvfølgelig- jeg glæder mig 
super meget at den går dybere, og ja, jeg glæder mig til ændringer i den der retning men-øhm, jeg 
tror det faktisk, det har en stor betydning, ikke? selvfølgelig... jeg tror især når man synger 
for eksempel, så man skal... eller det er ikke at jeg kan- ikke at jeg synger hele dagen, eller at 
jeg synger eller synger i kor eller sådan noget men det er bare fordi selvfølgelig, ehm, man kan 
mærke at man kan gå højere og højere og- i stedet for at gå dybere og dybere, så på den måde, ja, 
det er jeg aldrig sådan forholdt mig til, så på en god måde men så- jeg var også, jeg var også 
lidt teaterperson, så jeg har været sådan skuespiller sådan meget amatør og- i Italien og så jeg 
lavede, jeg har kendskab i det der du ved sådan øvelser og ja stemmen, excercise også 
 
Anna:  Hvad lærte I der så om hvordan man ligesom 
 
Egon:  men det var ikke så meget, det var mest for at, du ved, være god til at 
 
Anna:  ja, hvordan man kommer ud over kanten 
 
Egon:  ja, ja øhm, men ikke så meget at vi skulle ændre vores stemme på en bestemt måde eller men 
jeg har, jeg har altid været fascineret af stemmen, og sprog så det var derfor jeg læste også, 
sprog bagefter min bachelor og jeg kan godt lide- 
 
Anna:  hvad læste du? 
 
Egon:  jeg læste en bachelor der hedder 'Foreign Languages and Intercultural mediation' 
 
Anna:  okay, nice 
 
Egon:  så der var meget oversættelse, og kulturantropologi på den måde så jeg har også haft en 
masse lingvistik og lyde og alle de der ja, relaterede emner ja, det har altid været noget jeg var 
fascineret af og jeg tænkte meget over det mest fordi jeg kunne godt lide og bruge min stemme som 
skuespiller lidt i teater og også at være inde i en anden krop på en måde som når man er 
skuespiller, så det var dejligt for mig fordi jeg altid havde mandlige personer i... det var 
tilfældigt, men så på den måde kunne jeg lide at være en mand på scenen og så bruge min stemme 
lidt dybere eller lidt anderledes ja, det var lidt forskellig fra min hverdagsstemme 
 
Anna:  Hvad gjorde du så når du skulle lyde sådan mandig? Altså prøvede du sådan at sådan gøre den 
dybere, eller? 
 
Egon:  Jaja, det var meget, det var meget, fake, mandlig altså bare prøve at gå dybere eller 
skifte lidt ja, eller I don't know men det var det, det er ikke at jeg har haft en træning som 
stemmetræning eller sådan noget så det var meget amatør, men det var det jeg kunne lide også at 
være i det der teatermiljø men det er noget jeg altid har tænkt på og lige nu, jeg glæder mig 
simpelthen så meget og det skulle også være en af de ting der skifter lidt hurtigt men lige nu er 
det en måned og nogle dage på testosteron det er ikke, jeg kan ikke høre der er noget i gang jeg 
kan høre det med at min stemme er lidt træt på en måde og jeg ved ikke hvordan jeg skal, du ved 
 
Anna:  nej, hvordan man skal kompensere for det 
 
Egon:  I don't know, det er som om der er nogen niveauer i ja, jeg kan føle at det er som om der 
er nogle niveauer hvor det er træt og det er som op-op, men jeg kan ikke rigtig ligesom gå ned og 
ja, så er der nogen tidspunkter, der er måske to minutter hvor jeg kan gå lidt dybere eller jeg 
kan, jeg kan føle at som, du ved til de der excercises, ding-dong-dang jeg kan høre at jeg kan gå 
lidt dybere end, måske men jeg ved det ikke, også fordi jeg hører mig selv hele tiden så jeg ved 
ikke om der også er andre der kan 
 
Anna:  om nogen måneder så kan vi optage dig, og så kan vi sammenligne 
 
Egon:  ja præcis, jeg håber at, ja ja 
 
Anna:  men.. ej men det er vildt nok at man alligevel kan det men det er jo sikkert fordi at 
stemmelæberne er ved at vokse og blive tykkere at du også kan mærke at der sker et eller andet, 
men havde du, ville du have taget hormoner hvis det ikke, eller ville du have startet på 
testosteron hvis der ikke skete noget med din stemme? 
 
Egon:  ja, fordi alle de andre ting ændrer sig, så no matter what selvfølgelig, ja, hundrede 
procent, øhm det er bare et plus at der også er det der med stemme, ikke fordi, som også med 
selvidentitet det har selvfølgelig også en stor betydning for at være som- vores idÈ måske, eller 
som begreb, at være en mand, ikke en rigtig mand med en dyb stemme, eller sådan noget så ja, plus 
i Italien for eksempel vi har, øhm hvordan siger man når man har en film og så- der er en film på 
engelsk eller 
 
Anna:  ja, at man 'dubber' det, ja 
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Egon:  så det der, for eksempel, jeg kunne godt tænke mig at have det der job som personen der 
dubber film, og vi har mange rigtig gode skuespillere, ja stemme-skuespillere kan man sige som er 
bare inde og gøre det som job, og det er bare så sejt og jeg kunne se, jeg kiggede sådan nogle 
videoer om hvordan de gør og vi har nogen der er rigtig gode og har de der virkelig gode stemmer 
og jeg kan huske Kevin Spacey og alle de der store skuespillere som bliver 
 
Anna:  ja, Kevin Spacey han er virkelig dygtig 
 
Egon:  ja, og så selvfølgelig de bliver dubbed og dem der dubber dem er virkelig gode de er 
virkelig endnu bedre end Kevin Spacey selv de har et af de der stemme som selvfølgelig er trænet 
og det er deres job der er nogen mænd som er virkelig, som du hører dem og du kan bare, du bare 
venter de snakker mere fordi de er så gode og det der, og sådan en ide, så man kan forestille sig 
personen, så tænker man "ah, det er sådan en lækker rigtig cool mand" og så måske du ser dem og 
det er ikke en der... 
 
Anna:  jaja ja, ligesom når man hører folk i radioen, og så ser man hvordan de ser ud og så man 
bare sådan, "det var ikke sådan" 
 
Egon:  præcis, men det der at have en dyb stemme, selvfølgelig er noget som er altid relateret og 
en mandlig identitet, som en dyb stemme, ikke? 
 
Anna:  men hvordan identificerer du dig selv? 
 
Egon:  som mand, ja, det er meget nemt jeg er meget konservativ på den måde jeg tror jeg er meget 
normalt, jeg er meget i boks i forhold til andre jeg kender, eller du ved 
 
Anna:  nå men det er jo også helt i orden 
 
Egon:  så det er ikke sådan noget særligt, jeg tror bare sådan 
 
Anna:  så det er ligesom, det er målet, at ligesom blive så meget mand som muligt 
 
Egon:  I mean, ja, bare at jeg tror da selvfølgelig det, jeg føler mig som mand, og jeg er ikke i 
tvivl om det men selvfølgelig det, for mig det er dejligt at også andre kan se mig selv, mig somm 
mand og det at have selvfølgelig udseende og stemme som matcher, det er ekstremt vigtigt så ja, 
selvfølgelig det er stemmen man kan høre på telefon eller whatever så det er virkelig vigtigt og 
selvfølgelig jeg tænker, hvis jeg havde også en dybere stemme, for eksempel så ville det også være 
meget nemmere og præsentere sig selv som mand uden at have, du ved, skæg eller noget andet jeg 
tror lige nu hvis jeg havde bare en dybere stemme, så det var meget nemmere som at 'passe', ikke i 
stedet for og, ja, mere sådan recognised på en måde, eller anerkendt 
 
Anna:  ja i stedet for at folk undrer sig lidt 
 
Egon:  men jeg tænker også med det der, gay man, det der højere stemme jeg ved det der 's' som er 
lidt forskellig eller ja så det er det at de selvfølgelig bliver diskrimineret så selvfølgelig jeg 
tror stemme er super vigtig for en selvidentitet så på den måde, ja, det har altid været vigtigt 
og jeg glæder mig så meget at den går dybere men jeg tror det er mest det der ide at man har, 
måske for nogen men selvfølgelig, det er, sådan en stor betydning er der selvfølgelig også for mig 
selv at høre det gør mig glad plus, ja selvfølgelig det er også at alle andre kan høre eller se 
mest, mere end det 
 
Anna:  ja og man kan ringe til nogen i telefonen uden at der er nogen der stiller spørgsmålstegn 
ved hvem man er men, så det er primært for dig selv og for din egen oplevede identitet at du 
ligesom vælger at tage T 
 
Egon:  ja, jeg tror, jeg ved ikke om jeg tror det er meget blurred lines mellem hvad jeg skal have 
eller har lyst til hvis det er for min skyld eller også mere andre, fordi det er bare blurred lige 
der så jeg ved ikke om, hvis jeg skal tænke på "er det for mig selv eller for de andre" det er 
selvfølgelig først for mig selv, men det er også for de andre måske først og fremmest, fordi jeg 
kan godt, jeg ved at jeg er mand, jeg identificerer mig som mand så jeg er ikke at jeg skal have 
det der for at være mand men selvfølgelig for de andre, som vores samfundet og det der det er mest 
måske for dem at jeg skal have de der ting, så alle kan se eller høre eller 
 
Anna:  og så man ikke skal forklare sig selv hele tiden 
 
Egon:  ja eller at man skal sige det, eller så det bliver meget mere tydeligt for dem så det er 
det, og det er også for eksempel på sexologisk klinik de der samtaler jeg har haft, eller har, så 
de spørger altid som "hvad er det du vil gerne have først" er det top surgery eller er det 
hormoner og hvis man tænker kan top surgery være super vigtigt, men det er mest for sig selv at 
starte på hormoner så selvfølgelig det er også for sig selv, men også fordi, mest for de andre jeg 
sagde selvfølgelig jeg ville gerne stadig på hormoner fordi det er mest vigtigt for mig at de 
andre anerkender eller kan se mig som mand men top surgery, selvfølgelig hvis jeg kan have den som 
sådan samtidig, så selvfølgelig jeg siger ja men hvis jeg skal beslutte og have en først eller den 
anden, så bliver selvfølgelig den hormoner fordi de andre kan se den først 
 
Anna:  ja og høre det 
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Egon:  og top surgery det er bare mig og min kæreste, eller well, ja først, vil jeg sige så på den 
måde selvfølgelig super vigtigt at også for de andre, så jeg gør det 
 
Anna:  ja, lige noget, hvordan har det været at være på sexologisk klinik, er det sådan et langt 
forløb eller er det? 
 
Egon:  ja, jeg sprang ud til mig selv og min kæreste og så min familie lige bagefter i juni juli 
2013 
 
Anna:  så det er snart et par år siden 
 
Egon:  ja for to år siden, faktisk ja det var sidste uge i juni, så ja, to år siden og så jeg 
havde min første samtale med dem tolvte november 2013 og så jeg fik ja til hormoner, eller starte 
på hormoner den niende juni, så det er halvandet år 
 
Anna:  årh det er lang tid, det er lang tid at vente 
 
Egon:  ja men, ja selvfølgelig, så jeg vil sige det er to år for mig de siger det er halvandet år, 
måske mindre, i deres øjne for mig det var allerede fra det der novembersamtale var allerede 
starten, men for dem det er ikke det de-, for dem det der var en første samtale som ikke er en 
rigtig starten af forløb 
 
Anna:  ja ikke officielt 
 
Egon:  ja, så for dem startede jeg i april eller sådan noget men hele tiden skulle jeg vente lidt 
der, så for mig der vil jeg sige næste to år eller sådan noget, halvandet år er det anyways 
 
Anna:  nå, det er fedt at komme i gang så, endelig 
 
Egon:  jaja, det er så fedt, men selvfølgelig jeg hører eller ser på de der facebook-grupper at de 
venter to år tre år, eller man skal selvfølgelig vente et år minimum for det hele, bare for at 
starte på hormoner, eller sådan noget og så selvfølgelig endnu mere for operation og andre ting 
 
Anna:  men betaler de det, giver de tilskud til operation eller er det 
 
Egon:  operation, top surgery er gratis, eller betaler staten, og det er bare crazy 
 
Anna:  fedt mand 
 
Egon:  især som, ja, som person som ikke er dansker, men bare bor her, for mig det er bare mind-
blowing og så hormoner, selvfølgelig de betaler som processen og hospital og alle de der ting, 
tests og alt muligt men jeg skal betale testosteron, men så får jeg det der tilskud fordi jeg skal 
bruge så meget lægen ansøger om det der 
 
Anna:  men det vil sige der er kun Èn læge i Danmark i princippet, eller dem inde på sexologisk 
klinik er de eneste der har lov til at, altså 
 
Egon:  ja, og som må henvise dig til et gynækologisk afdeling på rigshospitalet, så det er hvad de 
har gjort, de bare henviste mig 
 
Anna:  så du er knyttet til rigshospitalet nu 
 
Egon:  ja, men sexologisk klinik er en afdeling af rigshospitalet på en måde 
 
Anna:  nå okay 
 
Egon:  fordi det er altid lidt tæt på, det er som at være på psykiatri eller eller de der centre 
for, i don't know, andre ting, som der altid ligger på rigshospitalet, tror jeg, I don't know men 
anyways, de sender dig på gynækologisk afdeling på rigshospitalet, og så tager de blodprøver og 
alt muligt 
 
Anna:  jeg skal bare lige tjekke at den, ja den kører stadigvæk, fint nok 
 
Egon:  ja, og så starter du med dem, gynækologisk afdeling, så de skal tage alle de blodprøver som 
og så det er gynækologen der skriver den der recept til dig 
 
Anna:  men den slags hormoner du er på, det er sådan noget gele eller hvad? 
 
Egon:  ja, det er en gel, testo-gel som er bare en pose 50 miligram hver dag som man smører på 
maven og skuldrene hver dag, og så man skal ikke tage et bad i seks timer, og ikke have sex i seks 
timer og ikke røre ved kvinder og børn selvfølgelig 
 
Anna:  okay, ja klart 
 
Egon:  så ja, det er lidt træls nogle gange at man skal vente og så man skal tørre og så skal man 
få tøj på 
 
Anna:  men man kan simpelthen komme til, man ville i princippet kunne komme til at smitte andre 
med testosteron hvis man sådan lå tæt, eller 
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Egon:  ja, hvis man rører ved folk når det ikke er tørret yet, eller I don't know, tror jeg nok, 
det er hvad hun har sagt, hvad gynækologen har sagt til mig ja, og så det er det nu, og så i 
november skal jeg til en anden samtale hvor det er kontrol eller sådan noget og så lige der skulle 
jeg starte på injektion, som er lidt stærkere og det tager man en gang hver tredje måned eller 
sådan noget 
 
Anna:  så man starter med gel og så, fordi det går langsommere eller hvad? 
 
Egon:  jeg tror alle starter på... jeg tror det er fordi det er ikke så stærkt, så det gør mindre, 
ja kroppen vænner sig til det og skifter ligesom trin for trin i stedet for og have det der chok 
og jeg tror det er også noget at gøre, det har jeg læst og jeg er ikke sikker på det, men jeg tror 
det også er for stemmen faktisk fordi hvis man har en stor dosis af testosteron og så stemmen kan 
ødelægge sig, den bliver ødelagt, fordi det er for meget 
 
Anna:  okay, hvis det pludselig vokser for hurtigt eller ikke lige, ja 
 
Egon:  og så hvis man skal synge eller, det kunne ødelægges på den måde, så man starter lidt, så 
det bliver lidt nuanceret 
 
Anna:  men spørger de ind til, altså på sexologisk klinik, spørger de ind til stemmen og sådan 
hvordan eller er det meget sådan identitets-agtigt eller sådan hvorfor du vil have hormoner eller 
altså 
 
Egon:  de har aldrig spurgt mig om stemmen, eller ja "hvordan oplever du din stemme" eller hvad du 
spørger mig nu de har aldrig spurgt mig om det er altid meget mere at gøre med dig socialt, ville 
jeg sige, og forhold til dig selv og forhold i samfundet og med andre ja, og så kroppen og alle de 
der fysiske ting, psykisk og fysisk, men ikke meget om, slet ikke om stemmen faktisk 
 
Anna:  du behøver ikke svare, men har det været sådan nogen grænseoverskridende spørgsmål eller 
har der været nogen ting hvor du har tænkt "det synes jeg er for meget" eller altså det er jo 
måske per definition grænseoverskridende 
 
Egon:  pff, ja, det er grænseoverskridende på mange måder, især når det er lidt sexrelaterede, 
sex-mæssige spørgsmål, så det er lidt... men ja, fordi det er noget man aldrig snakker om, jeg 
tror der er nogen ting jeg aldrig nogensinde har sagt til ingen før dem så de ved mere om noget 
privat ting end min kæreste, min mor, mine tætte venner, eller sådan noget så det var lidt, phew 
 
Anna:  ja, det kunne jeg godt forestille mig 
 
Egon:  men så jeg har altid tænkt, okay, de skal gøre det her, det er deres guidelines for at gøre 
det her så det skal bare... 
 
Anna:  det skal bare overstås 
 
Egon:  ja, gøres, og så det er fint, jeg tror det, det er bare sådan de kan ikke virkelig forstå 
mange ting jeg tror de mangler viden om nogen ting, så på den måde, det kommer være lidt 
grænseoverskridende men ja, det er ikke, ja man skal bare svare og det er det, I mean man skal 
tænke på langt sigt og tænke "okay men det skal jeg fordi jeg skal starte på hormoner og de skal 
sige ja" fint nok, men der er mange gange jeg gik der og det var bare cirkus igen, ikke fordi det 
var seriøst virkelig en cirkus det giver ikke mening at gå der og snakke om hvad du gjorde den 
sidste måned eller hvordan har dit liv været måske i hvert fald med mig, fordi jeg tænker jeg har 
haft et meget stille og roligt liv, der er ikke noget crazy things og så jeg er ikke, min familie 
ved alt og mine venner ved det, alle ved det, jeg snakker meget direkte med alle, også sådan job 
alt muligt, jeg siger det bare, så det er ikke at det skal være noget crazy stuff going on så det 
er det, det er lidt, man tænker "why this", selvfølgelig man går der og man tænker "du skal snakke 
om de her ting", og selvfølgelig det er meget triggering fordi man skal snakke om de her ting som 
man måske tænker engang imellem på eller oplever det, og så man har det der dysfori og alt muligt 
men at snakke om det endnu mere, nogle gange det er sådan, hvordan kan man sige therapy-agtigt 
fordi man snakker om det, så det skulle blive bedre, men at snakke altid om det på den måde og 
deres spørgsmål det bliver lidt... 
 
Anna:  ja, spørgsmålet er om det hjælper noget at blive ved  
med at køre rundt i det 
 
Egon:  ja, det var lidt, jeg tænkte så meget over det bagefter og på den måde hvor, man skal 
forholde sig til så mange ting på den time du er der hver måned at det bliver, ja min dysfori steg 
bare fordi jeg skulle snakke om det der ting som er super vigtige og super sådan ja, det er også 
stærke oplevelser, ja ting som er lidt svære at snakke om, men også lidt svære at forholde sige 
til nogle gange, børn og sexliv og forældre og så 
 
Anna:  ja, også mange ting som der er mange mennesker der ikke ved jeg ved heller ikke hvad jeg 
ville svare hvis folk begynder at spørge om jeg vil have børn og hvordan jeg har det med min krop 
og sådan 
 
Egon:  jeg tror det er måske fordi, jeg tænker meget over det selvfølgelig fordi der er nogen ting 
man skal forholde sig til hver dag, ikle toilet, eller alt muligt så måske jeg som transmand, 
eller måske også andre, jeg ved det ikke, jeg kunne godt forestille mig at vi tænker meget mere 
over vores krop, identitet, det er bare 
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Anna:  helt sikkert, det kører bare hele tiden 
 
Egon:  ja, så på den måde, man er sådan lidt vant til at stille spørgsmål til sig selv og så svare 
 
Anna:  nå, det var heller ikke, det havde ikke nødvendigvis noget med stemmen at gøre, men 
 
Egon:  men nej, de har aldrig spurgt om det, og vi har faktisk aldrig snakket om det vi snakker 
selvfølgelig lidt om det på, i forhold til "okay, hvis du starter på hormoner, så det kommer til 
at ske" og jeg er bare, ja 
 
Anna:  "ja, det ved jeg godt 
 
Egon:  ja præcis jeg glæder mig vildt meget, så det er fint, men det var det, det er ikke noget af 
de her spørgsmål du stiller mig nu, slet ikke 
 
Anna:  men altså, hvordan, altså fordi jeg tænker at, mmm, at det der med at 'passe', altså det 
der med at man ligesom faktisk... at det ofte er stemmen der afslører Èn, så den må, altså, jeg 
ved ikke hvad jeg vil sige eller 'afslører', altså, jamen det kommer selvfølgelig også an på 
hvordan man forstår sin egen identitet, men hvis du ser dig selv som en mand så er det jo 
selvfølgelig frustrerende hele tiden at blive sådan afsløret på en eller anden måde 
 
Egon:  ja, jeg tror også, mange gange tænkte jeg, "okay, jeg kan måske min udseende er fin nok", 
eller jeg kunne godt, folk når de kigger på mig kunne være, hvis de er ikke vant til en queer 
miljø eller noget, eller LGBT-miljø så bliver det bare en teenage, eller tolvårig dreng, whatever 
så det er ikke så fedt, men alligevel, fint men så hvis jeg skal snakke med dem, så bliver det 
måske lidt, jeg ved det ikke, ikke at jeg spørger eller de siger noget nogle gange selvfølgelig 
kommer det at ske, for hvis jeg snakker med nogen og så de her mennesker siger, det er ikke sket 
lige nu måske også fordi jeg er ikke sådan i nye miljøer 
 
Anna:  nej, folk ved godt hvad der 
 
Egon:  ja, men det er sket mange gange når jeg snakker med folk og tænker "ah, det er fint, det 
går, det kører bare nu, det er fint nok" men så da de skulle snakke sammen, så jeg kunne høre, at 
ah okay, fordi på engelsk eller dansk, så der er ikke det der at man kan når du snakker med mig på 
engelsk eller dansk, jeg kan ikke høre hvad du tænker jeg er, sådan okay det er mand eller 
 
Anna:  nej, men så kan du høre der er nogen der 
 
Egon:  på italiensk fx jeg kan høre det sådan (knipser) efter to sekunder fordi alle de der, 
termination 
 
Anna:  ja, endelserne ja, de bliver bøjet efter, ja 
 
Egon:  ja, præcis, så på italiensk er meget mere tydeligt. straks forstår du, eller forstår jeg, 
hvad der, what's going on men på dansk og engelsk der kan jeg ikke, det kan jeg høre bare når folk 
snakker sammen om mig, som tredjeperson 
 
Anna:  men siger du så, altså du bruger han som pronomen, siger du til folk så, siger du, ville du 
rette dem hvis du hørte dem sige noget, eller? 
 
Egon:  det kommer meget an på hvornår og hvordan 
 
Anna:  ja. det er også en svær situation 
 
Egon:  jaah, jeg tror hvis det ikke er nødvendigt, hvis jeg ikke skal have dem... hvis det bare er 
nogen jeg møder en gang imellem, eller, ja på supermarkedet, eller I don't know, et eller andet, 
noget af de der ting som... det gør jeg ikke, whatever. det gør mig ondt men, det er ikke at jeg 
skal sige det igen eller det giver ikke mening for dem, hverken for dem eller for mig, så det 
siger jeg ikke hvis det er noget venner, så tænker jeg at "ah, de ved det, det er bare, de har 
bare glemt det" 
 
Anna:  men sådan tænker jeg nemlig også i forhold til sådan køn og sprog at det nogle gange er 
lidt ærgerligt at vi har sådan et sprog der afslører de der ting eller sådan på en eller anden 
måde hvor man skal lave et valg altså på den måde, foretrækker du så at snakke dansk eller engelsk 
i forhold til italiensk hvor alting er sådan... 
 
Egon:  jeg tror det er så dejligt for mig at være her og snakke italiensk eller engelsk og ikke 
italiensk... engelsk eller dansk og ikke italiensk, fordi det er meget nemmere hvis jeg var i 
Italien så pfff, det ville være et sådan mareridt 
 
Anna:  ja, så ville det være hele tiden 
 
Egon:  ja, fordi det hele er hele tiden, så det ville være meget tydeligt for folk og for mig men 
her, jeg kan ikke læse deres tanker og se hvad de tænker om mig lige nu, de snakker bare med mig, 
og det er ikke noget jeg tænker på og måske de gør det heller ikke, I don't know så hvis jeg 
snakker, det er fint nok, og selvfølgelig det er meget bedre at snakke på italiensk eller dansk 
her og det gør mig mindre ondt når jeg har været i Italien, det er jeg hundrede procent sikker på 
så selvfølgelig det er også for eksempel meget sværere med min familie, eller min, ja min familie 
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det er ikke at jeg snakker med dem så meget, men da jeg var i Italien til påske sidste år, tror 
jeg, det var sidste gang jeg var der så jeg var ved bedstemor og bedstefar, hele familien, så det 
var også første gang de så mig i lang tid så det er også selvfølgelig, de er ikke vant til det, 
det er også det, når folk ikke er vant til det, så selvfølgelig de ikke kan skifte (knipser) fra 
den ene dag til den anden, men jeg kan høre meget mere hvis min far, yeah misgender, eller ja, 
siger ting end her her det sker nogle gange når de siger, når de snakker om mig, men det er det, 
så det er selvfølgelig nice for mig og så jeg tænker, for eksempel hvis jeg skal i supermarkedet 
jeg kan høre mig selv at jeg prøver at bruge en, snakke lidt, ikke så meget med en dybere stemme, 
eller lidt, ikke super 
 
Anna:  high pitch, ja 
 
Egon:  ja men, også, ikke high pitch, jeg prøver ikke at, sådan at mumle lidt mere eller sådan 
noget og så bare sige "ja tak", ikke at snakke så meget, ikke at være uhøflig men bare... 
 
Anna:  altså for at lyde mere sådan maskulin eller for at de ikke kan regne ud 
 
Egon:  ja, nej, jeg tror det er bare for at... jaer, hvis jeg snakker med nogen, jeg kan høre mig 
selv, jeg skifter, prøver at være mere, og bruge min dybe stemme i supermarkedet, som er stupid 
fordi det er to sekunder jeg skal ned og snakke med en og så gå ud så det giver ikke mening, men 
jeg kan høre at jeg gør det hver gang eller hvis jeg skal snakke med nogen på gaden som jeg ikke 
kender, og så selvfølgelig med andre, mine venner eller sådan noget så jeg snakker så meget at jeg 
ikke, jeg gider ikke at have den der proces og prøve og 
 
Anna:  nej, og så glemmer man måske også, hvis man snakker med nogen man kender, så glemmer man 
hvordan man taler, på en eller anden måde 
 
Egon:  ja, det er ikke noget jeg tænker på så meget 
 
Anna:  det er ret sjovt, det er det sjove ved stemmen nogen gange, at man kan ikke altid selv 
kontrollere den nogen gange gør man bare nogen ting helt automatisk i en eller anden social 
situation fordi det er lettere eller fordi... 
 
Egon:  ja. ja, men det er... nogle gange tænker jeg "hvorfor skal jeg bruge den der stemme eller 
prøve at lyde sådan med nogen jeg ser fem sekunder" og skal bare trykke på en pin code når jeg 
betaler for eksempel jeg ved det ikke, men det gør jeg, også hvis jeg skal snakke med nogen på 
gaden eller der sker noget og snakke med mennesker som sådan, så med venner og min familie, det 
gør jeg ikke og så selvfølgelig de der automatiske ting, hvis jeg spilder noget mælk eller der 
sker noget, så jeg siger for eksempel (high pitch uh) så de der automatiske ting selvfølgelig 
kommer bare. når man synger for eksempel, eller det er ikke at jeg, eller, I don't know 
 
Anna:  altså du mener sådan nogen refleksord, sådan (high pitch aah) 
 
Egon:  ja, nogle ting som jeg ikke som sådan tænker på, så på den måde ville jeg, det er bare jeg 
tænker ikke på det, der er ikke så meget at sige 
 
Anna:  jamen jeg har ikke så meget andet og spørge om, med mindre du har nogen ting eller nogen 
betragtninger, ligesom dem du lige sagde 
 
Egon:  ja, jeg prøver at tænke noget der kunne være interessant jeg ved at der er mange der prøver 
og øver med den der stemme, excercises, for at lyde mere, ja dybere og jeg ved at jeg kunne starte 
og lave noget ved det i stedet for at vente på at testosteronen skal kicke ind men jeg er måske 
doven fordi, I don't know, det er ikke noget, hvis jeg skal snakke med folk så generelt ved alle 
hvad jeg er, så jeg skal ikke lyde dybere eller de skal høre mig på en bestem måde 
 
Anna:  men jeg tænker også der er mange ting der sker helt automatisk, altså hvis du ligesom i 
lang tid har følt dig som mand så tror jeg også der bare er nogen, der er nogen ting der helt 
sikkert, som du automatisk bare gør fordi at det, altså nogen ting som du måske ikke engang er 
opmærksom på for eksempel sådan noget med tempo og sådan, altså, sådan mænd generelt snakker sådan 
lidt hurtigere og måske ikke med så meget luft på stemmen 
 
Egon:  jeg tror ikke jeg... hmm, jeg har tænkt over det, men jeg ved ikke om jeg lært og være mere 
mandlig i mit stemme det ved jeg faktisk ikke, det er noget du bruger så meget at det ville være 
lidt svært at holde det der 'fake' dig eller at træne dig så meget i den der retning at du snakker 
på den måde hele tiden jeg tror det er bare svært og sådan, det er ikke noget jeg tænker på, eller 
jeg har aldrig forsøgt... ja, som sagt, der er alle de der excercises og alt muligt, at man kan 
træne sig selv... men det er noget jeg ikke, eller tempo og... jeg tror ikke jeg har brugt det, 
måske det er sket automatisk, eller 
 
Anna:  men måske er det også lettere når man måske har den færdige stemme, eller den knækkede 
stemme når man ligesom har, altså når ens stemme er blevet så dyb som den kan blive, så er det 
måske lettere at tage det derfra og begynde at arbejde med den, jeg ved det ikke 
 
Egon:  jeg tror, jeg prøver at tænke om, helt sikkert der er noget som er super vigtigt 
 
Anna:  men altså jeg tænker at vi jo, jeg skal lige finde ud af præcis, jeg tror om en måneds tid 
finder jeg ud af præcis hvad jeg gerne vil med projektet så det kan være at jeg gerne vil snakke 
med dig igen, og så kan du jo bare lige tænke, du kan også bare skrive til mig hvis du kommer i 
tanke om et eller andet 
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Egon:  jeg skal også skrive det ned, jeg laver en lille note, hvis jeg tænker over det eller der 
kommer noget, eller jeg snakker med nogen og så jeg tænker "ej, shit jeg brugte en virkelig 
mærkelig stemme lige nu ja, jeg prøver og... 
 
Anna:  men jeg skal selvfølgelig nok, hvis jeg bruger det, så anonymiserer jeg det hele, så man 
ikke ved hvem det er, så det bare er så giver jeg dig et andet navn eller et eller andet 
 
Egon:  du gør som du vil, det er bare up to you, virkelig 
 
Anna:  men XXX er jo min bi-vejleder, XXX XXX, bare lige så du ved det, han ved godt at jeg 
snakker med dig, men kan kommer ikke til at høre det 
 
Egon:  ej det er fint, de her ting jeg kan snakke med XXX også, det er helt fint, vi er gode 
venner, så det er ikke noget problem 
 
Anna:  godt nok, jeg tror jeg prøver at stoppe den så 
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Interview with Ray, July 16th 2015 
 
 
Anna:  øhm jeg tror bare lige jeg sætter den til at optage så [mumler] jamen jeg havde egentlig 
tænkt at jeg-øhhh, jeg vil gerne skrive mit speciale om noget med transstemmer, men- jeg tager 
lige det her af så jeg ikke kan høre mig selv snakke hele tiden 
 
Ray:  Kan du høre dig selv? 
 
Anna:  ja, jeg er i det ene øre og du er i det andet øre, det er ret sjovt, haha, fordi det er to 
kanaler ja, men jeg vil gerne skrive om noget med transstemmer og i den forbindelse ved jeg ikke 
helt hvordan jeg skal afgrænse min undersøgelse, så ville jeg bare snakke med nogen forskellige 
transperoner og det er nok især transmaskuline stemmer jeg har gået op i lige indtil videre, også 
fordi jeg har læst et studie der gør det, som undersøger det og egentligt ville jeg egentlig bare 
snakke med dig om hvad for nogen tanker du har gjort dig om stemmen og sådan noget og hvad du 
tænker om at tage hormoner og sådan nogle ting 
 
Ray:  fedt, det lyder sejt, det lyder mega sejt, det er et helt vildt spændende emne 
 
Anna:  ja, det er det nemlig, også fordi jeg kunne godt tænke mig på en eller anden måde at kunne 
inkorporere folk med ikke-binære identiteter og hvordan det ligesom sådan hænger sammen men jeg 
ved ikke om du vil starte med at beskrive hvordan du identificerer dig selv, hvis du kan 
 
Ray:  jo, det vil jeg godt [Ray spørger om han må tage et billede og tager det] okay, jamen jeg 
identificerer mig som transperson, og det varierer faktisk nogen gange, jeg identificerer mig 
nogle gange som transmand, men nogen gange gør jeg ikke og jeg tror de- det er hele tiden en 
balance mellem hvad jeg selv føler indeni, og hvad jeg hvordan og de følelser vil jo også påvirke 
hvad min- altså omverdenen, så på den måde, så nogle gange føler jeg mig faktisk som en mand, men 
jeg føler mig som en transmand, fordi jeg er ikke født ciskønnet, så derfor så er det sådan... 
 
Anna:  men du har ikke et eller andet, du har ikke en målsætning om at blive en 'rigtig mand', 
sådan 
 
Ray:  i gåseøjne, ja det synes jeg er et svært spørgsmål fordi at det drømmer jeg helt klart om 
nogen gange, men jeg har ikke lyst til, lige nu har jeg ikke lyst til at gennemgå det som det 
ville kræve, tror jeg og jeg kan også mærke at jeg også faktisk synes det er lidt irriterende at 
der er en eller anden altså jeg prøver også på ligesom at modarbejde det der binære system, fordi 
at, fordi jeg synes det er, hvorfor kan man ikke være en mand uden de der typiske ting og det 
kommer til at tage rigtig lang, og jeg tror ikke det kommer til at ske i min levetid, at det 
kommer til at være sådan altså at mennesker- og det kan også være at det aldrig kommer til at 
blive, altså fordi at der er sådan en, en inkorporeret ide om hvad køn er, så i virkeligheden 
handler det måske bare mere om at åbne op for forskellige kønsudtryk- og identiteter at der ikke 
kun er to, men at der er mange forskellige, det handler det nok også om men det er svært når man 
hele tiden skal forklare, og det er faktisk også svært at- nu er det ret interessant med stemmen 
her, fordi det har jeg også snakket meget med min psykolog om, netop i forhold til det der med at 
tage hormoner fordi, der er visse ting- jeg er slet ikke klar til at tage hormoner, altså jeg ved 
ikke om jeg nogensinde bliver det, fordi altså, men jeg føler også at min krop den- der er visse 
ting ved min krop som jeg godt gad jeg kunne orden med hormoner, men stemmen er faktisk den sidste 
ting jeg har lyst til at lave om lige nu har jeg slet ikke lyst til at lave den om faktisk, fordi 
jeg jo også synger meget, så det er sådan mange ting i det, synes jeg og så synes jeg i øvrigt at 
det også er helt vildt spændende og vigtigt også at udfordre netop det her med, altså netop når 
man taler om at udfordre kønsidentiter og binaritet, så synes jeg netop at man også skal udfordre 
hvordan ens stemme lyder, egås, altså det her med, hvornår er en mandestemme en mandestemme, og 
hvornår er en kvindestemme en kvindestemme jeg så for eksempel lige et interview med bruce jenner, 
caitlyn jenner hedder hun så nu det var stenet jeg sagde det, men-øhm 
 
Anna:  ja, nu er det på bånd [griner] 
 
Ray:  ja, pinligt øøøh, nej caitlyn jenner, og det er bare ret interessant, fordi hun har 
stadigvæk en rigtig dyb stemme, og jeg synes bare det er mega opperen jeg synes bare det er mega 
fedt, det der med at stemmer netop er sådan forskellige, og de lyder forskelligt, og at man godt 
kan være kvinde og have en dyb stemme og man godt kan være en mand og have en lys stemme 
 
Anna:  så du tænker at netop det her med at stemmen i mange tilfælde for mange transpersoner vil 
være der sådan i gåseøjne 'afslører' dem, så er det måske netop det der gør det stærkt 
 
Ray:  det er en, ja, og det er faktisk virkelig interessant hvad det er der afslører, og det 
tænker jeg helt vildt meget over for tiden, fordi at nu vil jeg gerne have den her top-operation, 
og det glæder jeg mig enormt meget til, og jeg glæder mig faktisk til at finde ud af hvordan jeg 
vil blive opfattet fordi jeg har det nemlig selv som om at det er det der nogen gange afslører 
mig, eller sådan 
 
Anna:  stemmen, eller hvordan du bliver opfattet 
 
Ray:  nej, altså mine bryster 
 
Anna:  nååh, ja 
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Ray:  at det er dem der ligesom sådan, fordi jeg er sikker på jeg bliver læst som begge dele, men 
så tror jeg også at folk ret hurtigt læser mig som kvinde, eller sådan, hvilket jo er helt sygt 
irriterende, men-øhm men det er interessant fordi hende der der lige er flyttet ind i vores 
kollektiv, hun har jo kun kendt mig som han, og som Ray, og hun sagde faktisk til mig her den 
anden dag at hun faktisk nogle gange er kommet til at sige 'hun', og det stenede jeg enormt meget 
over altså sådan, hvordan, hvad er det lige der sker der, og der sker jo et eller andet, vi 
snakkede også om det, og hun er egentlig ret god og rigtig cool øhm, det irriterede mig også, 
fordi så var jeg sådan "nå okay, men hvad skal jeg så lige, hvad skal jeg så gøre" eller sådan, 
hvordan kan man komme det til livs, hvad er det og så tænkte jeg sådan "nå, men det er nok mine 
bryster" eller sådan, men så kom vi til at snakke om det der med om det måske var stemmen, altså 
om det var det der gjorde det 
 
Anna:  det har jeg i hvert fald tit selv oplevet, når der er nogen der har troet at jeg var en 
dreng, især bagfra og hvis jeg så har vendt mig om og sagt noget, så bliver folk sådan helt "nå 
undskyld" altså, ja 
 
Ray:  ja, der er mange, der er nogen forskellige ting, men jeg ser også, jeg har også en- altså 
jeg ser sådan meget-øh, jeg ser ikke så maskulin ud i hovedet, men nogen gange gør jeg 
 
Anna:  ja, nogen gange, det er nok lidt forskelligt 
 
Ray:  jamen altså jeg er meget en blanding, synes jeg, føler jeg også selv, det har jeg sådan okay 
med 
 
Anna:  men føler du din stemme den også er et sted midt imellem? 
 
Ray:  ja, det føler jeg faktisk 
 
Anna:  så du har det godt med den 
 
Ray:  jeg har det egentlig godt med min stemme, ja, det er sjovt, men det har jeg faktisk 
 
Anna:  det er jo, altså det er jo fedt 
 
Ray:  det er sådan, ja det er super fedt, men det er faktisk ikke en af de ting der går mig mest 
på, lige nu, det kan sagtens være det ændrer sig, men nå jo, det min psykolog sagde var sådan da 
hun skulle skrive sådan en udtalelse, og så står der også i den der udtalelse at jeg ikke oplever 
stemme-dysfori, og det er jo egentlig ret interessant det har jeg ikke tænkt så meget over, før 
jeg ligesom gik hos den der psykolog, men det er der jo nogen der virkelig oplever, og det er ret 
interessant at det er nogen forskellige ting man har dysfori over 
 
Anna:  ja, det er rigtigt men jeg tænker også at I din musik der bruger du den jo også meget, og 
også meget oppe i de høje toner uden at det nødvendigvis er en decideret kvindelig stemme, eller, 
altså jeg tænker ikke på det som sådan et decideret kvindeligt udtryk, men mere sådan en 
udnyttelse af stemmens potentialer, ikke? 
 
Ray:  mmm, helt klart, ja 
 
Anna:  og at det også er det der er helt vildt fedt, fordi du kan synge helt vildt dybt, du har 
sådan en ret høj spændvidde, ret stor spændvidde i det hele taget 
 
Ray:  ja, nemlig, og det er jo netop også en af de ting jeg ville være ked af at skulle miste, men 
jeg ved ikke, det kunne også være at det kunne være interessant på et tidspunkt i mit liv det 
tænker jeg også på nogen gange, at det kunne da godt være at på et tidspunkt kunne det være sjovt 
og så sige "nå, nu er jeg færdig med det, nu er jeg klar til at gå til next level og se, prøve 
nogen andre ting af" og så prøve og se hvad der så sker med stemmen, og så simpelthen prøve en 
helt ny verden, men det tager lang tid, altså det ville jo tage lang tid for mig og vænne mig til 
det, og hele den der proces vil jo tage lang tid og så vil det tage lang tid at træne stemmen op 
igen og sådan noget, så det er ikke nu, det ved jeg ikke om det bliver på noget tidspunkt men det 
kunne da være en sjov udfordring hvis det var at jeg en dag havde det sådan "nu skal jeg fucking 
på hormoner, og det kan kun gå for langsomt" 
 
Anna:  men, du snakkede lidt om det der med stemmen og omverdenen og sådan noget, altså tænker du 
at det, altså går det dig på hvis din stemme bliver opfattet som en kvindelig stemme, altså, ville 
det være noget der kunne få dig til at synes at den skulle ændres, på en eller anden måde 
 
Ray:  ja, helt klart, ja det tror jeg, og det er så bagsiden af det, og det er det jeg godt ved og 
det tror jeg egentlig er hele grunden til at der er ting jeg vil ændre, tror jeg, det er det der 
med at jeg kan mærke at jeg, altså inden for de sidste par år her, at jeg kan mærke at jeg mere og 
mere har fundet- eller sådan gået ind i den her transidentitet, og jeg vil ikke ses som kvinde, og 
det har jeg fundet mere og mere ud af gravist, så derfor så, hver gang der er noget kvindeligt, så 
synes jeg det er irriterende, og at folk ser det sådan, men samtidig synes jeg også det er fedt at 
udfordre det, så derfor så må vi lige se hvad der sker, altså i lang tid har jeg jo også faktisk 
ikke haft det nederen over mine bryster, der var det bare sådan altså, men der tror jeg også jeg 
havde det- der prøvede jeg på en eller anden måde at have det federe med bare at være et menneske, 
eller sådan, der prøvede jeg sådan at- der havde jeg det egentlig okay i den der rolle som enten 
eller, eller sådan lidt, men det der jo så bare er med det, det er at det var jeg jo ikke vel, min 
primære identitet, selvom jeg følte mig som noget, det er jo, eller var jo kvinde, det var ligesom 
fundamentet, og så kunne det godt være at jeg ligesom sådan prøvede at eksperimentere med nogen 
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ting og alt muligt og især med musik og sådan noget, men så tror jeg bare jeg fandt ud af at nu 
var det ikke lige for sjov længere, eller sådan, og det var ikke kun når jeg spillede musik, eller 
sådan, jeg havde også lyst til at egentlig være den i virkeligheden, altid, hver dag, og sådan 
ikke blive den der med sådan "nå men du er jo bare dig", eller sådan, men du er stadigvæk, jeg er 
jo stadigvæk kvinde, I ser mig jo stadigvæk som det og i kalder mig stadig hun, så det er sådan 
sygt irriterende, så det kunne jeg virkelig godt tænkte mig, eller sådan, det har jeg jo gået i 
gang med at ændre på, men det er mega svært og det er da helt klart også det dilemma jeg befinder 
mig i lige nu, fordi det også er mega svært at få folk til at forstå, eller sådan, og det er 
derfor at man så kunne få lyst til at tage hormoner fordi verden er binær, og folk de fucking er 
binære oppe i deres hjerner, så derfor så er det også som om jeg først kan få lov til at bliver 
anerkendt som det hvis jeg gør det, og det er ret op ad bakke nogle gange 
 
Anna:  jeg tror altså lige jeg lukker vinduet..... [pause]  
ja, men det kan jeg, så i princippet sådan i en ideel queer verden ville man måske ikke have lyst 
til at ændre noget, men man kan ikke vide det, man kan ikke vide om man stadigvæk ville synes at 
ens bryster ville være irriterende, eller at man var træt af at blive hørt som kvinde 
 
Ray:  ja, jamen det er faktisk rigig interessant, altså lige i forhold til det der med brysterne, 
der vil jeg sige, der kan jeg faktisk mærke at det er noget jeg godt kunne tænke mig, også i 
forhold til min egen krop, altså det kan jeg også mærke sådan, selv når jeg går til queer fester 
og sådan noget, øhm, altså det har da helt klart også noget at gøre med hvordan andre mennesker 
ser en, altså hvis man var alene på en øde ø, det er sådan et åndssvagt eksempel som alle altid 
siger, men 
 
Anna:  "men intet menneske er en ø", så 
 
Ray:  nej, det er jo det, men sådan ja, så tror jeg faktisk stadig jeg ville ændre det, det tror 
jeg jeg ville, altså, og det er egentlig ret interessant, fordi hvor kom det lige fra, og det 
handler jo nok også bare om at den her proces er i gang, og jo mere jeg ligesom har været i den 
her proces, jo mere har jeg egentlig fundet ud af nogen ting om mig selv, fundet ud af hvem jeg- 
sådan med min krop og, det er lidt som om at jeg har en masse ting der sådan har været undertrykt 
også, som jeg ikke rigtig har forstået og ikke rigtig har kunnet håndtere fordi jeg ikke vidste 
hvordan jeg skulle gøre det, og så jo mere jeg ligesom så har åbnet op for de her ting, så er der 
også kommet nogen følelser med det, og klart selvfølgelig jo mere jeg har beskæftiget mig med det 
og snakket med andre om det, så har jeg også tænkt mere og mere sådan "nå men det kan man godt", 
eller "det må jeg godt have lov til" eller, altså sådan alt muligt, men-øh det er lidt spændende 
 
Anna:  ja, det er det 
 
Ray:  men det er sjovt med det med stemmen fordi jeg har aldrig haft en anden stemme, og jeg tror 
at det er nok forskellen for mig, altså hvor- det er noget andet, på en eller anden måde 
 
Anna:  noget andet end hvad? 
 
Ray:  at for eksempel at skulle have en operation, altså top-operation, altså fordi jeg tænker 
meget på det som at min transidentitet den sidder meget i, det tror jeg den gør for andre end mig, 
men alles oplevelser er jo forskellige, men hvert fald for mit vedkommende, så er der rigtig meget 
der er knyttet til barndommen, altså jeg føler mig sådan som om at dengang da vidste jeg egentlig 
godt hvad jeg var, jeg vidste godt da jeg var lille at jeg var en dreng, eller sådan, og at jeg 
var trans, så det er også som om at nu der kan jeg mærke at det er som jeg går tilbage til den tid 
og husker mig selv sådan, og da havde jeg jo for eksempel ikke bryster, så på den måde kan man 
sige at det ved jeg godt hvordan det er, og nu er jeg klar til at prøve det igen og komme tilbage 
til de der følelser som jeg faktisk også havde dengang, og have det sådan med min krop, fordi det 
er det der føles rigtigt og naturligt for mig, ja, så det er bare det at i forhold til stemmen, 
der ved jeg ikke hvad det er, for jeg har ikke prøvet det før, så det er ikke noget jeg savner, så 
det er mere sådan en ting- det er mere sådan en ide om hvordan det mon kunne være hvis jeg havde 
lyst til at gennemgå en ny pubertet og prøve det, eller sådan 
 
Anna:  men jeg har sådan en eller anden teori om at øhm-, og det er måske også en undersøgelse jeg 
burde lave, men om at jyske kvinder har, jyske cis-kvinder har dybere stemmer, eller i hvert fald 
har en tonegang der får deres stemmer til at lyde lidt dybere, fordi jeg tænker bare at hvis du 
havde været københavner, så tror jeg ikke at-, for der er på en eller anden måde sådan, og det er 
ikke for at lyde helt vildt binær, men det gør det måske, men at der er sådan noget i den der 
tonegang som er i jysk som er sådan lidt [efterligner jysk intonation], som også er lidt maskulin 
på en eller anden måde faktisk, og det ved jeg hvert fald er en ting min søster er blevet drillet 
rigtig meget med, altså vores stemmer minder ret meget om hinanden, men at blive drillet med at 
tale helt vildt monotont og sådan, ikke? og det, ja jeg tænker at det også lidt er et maskulint 
træk på en måde 
 
Ray:  ja, jamen det er da egentlig ret interessant, det har jeg faktisk ikke rigtig tænkt over 
før, eller jo lidt måske, det kan da godt være at fordi man snakker jysk så sætter ens stemme sig 
lidt anderledes, 
 
Anna:  jeg ved det ikke 
 
Ray:  nej, jeg prøver lige at tænke over, men det ved jeg faktisk ikke, jeg tror faktisk ikke, jeg 
tror det er meget forskelligt, fordi jeg synes også jeg netop har nogen sådan københavner-venner 
som også har dybe stemmer, så jeg tror faktisk mere det er noget hormonelt, faktisk, eller sådan i 
forhold til hvor stemmen lige placerer sig henne 
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Anna:  ja, det er i hvert fald altså, cis-mænd har jo dybere stemmer fordi at talekanalen er 
længere og stemmelæberne er tykkere, så når man tager testosteron, så vokser stemmelæberne, men 
talekanalen bliver jo ikke længere, så der vil være en hvis, altså der vil være en hvis 
begrænsning på hvor dybt, hvor dyb den kan blive, ens stemme 
 
Ray:  det er ret interessant 
 
Anna:  men der er nemlig også nogen ting med, jeg snakkede med en som er sådan talepædagog, og han 
sagde at det der sådan også kan få en stemme til at lyde mere eller mindre mandlig eller kvindelig 
er også sådan noget tempo og hvor meget luft man har på stemmen, fordi ja, at det også er sådan 
nogen ting, jeg tror måske at mænd taler lidt hurtigere og mere- mindre luftfyldt, fordi hvis man 
taler med meget luft på stemmen, så bliver det meget blødere sådan, ikke [lægger mere luft på 
stemmen], så 
 
Ray:  grineren, det er sjovt 
 
Anna:  ja, det er ret sjovt, men jeg ved ikke om du har ting, om du har gjort dig nogen tanker 
ellers 
 
Ray:  om stemmen? 
 
Anna:  ja om din stemme og altså også måske din stemme og dit forhold til andre, altså fordi jeg 
tænker også det er meget sådan en ting man forbinder med sine venner og sin familie at man kender 
deres stemmer 
 
Ray:  ja, det har jeg faktisk overhovedet ikke tænkt over, det må jeg sige, det har jeg ikke tænkt 
over, det er faktisk, ja, næh, det tror jeg ikke jeg har tænkt over, altså sådan fordi at jeg 
synes der er så meget andet i fokus, altså alene det at jeg ligesom er, altså har en 
transidentitet det er nok, så det er sådan lidt 
 
Anna:  ja, sådan "fuck det" 
 
Ray:  ja, altså det er sådan lidt nå men stemmen det er bare sådan lidt "ja okay", altså hvis den 
ændrer sig, så gør den det, og hvis ikke så gør den ikke, altså det er lidt den sidste, der er det 
mere vigtigt for mig sådan med altså sådan relationer i forhold til sådan ens indre identitet, og 
det ved jeg da også det kan jeg også mærke altså det er også det der er vigtigt for min familie 
tror jeg, altså de er helt vildt bange for at jeg, og det kan da godt være det også er knyttet til 
stemmen og en masse andre ting, at netop også hvis man begynder at tage hormoner, så er der nogen 
ting der ændrer sig ved en, ikke, og det er de helt vildt bange for, de er bange for at jeg, det 
er ikke noget de har sagt direkte, men det kan jeg mærke på dem når jeg snakker med dem, og det 
kan jeg ligesom læse mellem linjerne at de er bange for at jeg tager- at det er sådan nærmest face 
off-agtigt, den der film der, de er sådan bange for 
 
Anna:  den kender jeg ikke 
 
Ray:  nå okay men, eller sådan, har du set Bourne Identity? 
 
Anna:  ja 
 
Ray:  sådan nogen identitetsfilm hvor folk de sådan nærmest skræller deres eget hud af og så tager 
de en helt ny identitet og man ved ikke hvem det er længere, altså det er lidt sådan de har det 
med det, altså sådan "åh nej, hvad skal der nu ske og hvem er du egentlig", og "nu kender vi dig 
slet ikke længere" og sådan, og de bliver ved med at sige sådan "du er jo gode gamle", og-øhm 
 
Anna:  ja, det er interessant hvor meget identitet der ligger i kønnet, ikke, og man er sådan det 
er altså faktisk ikke fordi jeg har ændret mig helt vildt meget 
 
Ray:  jaja, og ens navn også 
 
Anna:  ja, nemlig, jaer 
 
Ray:  altså og min familie de er eddermame bare mega vane-agtige fordi de kunne ikke engang, altså 
på et tidspunkt for nogle år siden skiftede jeg telefonnummer, og det var helt forfærdeligt for 
dem, de var virkelig sådan "åh nej, jamen det er jo dit, hvad så, dit gamle nummer det er jo dit 
nummer", øh ja, men nu har jeg altså fået et nyt telefonnummer sådan er det 
 
Anna:  ja, kod det ind og glem det andet, altså 
 
Ray:  ja, så jeg kan godt forstå at det er hårdt for dem at jeg lige pludselig ændrer navn og 
pronomen, og det kan jeg godt forstå, fordi der er da meget identitet i et navn, jeg har da også 
selv haft svært ved at give slip på navnet, men det ved jeg ikke, så jeg tror stemmen det er nok 
lidt det sidste, det følger lidt med på en eller anden måde, men jeg har snakket meget med altså 
nogen andre venner, som også er transkønnede og sådan, snakket om det er her med, netop det her 
med hormoner og stemmen og hvad man kan gøre, altså sådan, man kan jo godt træne sin stemme også, 
så kan man gå for eksempel til sådan en stemmecoach og så øve sig i at ens stemme er dybere 
[imiterer dyb stemme], og det er sjovt det der som du siger med det der jyske der, fordi her den 
anden dag så stod jeg nede på mit værelse og så prøved jeg sådan at snakke sådan her [imiterer tyk 
nordjysk accent], så prøvede jeg sådan at snakke sådan mere dybt og mere maskulint sådan 
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Anna:  og så bliver det bare mere jysk, sygt nordjysk 
 
Ray:  og så bliver det bare mega nordjysk, så er det bare sådan "hallo hvad sker der, prøv li' 
stop' med det der" [imiterer nordjysk], "stop lige med det dér, hallooooo hvad skeer deer", "så er 
det bare mega nemt at snakke mega dybt når man snakker mega nordjysk" 
 
Anna:  ja, det er rigtigt, ja, det er det jeg siger 
 
Ray:  ja, spændende 
 
Anna:  men jeg tror ikke jeg har så meget mere at spørge om, det var bare sådan lige en, ja, jeg 
tror bare lige jeg prøver at snakke med nogen og se hvad der kommer op og sådan, af problematikker 
og ting og sager 
 
Ray:  men det er virkelig-, jeg har tænkt meget over det, især efter du spurgte mig om jeg ville 
være med til det her fordi- eller faktisk også før det, netop det her med stemmen sådan med mande- 
og kvindestemmer og sådan noget, fordi at da jeg gik på højskole der gik jeg på højskole sammen 
med en cismand som også havde problemer, eller ikke problemer, men hans stemme den var ikke gået i 
overgang, så den var omvendt, han snakkede sådan her [imiterer meget lys stemme], han snakkede 
sådan helt vildt lyst, og så en gang imellem så knækkede sådan den anden vej, det var helt vildt 
interessant, og det synes jeg faktisk er spændende fordi der var der da også et eller andet der 
sådan skete for os, det er jo ved at være, det er snart, det er 7-8 år siden, ikke, så dengang 
anede jeg 1 procent af hvad jeg ved nu om queer ting og trans alt muligt, feminisme og sådan 
noget, men der kan jeg da også huske vi tænkte sådan over det, altså vi tænkte sådan "hvad er det 
for en underlig stemme", "den passer ikke til dig", eller sådan, og det har jeg bare tænkt meget 
over siden, sådan "fuck hvor nederen", øv, ej hvor irriterende at jeg tænkte det, men så gik der 
jo meget kort tid og så havde vi vænnet os til det, altså så var det bare sådan "nå men det er din 
stemme, super", så var det sådan 
 
Anna:  der skal ikke så meget til, men alligevel, ja, det må fandme også, det må godt nok være 
virkelig hårdt, altså 
 
Ray:  ja, også fordi han skulle virkelig sådan anstrenge sig tit for ligesom at- der var et eller 
andet der sådan skete derinde, men det er jo hans stemme, det er jo en mandestemme, sådan er det, 
ja, bum 
 
Anna:  nu tror jeg jeg stopper optageren så 
 
Ray:  [griner] ja 
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Interview with Sam, October 28th 2015 
 
 
Anna:  ok, jeg tror bare jeg sætter den til at optage  
yeah, I'm gonna switch to English but eeehm I think my eeehm, I'm recording this so that I might 
also use it for some acoustic analysis at a different point 
 
Sam:  mmhmm 
 
Anna:  but I don't know yet if I'm gonna do that but I'm of course gonna tell you if I'm gonna do 
that now it's only what's in the interviews... 
ok, so my questions are in Danish but I'm gonna try and translate them  
if you could just say your name and your age 
 
Sam:  Sam (anonymized), 34 [hesitates] years old 
 
Anna:  [laughs] I always forget.. and what.. how do you define yourself? your gender identity 
 
Sam:  eehm.. I ehm.. [laughs] a question that has become quite complex 
 
Anna:  yeah, but you can answer as complexly as you will 
 
Sam:  well, I have a... a... I would say.. I would say I have some kind of fem... female identity 
without knowing at all what that means. And then I don't know, maybe that...  
Well, my biology is from the beginning so-called male and then I've done like hormonal and 
surgical things to my body, 
which in that process, because it didn't go so well, my idea of gender, and specifically binaries, 
have kind of gone through a lot.  
So now I would say some kind of non-binary transgendered. 
Yeah non-binary female identified. 
 
Anna:  you can be whatever you wanna be. So you're still on hormones or hormone blockers right 
now? 
 
Sam:  I have, I'm on horm-I'm on estrogen since seven or eight years  
and since I've had the surgery of my genitals I am dependent on them for the rest of my life. 
But they didn't really work on me, so.. 
 
Anna:  the hormones? 
 
Sam:  nothing really happened 
 
Anna:  ah, okay, hmm 
 
Sam:  basically 
 
Anna:  and are you.. how do you feel about that? did that annoy you, or? 
 
Sam:  in the beginning I guess I was hoping for more yeah. 
I guess it was some kind of a disappointment because..  
because for some people it really makes a lot of changes it can be a really dramatic change. 
And I was hoping that I would become a bit less skinny [laughs] because that's about what estrogen 
can do for you.. change your body fat, put it in different places. I mean, well it just didn't 
really happen for me. 
I got some breast tissue but it's not like I have fat in my breasts.  
They're just very small, which is completely fine. 
But eeh, so that’s why I feel not only for my own sake, in a way, non-binary because I have always 
been. My identity has quite strongly been like androgynous female. 
 
Anna:  always? 
 
Sam:  yeah, basically, and that's why it was hard to figure out.  
Because then I was like also a very like, you know, androgynous male at some point in my life and 
yeah, I was always in the middle. 
 
Anna:  yeah, and how has your voice, has it changed with the hormones, or have you tried to change 
it? 
 
Sam:  no, estrogen doesn't really do that so it didn't change eh 
My voice history is, basically before even I was so clear about what.. or, clear in its 
unclearness, about my identity I was suppressing it. 
I can't really say the real reason for it, or if it was eeh, if it was bacause I felt it was too 
deep at some point. 
I definitely had that period also.  
Yeah, I was suppressing my voice a lot, and swallowing my endings a lot. 
In a way I was talking, I was not, I was even, probably eeh, physically also doing a little like 
[tilts head] 
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Anna:  yeah, like [makes throat sound] 
 
Sam:  yeah, going in and.. tilting my head... away and really like [makes mumbling sound] and 
using a little just kind of soft pitch, like [mumbling softly] 
 
Anna:  yeah, so kind of trying to make it as small as possible, or like non-existent? 
 
Sam:  yeah, for many many years. It's really bad. 
 
Anna:  and has it changed, then? since? 
 
Sam:  well it's... hmm it's still a little bit like that. 
I've been working on it, I think the biggest change in a way was that I went to theatre school not 
conce-, 
it was not a school concentrating so much on text and so on, but there was voice voice training 
and singing training a lot, anyways, voice through text. 
But also maybe mostly not through text, so that of course I started the school from a totally 
terrible place, voice-wise. 
And ehm, also when I was auditioning, they were really wondering like, pfff, I talked to the 
teacher like, afterwards, about it and they experienced me as super quiet and quite like in 
myself.  
And then I guess a good thing was that then there was this singing, in the auditions, there was 
this singing thing. 
And of course they challenged me because I was so quiet so I had to sing the song aggressively and 
loud, and actually one of them jumped on my back also. 
 
Anna:  really? did that help? 
 
Sam:  it's a funny teacher, she's yeah, in a way I mean it gives you a connection with your ugh 
[touches diaphragm] physical connection 
 
Anna:  was that the school in Norway? 
 
Sam:  yeah, and of course I knew this. 
And when they gave me the task I knew that it's really just to challenge me. 
So of course I went for it and then they were very surprised 'cause then I was really loud. 
But it also changed my pitch, I just 'cause I just went for it. 
And then I didn't sing, like I didn't sing out of tune or off but my voice just went on another 
pitch, somehow. 
 
Anna:  so higher, or? 
 
Sam:  eh, lower 
 
Anna:  ah, okay 
 
Sam:  cause I have more, more power in the lower register.  
So he just changed the key on the piano and it was fine, yeah, and then I started working on my 
voice in the school, 'cause I came in. Which was terrible. 
 
Anna:  in what way terrible? 
 
Sam:  phew, it was so painful.. actually 
 
Anna:  physically or emotionally? 
 
Sam:  emotionally, I also, because I was in this whole system of, in the health care in Sweden to 
go through this, to get the surgery and the hormones there was a logoped (speech therapist), I got 
it, I mean it's included. 
I went there twice I think, but then I started the school and I thought, I don't, I have that from 
the school. 
 
Anna:  but they actually give you that when you go through the system in Sweden? 
 
Sam:  yeah 
 
Anna:  ok, that's interesting 
 
Sam:  yeah, ehm, I don't know how it is now, and I don't exactly know how it was then because, I 
went there only twice. 
But there's been some, there's at least been critique to it, that it's, when finding your female 
voice it goes towards a stereotype. 
Probably it's kind of similar still. 
 
Anna:  yeah, I guess 
 
Sam:  things change slow 
 
Anna:  yeah, in that area they do.  
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So what is your, like do you like your voice?  
How do you feel about it now? 
 
Sam:  I'm okay with it. 
It's still again like connected to this process in a way, what I had in school because it was so 
terrible first.. hmm. 
My singing teacher was, he was a contra tenor so he was, he has this amazing soprano pitch. I mean 
he sings higher than the sopranos in the choir [laughs] 
He's really funny so it was kind of maybe the perfect teacher in a way. 
And he was really into, he's really interested in like queer voice and so on, so we started in a 
way training the high pitch, which for some reason was just really painful for me [laughs] at that 
point. Because of somehow that maybe it was a pitch that I wanted to have but it was just so 
terrible to train it. 
 
Anna:  did you feel like it was like a goal that you couldn't reach? or was it… 
 
Sam:  yeah, in a way.  
But at that point I was also like, really training my voice.  
I couldn't handle it, emotionally, so I wasn't getting anywhere basically either, but then… 
And then in a way you often go through a falsetto and then you work on the pitch on that one to 
make that more into a so-called normal voice . 
I don't know, it was just [deep sigh] quite awful. 
 
Anna:  yeah, it's also okay if you don't wanna talk more about it, it's eeh... 
 
Sam:  yeah, I just, ehm, it's completely fine to talk about it.  
I'm just trying to remember, like, ehm. 
But it was also that I had suppressed my voice so much so there was of course a lot coming out, 
maybe it was…  
A lot of it was just that I finally was using my voice and you know, really...  
'cause now, okay, so now... what do I feel about my voice?  
Cause I like the resonance, I guess you know, the voice resonates in the body, so it's a very 
physical feeling and now I guess I like the resonance. 
 
Anna:  like the mmmm like, yeah 
 
Sam:  Yeah, so I use in a way a- 
I let the resonance be there, so I'm not… 
I have this in a way, more or less, depends on the day.  
But I'm not really going - I don't take the resonance away so much. 
 
Anna:  no, but you could do that if you wanted to 
 
Sam:  I could do this [raises head] but I don't know, this is just suddenly, you know, so I 
[laughs] stood up, or my head went up, and.. 
 
Anna:  yeah, you're sitting in a different way 
 
Sam:  I'm sitting in a different way and kind of like, suddenly everything goes [makes high pitch 
sounds] up.  
And I'm not so sure if I'm comfortable with that.  
I mean, purely physically cause then what happened was...  
What eventually freed me somehow, to a certain degree, was that I took the whole thing as very 
physical and, I don't know, biological, in a way or like "ok this is my instrument". 
And then it turned out that in that physical way, I have a really big access to resonance and deep 
voices and like so-called false chord stuff, throat singing and growling and..  
It's really easy for me  
And also what is most relaxing to sing for me is, in easiest, is a lower, it's a lower…  
I don't know if it's a low tenor, or if, it's even...  
Singing Ring of fire by Johnny Cash is, is eh, I can sing it in his pitch. 
 
Anna:  really? wow! 
 
Sam:  and there I'm in a way most comfortable, I mean, physically. But then it's also that I still 
didn't pick up the training on the higher pitches which I would like to, it would be nice to..  
Cause I've been there also, we had a workshop on this extended voice and then like belting really 
high pitches. 
I think I actually went highest of all of my class and there are some sopranos who can really 
sing. 
So yeah, I've been in this place where I suddenly found out that I have, like, almost like too 
much possibilities, with my voice.  
But everything is super untrained because because I was just suppressing my voice, I didn't use it 
for like, ever [laughs] 
 
Anna:  no, but do you have this feeling that you, that you want your voice to be perceived in a 
specific way, like gender-wise? 
 
Sam:  yeah 
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Anna:  does it have to fit the way you feel about yourself, or is it...? 
 
Sam:  yeah now I have been talking from a personal place, in a way and not in relation to... 
others 
 
Anna:  yeah, that's also really good 
 
Sam:  yeah, so I, in a way I keep my voice in that sphere, in a way. But of course I'm in contact 
with others and then it does become prob-it is..  
Because still I don't want to be perceived as a man, even if I'm not performing femininity much to 
pass as a woman, and yeah, using kind of this voice I actually... 
If I call to people that I don't know, I think I actually change my voice a little bit, I take a 
little bit of this hm-hmm [makes stød-like glottal sound] and it goes maybe here [talks in higher 
pitch]. Because when I say my name, and I don't know, if it's in contact with some doctor or 
something, they have, you know or, whatever, they have… My offical gender is female and my name 
is, somehow female, at least. 
So there comes this, sometimes there's a confusion or they perceive me as male [sighs] which is 
not nice for me, but I don't know what to do with that. 
Actually it's the same with, sometimes maybe I pass as female, but then I say something and it 
changes. The voice is a huge part of passing. 
But I guess there's a choice I have made, that I will deal with that discomfort, instead of 
creating myself a voice that is a construction, or which is in a way creating a female voice, 
whatever that is, I mean, I like, my favourite female voice is a tenor, so what the hell, I like 
low female voices, so that's my preference. It's just hard to be that when, appearance and physics 
is signalling something else to other people. 
 
Anna:  so you feel like a really high-pitched female voice also wouldn't really fit you? 
 
Sam:  hhhm... no, no I want to train, I still want to.  
I know I can, with some training I know I could sing soprano in a quite non-eh-what's it called, a 
non-ehm.... 
 
Anna:  I think I know the word, but I also forgot it 
 
Sam:  Ah, what is this male-eh soprano... Falsetto. 
Yeah and that's really a question of training, but I had to have the access to it and I wonder 
what would, I mean...  
But I would, I would regard it as an instrument, and not as an identity. 
 
Anna:  yeah... cause you talk a lot about singing. Is it important for you to be a good singer and 
to use your voice in that way, more than when speaking? 
 
Sam:  it's what freed me in the end in this whole voice mess. 
 
Anna:  that you were actually forced to... 
 
Sam:  nyah I mean there's a totally different-ehm…  
In speaking you can hold back so much more. In singing you really have to sing, I mean. 
 
Anna:  yeah, cause if you sing like [mumbles] it's not gonna be singing. 
 
Sam:  no, it's something else, it would be just horrible so.. yeah, it was very important for me 
and in the end it didn't really go through the training at school. 
Of course it helped, because then I was forced to [laughs], yeah, go to the classes, and I wanted 
to also, but you know.  
But it was actually doing it publicly, in the karaoke, this is what kind of made it, that was the 
big thing for me in the end. 
Because there, specifically, you can't sing like... usually the sound system sucks, and whatever 
you can't sing like [mumbles]. 
No person's gonna hear you, you won't hear anything yourself either. 
 
Anna:  no, so you have to really give it all you got 
 
Sam:  you have to give it all you got and there's also, you know, the whole culture of it is so 
supportive. 
In real nice karaoke bars nobody gives a shit as long as you really try, or gives a shit-they are 
really supportive like they don't care if you sing bad. 
 
Anna:  oh yeah, I also saw you sing at Unobar... 
 
Sam:  yeah, and it was really horrible in the beginning. 
 
Anna:  doing karaoke? 
 
Sam:  yeah, or horrible, it was difficult but then I came over this whole thing in a way and now I 
can… 
And it's a nice thing to make a fool of yourself also like to really, like now I can enjoy it. 
I sing a song that I don't really know so well, and don't really succeed, like it's a bit weak 
maybe, but it's great to suck, because, and be okay with that [laughs] 
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Anna:  so you feel like it's kind of made you more confident, like getting in contact with your 
voice? 
 
Sam:  yeah, definitely. definitely... 
 
Anna:  I think we've maybe almost talked about all the questions that I have. Yeah, we already-we 
also talked a little about the challenges that you meet like in everyday life with the voice and 
how to cope with that. 
 
Sam:  I mean, it's eh... It's an ongoing problem that doesn't make me happy, but, I don't know 
it's really a combination, some things work, some things don't, in life. 
But it does still make me insecure at times. 
 
Anna:  mh-hmm.. this possibility always of not passing, or not... or what makes you insecure? 
 
Sam:  yeah, like, as much as I'm strong somehow and don't care, maybe for myself it doesn't 
really, it doesn't, I mean of course it helps to a certain degree I don't feel so bad that I go 
and kill myself or something, which is very common 
But it is also terrible to, I don't know, I do have like envy of, still like envious of biology, 
that would just be easy or would just fit, in a way. 
And then I could take those problems that there, more like mundane, like common problems with my 
body not like this totally extreme. I mean those problems they exist for everybody, it's just that 
there's some levels in how. 
 
Anna:  yeah, in how bad-in what you have to deal with 
 
Sam:  mmmhmm. But I'm not, you know, I'm not expecting any...  
I'm not expecting it to change in any way but then, I mean, I have this role o… 
I'm not just private, I'm not a private person in a way, because I'm a performer and I'm a 
professional performer, I live from it, and I also use myself and this identity stuff in my work. 
So, there is, I never really just have a privte identity. 
Like everything I do is connected to something, even if there are some really private parts of my 
life which I've also kind of shared in some texts and, whatever, performances to a very high 
degree, it's really almost annoyingly, everything I do is connected to a collective kind of-eh…  
It will end up into some kind of work I have, I mean if it's performance or if it's teaching or if 
it's just doing an interview or something, and through that, you know, affecting something. 
 
Anna:  so it's almost like everything is kind of theatre for you or like a performance in a way, 
or do you feel like that? 
 
Sam:  hmm... well, all these gender roles and things is also like, it's just such a construction. 
I mean that's also, like the feeling of non-binary thing is like, ok I was, I grew up with, well 
always very androgynous but I was treated as a boy, and I was trying to fit into that, or... I was 
trying to make that into my identity. 
And parallel something else was going on also, and then when I figured it out, it was like "ok I 
need to deconstruct some parts of myself and make my surroundings somehow relate to me in a 
different way so I can survive" 
But then like what-am I gonna construct another, like this other part of me that was going 
parallel that didn't get to develop somehow, eh, I don't know, the female identity or whatever it 
was, is… 
I mean how do I construct that and then being stuck there in between is like, you kind of see both 
constructions so clearly, at least for me, and all of it is just, I don't know… 
The whole thing of authenticity becomes so strange and then I also, for me it was more important 
with the physical things, than the kind of social things, in a way they're of course important, 
the social things, but physical changes was actually more important for me. 
 
Anna:  and do you count the voice as part of the physical, or is that something else? 
 
Sam:  the voice is actually, I think, it's somewhere there in between very much because it's so 
defining. 
We have a social construction around it, and also how do we physically, or, I mean, we socially 
construct the voice also which is not necessarily according to a biology. 
I mean there's a lot of women around who have constructed a high pitch, or like you know, they 
trained a high pitch because, yeah, that whole thing. 
So, yeah the voice, it is really somehow there in between. It's so strongly connected to the body, 
and I don't know. I do like to say biology nowadays, somehow, maybe it's... 
 
Anna:  you like biology better than body? 
 
Sam:  no, maybe I just like to use it because it might be provocative [both laugh] 
 
Anna:  that's nice 
 
Sam:  but, I mean when I say biology, it's really like bio-mechanics in movement or, biology, then 
I mean like the vocal chords. 
 
Anna:  yeah, the vocal chords moving and 
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Sam:  and the size of the throat and because that's how, I mean… Because, the stuff I, the voice 
work I've been doing became really physical like this growling and stuff and then I had a very 
strong feeling of my vocal chords, throat and everything. 
I mean it vibrates, in growling it vibrates so much that it pushes up the acids from your stomach 
into your throat so you get a throat burn, so you have to drink like, the growlers they drink like 
milk all the time. 
 
Anna:  really? I didn't know that 
 
Sam:  cause it's really like [growls], so the whole [makes rolling sound with the tongue] brings 
up…  
And it's really, I can't do it too much because of that, ’cause for me I think it vibrates really 
a lot 
And then yeah, growling and then there's like the growling that goes even deeper, it's like 
gutteral, ehm yeah, it's just a very physical thing, and I don't, then I don't think about gender 
anymore. 
 
Anna:  no, then it's the physical thing of... 
 
Sam:  yeah, it's like an instrument that is biological 
There are some great cis female growlers too, so… 
 
Anna:  how about, how about language, have you noticed that your voice is different in Finnish, or 
Swedish, or English? 
 
Sam:  yeah, I've gone through, Finnish, English, Swedish, cause I was born in Finland and I didn't 
grow up with Swedish. 
 
Anna:  ok, so you learned that after English? 
 
Sam:  yeah, first times I came to Sweden I was speaking English, and then I learned Swedish, and 
then I know Swedish perfectly now. 
 
Anna:  but do you feel like your voice is different in either language? 
 
Sam:  mmmm, I think I'm more affected by how other people talk. That's another thing, I'm like a 
parrot, that's why I can also, I mean parrot, but like there is some kind of musicality in me that 
I haven't used enough, but it must be there, because there's no other explanation why I can, why I 
don't have a Finnish accent on my Swedish for example they can barely hear it. It's very unusual 
for Finnish people to not have a really strong accent. 
My English, I don't know, it's because I speak with, I speak English with all kinds of people, and 
most of them are not native English speakers, so my English is, it doesn't… 
But if I spent time with my friend from America, from U.S., then I start changing into that and 
when I've been here in Denmark, I can't help my Swedish, or like changing some words, and I didn't 
even try to learn Danish, it just starts to happen, or like but now I have been too tired for it 
but but anyway. 
It's like I start changing words and start saying words in a different way but I don't know if it, 
I can't really answer if it changes my pitch so much actually, not very much at least. 
 
Anna:  how about the, cause the Finnish gender system in the language isn't, I guess in Finnish 
you can talk about someone without gendering them. 
 
Sam:  yeah, the pronoun is, it's just 'hän' but actually that sounds very formal if you say hän, 
so we actually use 'se' which is more like 'it', in normal speaking language. 
There is like the written language and the speaking language, it's quite a different thing in 
Finnish. 
Yeah, I don't know, I didn't really, I never had to think about it, which is probably a great 
thing [laughs] I mean, probably it saved me a lot of, you know, something, growing up. 
Because now I react on, I don't care so much anymore, I can deal with it but I always hear it 
really clearly if somebody says 'he' and really like note it. 
 
Anna:  yeah, I'm also just asking because I talked to an Italian guy and he said that it was 
really annoying that in Italian you can also hear it when you speak to someone that they say, they 
change the endings of the words, so that you can hear what they think you, what they read you as. 
 
Sam:  yeah, it's a very gendered language. 
Finnish is totally-eh. But you usually get it from the names and so on, so it's not like it's 
names of some other things. 
 
Anna:  so it's not like a gender neutral paradise 
 
Sam:  no, no, plus it's still a terribly sexist country, so it didn't help much [both laugh] 
 
Anna:  too bad. And what about your name, can I ask you about that, when you chose that to match 
your identity, did you think about what kind of-eh, yeah what thoughts did you have? 
 
Sam:  yeah, my name comes from my second name, which is Samuel (anonymized) at first I kind of 
like changed it, cause I took my first name off, away, cause at that point you couldn't take 
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whatever, like now in Sweden they took away the rule of-you can take whatever name regardless of 
the gender or whatever 
 
Anna:  yeah, they still have that rule here 
 
Sam:  or it shouldn't be like 'x 2000 heavy metal', that's not allowed but when, I'm kind of pre 
all these good laws. 
I mean I got this castration demand also, it was taken away a week before my surgery. It didn't 
change anything for me, but anyways. 
 
Anna:  yeah, they just took that away like last year in Denmark 
 
Sam:  I couldn't choose a name, like I couldn't choose a female name at that point so I just, 
first I took away my first name, and then I was Samuel, and I was presenting myself as Samuel but 
more like with a female ending. 
But it was just too much. I wasn't passing as a female, so there was always this extra question or 
like, "what did you say 'Samuel?'", or you know that's terrible. 
It still kind of happens but then I'm not so into long names [laughs] anyway, so I just took away 
the 'uel' (anonymized) at the end and it became 'Sam', which---  
I like it but there's still a little bit conflict, because if I say like 'Sam' I can still see how 
people are struggling with, you know, figuring out what I am and also yeah, how it's pronounced, I 
hate the way in Swedish they pronounce it, they say (says 'Sam' in Swedish) 
 
Anna:  how do you prefer it? 
 
Sam:  I prefer [says name with Finnish pronunciation], that would be more like Finnish, like you 
would say in Finnish. 
 
Anna:  and you also have the Finnish [says letter] 
 
Sam:  or in like Russian, yeah, it would be more like that but when, because I kind of exist in a 
very international community of performers, so then there's a lot of... I do use [pronounces Sam 
in English] sometimes. But that's more okay for the ones who really like speak English, native 
English speakers. 
 
Anna:  cause I think [names common friend] talked about you as [pronounces 'Sam' in English] 
 
Sam:  yeah, she says 'Sam' it's okay, but it's mostly okay for the ones who actually speak 
English. But in Denmark actually 'Sam' works really well, which is nice [both laugh] 
 
Anna:  that's a good thing. 
Well, I don't know if you have anything, any thoughts about voice, or like any, you can add 
whatever you want but I don't have any more questions. You can have a cookie if you want. 
 
Sam:  voice - it's terrible, but it's fantastic at the same time I don't know, it's really- 
 
Anna:  and the reason I was also talking about the name is also that because I guess some names 
are very, they are also kind of class related so that sometimes when you have a name that's very 
related to like a lower class then you can actually also kind of jump up a class if you choose a 
new name that's something different, so I think sometimes... that's just a thing I just talked to 
my supervisor about today, that I didn't really think about that before 
 
Sam:  yeah, in Sweden they had this, eh, maybe it was in the forties or something, fif-forties, or 
fifties even last names, they were changing a lot of last names because many of them were also 
very similar, Andersson or all this and there was a big wave of changing names and they were 
really connected to families in farms and so on they needed more last names to make a difference 
 
Anna:  so they made more last names? 
 
Sam:  yeah, all these like, things like Vertén or, tén, the tén end with the little [makes sound 
with lips to illustrate the accent aigu], or is it apostrof 
 
Anna:  an apostrophe, yeah 
 
Sam:  on the e, they are all taken, constructed names, I think almost all of them 
 
Anna:  also Levén and something 
 
Sam:  Levén yeah and I think there was some thought about class, I'm not sure about the 
information, but ehm 
 
Anna:  probably yeah 
 
Sam:  making distance to the 'bonde', b¯ndesamfund, in a way and yeah, this tén sounds more fancy 
than it is 
 
Anna:  yeah, it does, hmm yeah, no one wants to be like lower class I guess so whatever you can do 
to not be that you can ehm. do you have a dialect, actually, in Finnish? 
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Sam:  no I would say I'm pretty neutral because I'm from the part of, yeah Helsinki, near 
Helsinki, very neutral part but I've been wondering because I grew up with a, I grew up with a 
father who was originally German and after forty years, or whatever, he's still, his Finnish is, 
'cause Finnish is so damn difficult it kind of sucks he can't write it properly, but he has a dia-
yeah he still makes a lot of mistakes I didn't learn German, he wasn't so happy about German so 
unfortunately, mmm, but I know that he, when I came he started to make an effort of learning 
Finnish until that he was coping in those surroundings that he was fine with English I've been 
wondering, I don't know, how that affected me yeah, probably I was bi-lingual, like good Finnish 
and bad Finnish 
 
Anna:  (laughs) yeah maybe, that can be, yeah I think that's it, and I also have... 
 
Sam:  I think the trans experience for me, for example, it's interesting to talk about it, but 
there's really no answer to give to anything more than it's a constant struggle in some kind of 
in-between state. 
 
Anna:  but I'm not looking for definite answers, I think that's also just one of the... That's one 
of the kind of things that I wanna give space to like, that it's also maybe never just one thing, 
it's always like shifting and, yeah and identity is not just one thing, I think I'm gonna stop 
this one. 
 
Sam:  oh, but yeah, I don't know, I would say that sexuality has played also a big part in my 
identity, or like gender identity and what do I have, ehm, what need do I have in changing my 
voice. Because, because I was never a heterosexual, at all, which would give me a much more 
terrible [laughs] life. 
As a transwoman finding a man is a terrible thing, and then, in a way, performing femininity would 
be a bigger issue for me. 
 
Anna:  yeah, 'cause it's about being desireable also 
 
Sam:  yeah, being desireable, definitely. So I think it's an important point. 
 
Anna:  yeah, that's a really important point. So have you noticed that you've kind of tried to 
change things to be attractive to certain people? 
 
Sam:  well, that's the thing that I'm, I've-eh, after like getting my identity together somehow it 
was very connected to some kind of queer lesbian identity, or that's just like maybe even stronger 
than the feeling of gender. 
And there is a, there's a bigger freedom of expression, I think, and there is also different 
voices, I think there's a bigger scale of using your voice because there's already some kind of 
like scale of gender, genders that are not, a little bit, or identities, I don't know, maybe not 
genders, but identities, like butchness or whatever. Even if it's clearly like cis female, no 
transgender thing at all, in a way, but it's butch, super butch it can be a different, I don't 
know, voice. 
 
Anna:  that's a really good point 
 
Sam:  so I think that is a super valuable thing for me and also in like, my voice is not so 
questioned in that, in those circles. 
But it does have to be more like in the queer side of lesbian [laughs] circles 
 
Anna:  so do you identify as a lesbian or queer lesbian, or? 
 
Sam:  yes, very much 
 
Anna:  so what, yes to what? 
 
Sam:  I mean what is that but, anyways 
 
Anna:  so you identify as lesbian 
 
Sam:  yeah, and it's also funny to say lesbian, because nobody says lesbian anymore 
 
Anna:  no it's totally out-dated, I think it's cool 
 
Sam:  when it became out-dated I started using it [both laugh] 
 
Anna:  yeah, I actually also started liking it again. So you mean that this, there's like a more, 
like a broader acceptance of different ways of doing gender already that makes it easier for you? 
 
Sam:  yeah, gender and voice. 
Ok, now if you say lesbian, then it refers to some kind of mainstream look, or way of being, which 
is bullshit.  
Which is again putting, forcing people into certain boxes which maybe made me start using the 
lesbian identity, just because...  
But I'm still not attractive to all of them. 
 
Anna:  to all of the lesbians? 
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Sam:  no, because, because they don't really know, I mean they do know what I have between my legs 
and I come off more as a male, or, somehow…  
And then also that I don't, hmm, I mean if I dress and act as, so to say, androgynous, or like 
tomboy-ish on my body it's not [laughs] it's not like, it's not changing the f-, in a way like a 
female, ok cis female appearance into, it's not changing it into a more, how to say, boyish or 
whatever it's in a way, it just makes me more, it just makes me look more like a boy. 
 
Anna:  mmm, so you don't feel like you have the freedom to be a tomboy and still be perceived as a 
woman? 
 
Sam:  I mean, I do it, I guess, well now I, now I'm not so into clothes actually. 
I have a, since more than two years, three years, I think I have basically just the same clothes. 
Maximum two pieces of whatever, two pieces of pants and two shirts. 
 
Anna:  really? 
 
Sam:  well, I'm traveling also all the time, so it's more like, you know, and I don't want to 
think about it either, I can't carry a lot of shit with me. But nobody sees it, like yeah, nobody 
[laughs] nobody actually notices that I always have the same clothes [both laugh] 
 
Anna:  that's nice 
 
Sam:  and, I don't know, okay this goes into a dangerous field, but it's kind of like some kind of 
neutral-eh 
I mean it's always black because I can't stand colours after some traumatic stuff in my life, I 
just got rid of colour, and it's kind of neutral, whatever that is… 
But on me it's maybe, hmm it's not helping me into, you know, to a female direction. 
 
Anna:  so you mean that your clothes could be more feminine if you wanted to... 
 
Sam:  I mean, they would be perceived differently on a different body. This like, what does 
clothes do to you. 
But it's also maybe a little bit like with the voice, what do you put on. I'm not comfortable in a 
lot of female clothes because, not because I don't think they're nice or I don't want to have 
them, but it's just that I have broad shoulders. 
I'm a really thin person, and not perceived as very big, I mean I'm hundredseventyfive tall, but 
my shoulders are like-eh, medium male and my chest, rib cage, is pretty big. Which is good for the 
voice and resonance [laughs] so that has a effect on what I put on, I mean. 
If I put on something that is cut for typical cis female it just fits ill on my body and I become 
sad [laughs]. This is getting long here, but yeah 
 
Anna:  no, but that's really… But do you feel like it's easier to hook up with people that 
understand queer things and like. 
 
Sam:  yeah, I only do that 
 
Anna:  yeah [laughs] 
 
Sam:  only, and now even more like I don't really, I'm definitely not so succesful in like going 
out and just hooking up with someone, it almost never happens *mumbling*  
Right now it's more like I have several loose relationships, or not, I don't call them 
relationships, they're more like lovers, but they're also my, they're actually my friends to start 
with, so I already have a connection, they already know me and-eh. 
Ok now I hooked up with someone just now, this week, but we're also like we met, but someway, and 
then we met again, and then we talked. It was a person who doesn't, who's not at all attracted to 
men at least, while all the others [both laugh], let's say the past years have actually been women 
who, they're bisexual and actually they, mostly they're attracted to men. 
 
Anna:  ah okay, that's interesting 
 
Sam:  and I'm not, you know, eh, which was just something that I realised after a while that 
"okay, there's some kind of pattern here [both laugh] and what does it mean for me, I mean, am I 
the bisexual object. 
And, you know, I don't judge attraction at all. It's like, it is what it is, you are attracted and 
drawn and... to different things and people and that's how it is. You can challenge it in many 
ways, and sometimes you don't know… 
But whatever, at this point being this old and, you know, I feel like people have figured out 
quite a lot so, it is what it is and we deal with it. But, yeah, of course it makes me think how 
do they actually, I mean they know me really well, like super well 
And they totally perceive me as, there's no doubt, like the- it would be so weird for them to 
think of me as a man, but still like. 
 
Anna:  but you wonder if there's, yeah 
 
Sam:  yeah, what is, the desire, cause that's, that's, I somehow believe it's-eh, you know you can 
change it a bit but it is what it is or, now I'm, nah, hmm 
 
Anna:  it can be challenged, but... 
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Sam:  it can be challenged, but, yeah, and it can change of course, but you know I think there's 
something that's, quite s- 
 
Anna:  subconscious, in a way 
 
Sam:  yeah 
 
Anna:  I think I have to stop now because I have to be somewhere now actually but thank you so 
much… 
 
 


